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Foreword 

The digital landscape is rapidly changing in Ontario.  Hospital Information System (HIS) Renewal represents 
an opportunity to harness that change to significantly improve the way that technology is able to support 
optimal patient care. 

 
The goal of HIS Renewal is to advance HIS maturity through three key streams in tandem: clustering, clinical 
adoption and outcomes, and HIS service delivery. Across the province, hospitals are continuing to form into 
clusters: groups of hospitals working together on a common referral or specialty basis to improve the 
delivery of health services through enhanced use of their HISs. HIS Collaboratives, made up of the current 
clients of HIS vendors in Ontario, will allow clusters to obtain high quality, provincial HIS services – and to 
move away from the complex, high-cost business of HIS hosting.  Benefits to quality, safety, value and 

evidence-based care from HIS implementations are dependent on clinical standardization and adoption. 
Alignment across the clusters and HIS Collaboratives will reduce the effort of implementation of clinical 
standards and maximize value through improved patient outcomes.  Although this document focuses on HIS 
service delivery, the three intertwined HIS Renewal streams are being advanced in concert, with the goal to 
deliver better care for Ontario patients.   

 
In order to enable these HIS Renewal goals, we are transparently publishing this Provincial Framework in 

draft form for comment.  The framework identifies principles, requirements and interfaces important to the 
Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (“ministry”) and its hospital partners. This Provincial Framework will 
inform the development of Master Service Agreements (MSAs) for vendors with existing footprints through 
negotiation with the HIS Collaboratives. This framework will also be an important input into Requests for 
Proposals and new MSAs developed by vendors looking to enter the Ontario market or to expand existing 
footprints. 

 
In general, the document does not specify how a provincial HIS service should meet the requirements as it is 
recognised that vendor technology variations may determine how a specific requirement may be met. The 
expectation is that each vendor – current and new – will determine how best to advance this provincial 
framework to achieve the high-quality cost-effective service offerings. 
 
New opportunities are becoming available to make Application Program Interfaces (APIs) available for access 

to the province’s high value digital assets (e.g. OLIS1, DHDR, DHIR, DI-CS, PCR, PPR, etc.).  These APIs will 

allow direct integration of data from provincial assets with local HIS data for a seamless view of patient 
information.  This API approach also includes the potential for open APIs as a future means to promote 
innovation, leverage customer insight and experience and potentially streamline operations. 
 
In addition, considerable effort is expended today to support the data interfaces listed in this document.  
Until now, stakeholder organizations have been free to request information according to their own technical 

needs and proficiencies.  In order to reduce and simplify the number of data exchanges, the ministry 
recognizes that it is important to establish an architectural framework that will define a common approach 
and protocols.  This in turn will support consistent, efficient, seamless and secure data exchanges between 
the provincial HIS services and their connectivity stakeholders, leveraging proven interoperability standards, 
the use of common APIs, and data integration hubs. 
 

The architectural framework will be developed in consultation with affected stakeholders.  Once the approach 
is confirmed, the ministry will work with affected stakeholders for convergence and retirement of legacy 
approaches. This will reduce the complexity and cost of supporting a wide range of technologies and 

mechanisms and redirect resources to benefit patients. 
 
This is a draft for ongoing discussion with HIS stakeholder and vendors and it is expected that additional 
requirements will need to be incorporated over time.  A working group of the ministry, HIS stakeholders, 

vendors and Information Technology Association of Canada – Health Chapter (ITAC Health) will be formed as 
a platform for ongoing discussions and enhancements to these requirements. 

                                                           
 
1 OLIS – Ontario Laboratory Information System, DHDR – Digital Health Drug Repository, DHIR – Digital Health Immunization Repository, 

DI-CS – Diagnostic Imaging Common Services, PCR, Provincial Client Registry, PPR – Provincial Provider Registry 
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Do you have feedback? 

Contact: HIS Renewal Secretariat at HISsecretariat@ontario.ca 

 

Intended Audience 

 HIS Collaboratives that are negotiating MSAs 

 HIS vendor executives and management who need to understand what provincial requirements are 

expected of their solutions 

 HIS vendor privacy, security and technical resources who need to fully understand the detailed 

requirements so that they can be implemented or satisfied by the provincial HIS service 

 Stakeholder management and technical resources who need to be assured that their requirements 

are current and accurately reflected in the document 

 Provincially appointed executives responsible for approving the requirements as they evolve 

HIS Renewal Background 

As part of a broader Digital Health Strategy, HIS Renewal represents an opportunity to advance Ontario’s 
Patients First objectives by helping transform Ontario’s fragmented HISs into a platform for a high-
performing, better connected, more integrated, and patient-centred health care system.  
 
The work of the Hospital Information System Renewal Advisory Panel (“the panel”) is a crucial component of 

the Digital Health Strategy.  Established in 2015, the panel has considered a provincial approach to 
sustaining the digital health assets of hospitals while ensuring that they are generating the most possible 
value for patients.  The panel delivered a report to the ministry in August 2016, setting out a number of 
recommendations, with a central premise that hospitals with a shared patient population should partner 

(hospital clusters) when renewing their HISs.  
 

One of the key recommendations is to promote a strategy for provincial HIS services as an alternative to 
hospitals building and operating their own IT systems.   
 
In May 2017, in a letter to all hospitals  and Local Health Integration Networks (LHINs) in Ontario, the 
Deputy Minister of Health and Long-Term Care announced that the ministry is supporting hospital-led HIS 
Collaboratives to engage HIS vendors  to establish MSAs  for provincial HIS services and convergence plans.  
The aim is to standardize terms, and conditions with a defined pricing model, along with a service delivery 

model that will give hospital clusters new opportunities to meet their care delivery requirements.  
 
Subsequently, in February 2018, the Deputy Minister communicated the expectation that all current HIS 
procurements and new Requests for Proposals (RFPs) must advance the goals of HIS Renewal: when clusters 
go to market, the resulting contracts will be through an MSA.  It is expected that hospitals and their clusters 
will be able to wait for MSAs to be completed.  Clusters bringing any exceptions will work with the HIS 
Renewal Secretariat to identify the best ways to use their RFPs and contracts to work towards provincial HIS 

services.  Similarly, hospitals and hospital clusters contemplating major upgrades through existing contacts 
should be working through their vendor-based collaborative.   

Vision for Provincial HIS Services 

Provincial HIS services deliver comprehensive HIS services (may be cloud-based) to hospital clusters 
province-wide. A provincial HIS service focuses on the delivery of highly available, reliable, serviceable, 
secure, affordable and relevant HIS services to hospitals and hospital clusters. 
 

mailto:HISsecretariat@ontario.ca
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Provincial HIS services will offer provincially standardized HIS services and clinical content, as well as robust 

and mature operational capability including features such as audit, business continuity, security, etc. 

 
To advance provincial HIS services, the current clients of HIS vendors in Ontario are forming HIS 
Collaboratives to engage with their vendors in discussions for MSAs and convergence plans for a provincial 
HIS service. The HIS Collaboratives have a mandate to deliver on four key goals: 
 
1. Definition of an provincial HIS service model with an implementation strategy and plan 

2. A convergence plan to transition current clients to the provincial HIS service 

3. Define a reference model (the clinical, business and technical requirements and standards that will define 

that vendor’s initial provincial HIS service offering) 

4. Vendor-specific Master Service Agreement terms & conditions to ensure: 

 Predictable and measurable costs and performance 
 A transparent and flexible innovative pricing model 
 Efficiencies and economies of scale 

 

The HIS Renewal Advisory Panel has endorsed the following approach to implementing the vision for 
provincial HIS services: 
 
1. A Provincial Framework which includes provincial requirements (the subject of this document) for MSAs 

and new HIS procurements, that: 

 Defines principles and a core set of requirements for all HIS agreements. e.g. security, 
interoperability, quality standards 

 Will evolve as provincial digital health priorities emerge or change, and as opportunities for verifying 
compliance become streamlined 

2. HIS Collaboratives comprised of hospital clusters that are committed to a specific vendor to negotiate 
MSAs and develop a provincial HIS service model and strategy for implementation.  They will also 
develop convergence plans which will describe how individual hospital clusters and hospitals within those 
clusters will converge towards using provincial HIS services.  

5. Participation Agreements which hospital clusters will sign with HIS vendors, consistent with the MSA.  

HIS vendors will sign agreements with organizations that will be consuming HIS services under terms 
that are consistent with the MSA, but customized according to convergence plans and specific 

implementation circumstances. 

 

Provincial Requirements for MSAs and Provincial HIS Services 

While HIS Collaboratives are responsible for developing clinical, business and technical requirements and 
standards to meet the needs of their hospital cluster members, the negotiation teams are also responsible to 
ensure that requirements that are important to provincial stakeholders also inform the MSAs.  These 
requirements are characterized as: 

1. Hospital Information System – Agreement Objectives 
2. Hospital Information System – Agreement Principles 
3. Core Requirements 

4. Interfaces and Connectivity 
5. Security Requirements 
6. Privacy Requirements 
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These items are described in the following sections of this document. 

1. Hospital Information System – Agreement Objectives 

 Provide optimal access to the best information-facilitated outcomes for a patient and their care team 

regardless of where they live or practice in the province. 

 Encourage vendors to be constantly improving their offering to meet best-practices and standards of care 

requirements as they evolve or are mandated by the Province 

 Encourage the use and sharing of information where this improves patient experience and outcomes, and 

informs quality improvement efforts 

 Ensure that provincial HIS services meet provincial privacy and security expectations 

 Encourage innovation and competition for affordability and a healthy marketplace 

2. Hospital Information System – Agreement Principles 

These principles describe directions that will inform the development of Master Service Agreements for 

provincial HIS services with existing vendors and with new entrants to the Ontario HIS market. 
 

Category ID Description Notes 

Licensing 

L1 Licensing model should be 

simple to understand, justify 
and manage. 

 A robust and understandable model is 

essential for hospitals to determine the 
impact and track usage of vendor products 
and services. 

 Metrics to determine performance and 
usage should be easily understood and 
readily available. 

L2 Licensing model must support 
the use of distinct individual 
accounts without financial 

impact. 

 The “one user – one account” concept 
encourages proper privacy and security 
practices. 

 Licensing models must accommodate the 
use of part-time or transient users without 
increased licensing costs. 

L3 Licencing model should remain 
neutral with respect to a 
hospitals efficiency or 
performance. 

 Hospitals should be able to improve their 
operations and efficiency without increased 
HIS licensing costs. 

 

L4 Licensing model should 

encourage product expansion 
beyond the acute care setting 
(e.g. primary / secondary 
care, community care, mental 
health, patient access). 

 While not mandatory, there should be 

consideration in the licensing model for 
inclusion of these services and modules to 
care settings outside the hospital. 

 

L5 Licencing model should remain 

neutral with respect to 
hospital restructuring or 
physical reconfigurations. 

 Licensing model should accommodate 

changes such as expansion, amalgamation, 
separation or change of services within a 
location, hospital or group of hospitals 
without restrictive or punitive costs or 
negative impact on services. 
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Category ID Description Notes 

Pricing 

PR1 Pricing should reflect 

economies of scale. 

 Unit pricing should decrease as volume of 

operations increases. 

PR2 Pricing model should 
encourage implementation of 
full functionality, but recognize 
and accommodate different 
types and sizes of hospital. 

 Should support movement towards full 
functionality linked to maximum benefit. 

 Should also recognize that smaller and 
limited scope hospitals should not be 
penalized financially for a more limited 

implementation based on their needs. 

PR3 Pricing model should enable 
efficiencies and economies in 
the acquisition of 3rd-party 
services and assets. 
 

 Services like drug databases, medical 
reference libraries, drug interaction tools 
are an essential part of clinical standards 
and adoption. 

 These should be paid for once and 

optimized through the provincial HIS service 
and the vendor product. 

Payment 

PA1 Payments should be linked to 
product implementation and 
vendor performance. 

 Payments for key HIS services should be 
linked to the achievement of robustly 
defined, justifiable and reasonable 

milestones achieved by the vendor. 

PA2 Payment model should provide 
a shared risk approach to 
currency fluctuations.  

 There should be some shared risk and 
impact in the event of significant currency 
fluctuations. 

Product 

Change 

PC1 HIS service model should 

encourage innovation and 
implementation of appropriate 
new functionality. 

 Licensing and pricing models should 

encourage hospitals to implement new 
features that will enable them to move up 
the maturity scale and improve their 
EMRAM scores. 

PC2 Hospital participants should 

have ongoing access to the 
flagship HIS version. 

 Discontinuing, combining, sunsetting or 

reissuing a product feature should not lead 
to additional fees for participant hospitals. 

  

3. Core Requirements 

These requirements specify functionality and terms that must be incorporated in MSAs and RFPs. 

Category Core Requirement Notes 

Data 
Access/ 

Portability 

1. Must 

accommodate 

ability to export 

data to a 

different vendor 

using a common 

defined standard 

Required to allow new vendors to enter the market and a 
switch between vendors (a safeguard against poor 

performers) 
 The costs to move data from one vendor to another 

should be reasonable to both hospitals and vendors. 

NOTE: US vendors will be subject to the US 21st Century 
Cures Care Act that more than covers this requirement.  
Similarly, any vendor that has Meaningful Use (MU) 
certification in the US will have met the data portability 
requirement.  But, neither this certification nor compliance 
with legislation is an Ontario requirement. 
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Category Core Requirement Notes 

Data 

Access/ 
Portability 

2. Must support 

access to the 

hospitals’ data 

by other health 

care solutions, 

including 

through the use 

of published 

APIs  

Data which is the legislative responsibility of hospitals 

cannot be made unavailable by vendor solutions that 
prohibit access by other services e.g. a patient portal. 
 There need to be avenues by which data can be viewed 

by, or exported to, third-party solutions. 

Data 
Access/ 
Portability 

3. Must ensure 

perpetual access 

to patient and 

hospital data  

This principle applies when a hospital is changing vendor, or 
can apply when upgrading to a new version where data 
migration is not viable. The patient’s data from a previous 
vendor or older version of the HIS must be accessible. The 

approach must consider: 
a) Encryption of patient’s data 

b) Ability to lock access patient data 

c) How data can be viewed or exported 

d) streamlining access to older data within user’s 

workflow 

Licensing 4. Must 

accommodate 

transition of 

license to 

support transfer 

from shared 

service 

arrangements to 

a provincial HIS 

service, or from 

one service to 

another 

(amongst other 

examples) 

The evolution of provincial HIS service strategy anticipates 
hospitals joining an existing cluster participating in the 
provincial HIS Service. This should be encouraged by the 
terms of the agreement – which need also realize the 

reverse is possible (a hospital may need to leave a cluster) 
 Licenses may need to be reassigned to new entities 

depending on changing shared service arrangements. 
e.g. an entity changes LHIN, or a hospital wishes to 
transfer licences it no longer needs, or a clinic or service 
in a hospital transitions to another entity (e.g. provincial 

agency or regional service delivery entity, etc.) 

 There should not be a fee for reassignment of licences 
beyond actual incurred costs 

Intellectual 
Property 

5. Investments by 

the sector are 

vested at the 

sector’s 

discretion  

Investments to implement functionality, develop training 
materials or clinical content, by the sector must be available 
in perpetuity and without restriction across Ontario. 

Product 
change 

6. Vendors are 

obliged to make 

changes 

required by 

Legislation or 

regulation 

Hospitals cannot be put in the position of being non-
compliant with legislation or regulation because of a 
vendor’s reluctance to implement a change. 
 We need a realistic pricing approach for timely changes 

required for any purpose including the need to meet 
legislative or regulatory requirements 
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Category Core Requirement Notes 

Product 
offering 

7. Must provide 

one record per 

patient within a 

Cluster at a 

minimum 

If a Cluster is based on referral patterns – then a single 
record for a patient in the Cluster will assist in providing 
optimal care. 

 There would need to be corresponding privacy 

functionality that limits user access to patients that are 
currently under the care of the user’s HSP.  

 Need to consider if a single “virtual” record will suffice if 
a one-patient-one record solution is not technically 
available 

4. Interfaces and Connectivity 

Hospital systems support many functions outside of the hospital environment.  Some of these are prescribed 
and encoded in agreements with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) or other EHR 

partners, and others are voluntarily developed because of the recognition of the opportunity for improved 

patient care and/or mutual benefit with partner organizations. 

The following list is the minimum that an HIS vendor is required to support for the benefit of hospital clusters 
acquiring services through the provincial HIS service.  Other interfaces may be negotiated separately by an 
individual Collaborative – but those would not be considered mandatory for others.  

NOTE: This list is not, and will not remain static.  Interface specifications are constantly evolving as models 
of care improve and information requirements to support them become known.  Work is also underway to 

consolidate interface feeds where it is recognized that there is considerable overlap.  Therefore, the 
governance of the Provincial Framework is a critical component of HIS Renewal. 

HIS Renewal - 
Provincial requirements - Interfaces & Connectivity 2017 12 12.docx

 

While this work is still in project mode, the HIS Renewal Provincial Project Office will be managing changes to 

the specifications and seeking confirmation from the HIS Renewal Alignment committee. 

 

NOTE: A section in the list of interfaces recognizes that there are emerging requirements that are expected 
to be published in the reasonably near future.  Master Service Agreements should anticipate these 
requirements and how they could be managed. 

 

Stakeholder organization 
Common Interface 

Name 
Brief Description 

Confirmed Requirements 

Better Outcomes Registry & 

Network (BORN)  

BIS ADT Allow hospitals to leverage real-time demographics and admission-discharge-transfer data from 

hospital information system for mother and child to improve their data quality, data 
completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information System. 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) eClaims Hospital 
Integration 

Systemic Therapy treatment information collected by the Provincial Drug Re-imbursement 
Program for New Drug Funding Program (NDFP) drug reimbursement claims 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Interactive Symptom 

Assessment and 

Collection (ISAAC) 

Hospital Integration 

Patient Reported Outcome Measures HIS Integration 


		Stakeholder organization

		Common Interface Name

		Brief Description

		# HIS systems contributing

		Type or protocol (e.g. file or HL7 V2, etc.)

		Direction relative to HIS

		Interface specification link, or embedded document

		Version /status

		Version date

		Contact Name

		eMail

		Phone



		

		 

		Confirmed Requirements 

		Meditech

		Cerner

		Epic

		Other

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Better Outcomes Registry & Network (BORN) 

		BIS ADT

		Allow hospitals to leverage real-time demographics and admission-discharge-transfer data from hospital information system for mother and child to improve their data quality, data completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information System.

		

		

		

		

		 HL7 V2

		Outbound

		http://bornontario.ca/en/born-information-system/

See attached documents (4)

		0.3 

		 Nov 15 2016

		Michael Kotuba (Technical Lead/Senior Technical Architect)



Vik Patel

		mkotuba@BORNOntario.ca

vpatel@bornontario.ca

		613.737.7600 x6020 



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		eClaims Hospital Integration

		Systemic Therapy treatment information collected by the Provincial Drug Re-imbursement Program for New Drug Funding Program (NDFP) drug reimbursement claims

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V3, File

		Outbound

		 https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: III – New Drug Funding Program (NDFP)

HL-7 Interface specs.: 

 See attachment (1)

		v1.1

		April 2017  

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Interactive Symptom Assessment and Collection (ISAAC) Hospital Integration

		Patient Reported Outcome Measures HIS Integration

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2, File

		inbound/Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: X - Symptom Management

HL-7 Interface specs.:

See attachment (1) 

		 V2.0

		August 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Wait Times Information System (WTIS) Hospital Integration

		The Wait Time Information System (WTIS) is a key part of the Ontario government’s Wait Time Strategy. It is the first-ever information system to monitor, measure and publicly report wait times across the province

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		 https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IIC – Wait Times Information System(WTIS)

HL-7 Interface specs: 

See attachments (5)

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Electronic Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (eCTAS) Hospital Integration

		The Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) was first developed for use in Canadian hospital emergency departments (ED) as a tool to help define a patient’s need for care

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		inbound/Outbound

		HL-7 Interface specs.:

  See attachment (1)

		 V1.7

		 May 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Electronic Pathology Reporting Interface

(ePath)

		Pathology lab results from LIS

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IV – Cancer Pathology Data – ePath

HL-7 Interface specs.:

  See attachment (1)

		 V1.4.3

		April 2011 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		OPIS 2005 Hospital Integration

		HIS to OPIS 2005 Interface for hospitals that use OPIS 2005 as its Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) system for Systemic Therapy

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		HL-7 Interface specs.:

See attachment (1)

		V1

		June 2006

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Alternate Level Reporting (ALR) Data Collection

		Activity Level Reporting (ALR) data elements constitute patient level activity within the cancer system focused on radiation and systemic therapy services and outpatient oncology clinic visits. 

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm
Select menu option: I – Activity Level Reporting (ALR)

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		GI Endoscopy Data Collection

		Endoscopic procedure information for Colon Cancer Check screening program as well as for Quality Measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IX - Colorectal Screening Program - Colon Cancer Check (CCC) 

and then IXA - GI Endoscopy DSP

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Surgical Efficiency Targets Program (SETP) Data Collection

		Surgery Quality Measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		 V8

		June 2016

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Special Services Oversight Information System (SSO IS) Data Collection

		Various quality measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: Specialized Services Oversight (SSOIS) Program

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) Dialysis Treatment Data Collection

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) - Chronic kidney disease dialysis treatment information

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XIV - ORRS

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		PET Scans Ontario Program Data Collection

		PET Scan diagnostic event information collected the purposes of planning and management for the delivery and expansion of PET scan services in the province

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XVB - DDUT

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Diagnostic Assessment Program (DAP) – Data Upload (DDUT)

		DAP Patient Registration information collected to support the performance management of Diagnostic Assessment Program (DAPs) across Ontario

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XIII - PET

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Brachytherapy Reimbursement Program – Treatment Data Collection

		The program reimburses Regional Cancer Centres (RCCs) for the costs of seeds and needles used in brachytherapy treatments.  Reimbursement is contingent upon compliance with patient eligibility criteria developed based on an evidence-based summary for this treatment.  In addition to being used for reimbursement, the prostate brachytherapy data are used to support program budgeting and cancer system planning.

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IX - Colorectal Screening Program - Colon Cancer Check (CCC) 

and then VI - Brachytherapy

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Abnormal Follow-up Adherence and Barriers (ABFAB) Data Collection

		Patient follow-up recommendations following colonoscopies or after abnormal gFOBT results.  Information is exchanged with Diagnostic Assessment program (DAP) sites.

		

		

		

		

		File

		Inbound/Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		V0.4

		Sept 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) Glomerulonephritis (GN) Data Collection

		Patient Registration and Clinic visit data to derive GN Incidence and Prevalence rates

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		2017-2018

		Oct 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		High-risk Lung Cancer Screening Pilot Data Submission

		Hospital visit and assessment information for patients that are a part of the Lung Cancer Screening Pilot for People at High Risk (HR LCSP).

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		V0.9

		April 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		DAD (Discharge Abstract Database)

		The Discharge Abstract Database (DAD) contains data for hospital inpatient acute discharges and, in some cases, chronic, rehabilitation and day surgery separations from health care facilities.

		100%

89

		100%

19

		100%

2

		100%

46

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		The AAC Data Content Standard outlines CIHI’s acute and ambulatory care data requirements as used in DAD/NACRS

		 2.0

		2017/18 (note: will be updated in 2018/19) 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		NACRS (National Ambulatory Care Reporting System)

		National Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS) data tables contain emergency department visits and length of stay by province and territory

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file 

		Outbound

		The AAC Data Content Standard outlines CIHI’s acute and ambulatory care data requirements as used in DAD/NACRS

		2

		2017/18 (note: will be updated in 2018/19) 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		NRS (National Rehabilitation Reporting System)

		The National Rehabilitation Reporting System (NRS) was developed by CIHI in 2001 to support data collection by hospitals for inpatient rehabilitation clients who are mainly age 18 and older. The rehabilitation services are provided in specialized rehabilitation hospitals and in general hospitals within rehabilitation units, programs or designated rehabilitation beds.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file  

		Outbound

		List of data elements

		n/a

		2017-2018 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CCRS (Continuing Care Reporting System)

		The Continuing Care Reporting System (CCRS) at the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) provides clinicians, managers, policy-makers and the public with high-quality information on persons receiving continuing care in two settings: Hospitals with extended, chronic or complex care  beds; and Residential care facilities with 24-hour nursing care (such as long-term care, nursing or personal care homes).

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		XML or ASCII text file

		Outbound

		Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) MDS 2.0 User Manual (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		2.0 

		n/a

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		OMHRS (Ontario Mental Health Reporting System)

		The Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) analyzes and reports on information submitted to CIHI about all individuals receiving adult mental health services in Ontario, as well as some individuals receiving services in youth inpatient beds and selected facilities in other provinces.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		Data Dictionary

		n/a

		2016/17 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CORR (Canadian Organ Replacement Register )

		CORR collects data from hospital dialysis programs, transplant programs, organ procurement organizations (OPOs) and independent health facilities to track patients from their first treatment for end-stage organ failure (dialysis or transplantation) to their death.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		 XML or ASCII text file

		Outbound

		List of data elements (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		n/a

		2017 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		OTR (Ontario Trauma Registry)

		The Ontario Trauma Registry (OTR) identifies, describes and quantifies trauma injuries in Ontario.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file  

		Outbound

		Data Dictionary and Comprehensive Data Set

		n/a

		 2014

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CJRR-DAD (Canadian Joint Replacement Registry)

		The Canadian Joint Replacement Registry (CJRR) was developed to provide a rich set of additional patient-level clinical, surgical and prosthesis information beyond what is captured in the Hospital Morbidity Database, the Discharge Abstract Database and the National Ambulatory Reporting System, allowing for more in-depth analysis of hip and knee replacement procedures.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII delimited text file

		Outbound

		List of data elements

		2

		April 2013 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CMDB (Canadian MIS Database)

		The Canadian MIS Database (CMDB) contains financial and statistical operations information on public hospitals and regional health authorities across Canada. It includes information from 1995–1996 onward.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		MIS Standards (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		n/a

		2016 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		eHealth Ontario

		DI-rs  Diagnostic Imaging Repositories

		SWODIN, HDIRs, NEODIN, GTA are four local DI repositories that receive DI feeds from hospitals.  The combined information is made available through other channels in a provincial repository (DI-CS)

		

		

		

		

		-IHE IT Infrastructure Technical Framework, Volume 1 (ITI TF-1):

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/diagnostic-imaging-common-service-standard-dinbspcs

		V2.0 

		 2015-12-23

		Tibi Puscas

		tibi.puscas@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.313.0705 



		eHealth Ontario

		PCR (Provincial Client Registry)

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. This addresses the need for positive client identification across Ontario’s electronic health record.

		

		

		

		

		Provincial Client Registry HL7  v2 
PCR Admission Discharge Transfer (ADT) Update and HL7v2 PIX/PDQ Implementation Guide

		Inbound/Outbound

		Provincial Client Registry Standard Release 2 

		 Release 2 

		 2016-04-25

		Michael.conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		PPR (Provincial Provider Registry)

		The provincial provider registry helps uniquely identify regulated health care professionals and organizations as well as those involved in collecting, using, and / or disclosing personal health information.

		

		

		

		

		FHIR by Q1 2017

 Implementation Guide 

		Inbound/Outbound

		Provincial Provider Registry Standard

		 V1.0

		2017-01-19 

		 Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.9043 



		eHealth Ontario

		ConnectingOntario CDR (Clinical Data Repository)

		The Connecting Ontario CDR is a repository of health care information supporting the EHR. It is initially being populated with acute care data - but will eventually hold most of the EHR data for the province

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/connectingontario-cdr-input-standard

		v2.5

		2016/12/21

		Mitchell Richard

		mitchell.richard@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.4157 



		eHealth Ontario

		Single sign-on with - Simple Patient Context/ ONE ID Federation

		Each time a user that is signed onto a health care system wishes to access another, a request is generated that will support the user's access to the other system without a need to sign in again, and will bring up the corresponding data for the same patient in focus at the time of the request. 

		

		

		

		

		OASIS SAML 

		Inbound/Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/single-sign-on-patient-context-sharing-standard-version-1.5

		V1.5 

		2017-03-06 

		Anuj Marya

		anuj.marya@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.1026 



		Hamilton Health Sciences

		IDS (Integrated Decision Support)

		Hospital and other health care information (e.g. from Homecare, CHCs, Family Health Teams) linked by PHI for a full patient journey through the system for 6 LHINS (Erie St. Claire, South West, Waterloo Wellington, Hamilton Haldimand Niagara Brant, Mississauga Halton and Toronto Central).  Purpose is to “maintain and improve the quality of care for shared care patients” through an analytical set of tools and data repository for which those with access under PHIPA are permitted patient level information.  The business intelligence tools provide monthly, weekly, daily reporting, analytics and dashboard key performance indicators for funding, service utilization, ministry mandated statistics, health links, bundled care, and performance benchmarking.  Data from 68 hospitals plus other agencies is collected for this service.

		

		

		

		

		Current process: File Upload

		Outbound

		Specifications are released to approved organizations when they sign the Data Sharing and Service Level Agreements with Hamilton Health Sciences.

		v2

		Sep, 2014

		Wendy Gerrie

		gerriew@hhsc.ca 

		905-527-4322 ext 46430   



		Hamilton Health Sciences

		ClinicalConnect

		ClinicalConnect provides a viewer to 100% of SW Ontario hospital records.  The viewer also provides access to some provincial assets e.g. OLIS, DHDR, DI-CS and CDR. (accessible depending on the hospital's viewing status)

		

		

		

		

		n/a

		Outbound

		Current technical specifications for file uploads match the CIHI hospital submissions, CCAC CHRIS submissions, CHC Telus data files as well as a predetermined “minimum data set (MDS)” from family health teams created by Hamilton Health Sciences

		n/a

		n/a

		John Haywood

		haywoodj@hhsc.ca

		905 577-8270 x 3



		Health Shared Services Ontario (HSSO)

		eNotifications

		Identifies the interface to be developed by the hospital sites sending to CHRIS to be consumed by the CCACs and the Primary Care physicians via OMD’s HRM interface

Identifies the response that is sent from CHRIS back to the Hospital (sending site) where the hospital would need to complete some developed if this message is to be displayed within the HIS for the clinicians.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		

Inbound/ outbound

		EDN - Hospital Outbound - ADT (In) - HL7 Specification (v11.0), & EDN - Hospital Inbound - ADT (Out) - HL7 Specification v5


See attached documents (2)

		Version 11



Version 5

		Sep 3, 2017



July 26, 2016

		Sacha Bye

		Sacha.Bye@ccac-ont.ca 

		647-287-7198



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OLIS (Ontario Laboratory Information System)

		Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial repository.

		77

		18

		4

		48

		HL7 v2,  SOAP 1.1 Web services

		Outbound

		https://www.ehealthontario.ca/portal/server.pt/gateway/PTARGS_0_93268_15744_2504_70161_43/http%3B/wcipublisher.phportal.prod.ont.gss%3B7087/publishedcontent/publish/ssha/eho/communities/olis_information/documents/olis_interface_specifications.pdf 

		 V1.28

		5th September 2017 

		Nivedita Bajaj

		nivedita.bajaj@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.1047 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OHIP (Ontario Health Insurance Program)

		Health care provider claims for services covered under OHIP.

		

		

		

		

		EDT web service

		Outbound

		Physician claim file layout
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_interface_hcsm.pdf 
Claim submission using MCEDT web service – electronic business Services
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_ebs.pdf 
Claim submission via web service
http://health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_mcedt_ebs_4_3.pdf 
Claim submission via web page
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/mc_edt_reference_manual.pdf 
Reciprocal hospital billing claim file layout
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_icd.pdf 

		V4
V3
V4.3
V4
V3

		2014/04/01
2012
June 2016
March 2014
Jan 2014

		Lynn Tisdale

		Lynn.Tisdale@ontario.ca
Janet.blundell@ontario.ca

		613-545-4559 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		HCV (Health Card Validation)

		Health care providers can submit a query to ascertain the validity of a health card through this interface.

		

		

		

		

		EDT web service

		Inbound/Outbound

		http://health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_hcv_ebs_4_3.pdf 

		Version 4.3

		Jun-16

		Lynn Tisdale

		Lynn.Tisdale@ontario.ca
Janet.blundell@ontario.ca

		 613-545-4559



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHIR (Digital Health Immunization Repository)

		Access to immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and infants.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		the DHIR specifications at architecture@ehealthontario.on.ca Before October 18, will be published for open review at http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-immunization-repository-specification-fhir

		3.0.1 Trial for use

		03-Oct-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Karen Hay

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Karen.hay@ontario.ca

		 416 -212-8977



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository)

		Access to the DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store environment and web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Inbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-drug-repository-specification-fhir

		2.0.2 Trial for use

		28-Sep-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Arun Dewan 

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Arun.Dewan@ontario.ca

		 416-326-7169



		OntarioMD

		HRM (Health Report Manager)

		HRM is an eHealth solution that enables clinicians using an OntarioMD-certified EMR offering to securely receive patient reports electronically from participating sending facilities

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		

Inbound

		https://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/connectingontario-cdr-input-standard

		V2.5

		04-Aug-17

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 200-8633 mobile



		KFL&A Public Health

		ACES (a real-time syndromic surveillance system )

		Tracks surveillance data to spot anomalies of interest to public health

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2.X

		Outbound

		See attached documents  (2)

		Version 1

		Sep-17

		Allan Varrette
Derek Battams

		Allan.Varrette@kflapublichealth.ca
Derek.Battams@kflaph.ca

		613-549-1232, ext. 1121



		Workplace Safety & Insurance Board (WSIB)

		WSIB Claims

		Hospitals are able to submit electronic claims to WSIB for insured patients through this interface.

		

		

		

		

		SFTP

		Outbound

		See attached documents (2) 

		V1.7 

		 25-Apr-2017



		Pamela Hooke

		pamela.hooke@telus.com

		416 570-4638



		Community Care Information Management



CCIM 

		Integrated Assessment Record (IAR) 

		The Resident Assessment Instrument – Mental Health (RAI-MH) Assessment data collected from Inpatient mental health facilities. This data is submitted on a regular basis to the provincial IAR via a web service interface

		7

		

		

		5

		XML- Web service

		Outbound

		IAR- RAI-MH Vendor Specifications 2017

		v.2017

		April 2017

		Umar Muhammad

		Jenny.hardy@ontario.ca
Manager - CCIM

Umar.muhammad@ccim.on.ca- 

Business Analyst

		

416-263-7208





416-263-7197



		electronic Child Health Network (eCHN)

		Paediatric Health Record of Ontario

		eCHN is the provincial Electronic Health Record for paediatric patients (from birth up until the 19th birthday).  eCHN assembles data from 72 member hospitals into a longitudinal, patient-centric electronic health record.

		39

		9

		2

		22

		HL7 v2

		Outbound

		Please see attached

		

		Nov-17

		Ramesh Dhami

		Ramesh.Dhami@echn.ca

		416.813.8534



		

		 

		Emerging Requirements

		

		

		

		

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		eHealth Ontario

		Provincial Provider Registry

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. 

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound



		target date; Planned in production by 17/18 Q4

		emerging

		

		Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		Provincial Client Registry

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. 

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound



		target date; Planned in production by 18/19 Q1

		emerging

		

		Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		OLIS Patient Query

		Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial repository.

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound

		Target date: March 31, 2018



		emerging

		

		Nivedita Baja  





		nivedita.bajaj@ehealthontario.on.ca

		



		eHealth Ontario

		Consent query and directives 

		Consent is supported through two modes: 1) providing a consent directives registry which is updated as requests come in or change, 2) a query facility which can provide information about existing consent directives

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Ann Beaton  

		ann.beaton@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 586 4178



		eHealth Ontario

		Privacy Audit

		Privacy Audit tracks access to PI/PHI and consent overrides

		

		

		

		

		

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Ann Beaton  

		ann.beaton@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 586 4178



		eHealth Ontario

		ADT Consolidation

		There is recognition that hospitals have been asked to provide many variations on ADT feeds, and that a more efficient approach is possible.  The outcome of this work would be a single comprehensive ADT feed meeting all (or most) requirements - which could then be parsed into the specific feeds and forwarded to stakeholders.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Sue Schneider



Robert Wyllie 

		sue.schneider@ehealthontario.on.ca  robert.wyllie@ehealthontario.on.ca

		:  416 591 8133

416-586-1039



		eHealth Ontario

		Context Manager

		Patient Context is a feature of Single Sign-on which notes the patient in focus on the solution from which SSO is triggered, and launches the alternate system with the same patient as the focus.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Anuj Marya 

		anuj.marya@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416-586-1026



		eHealth Ontario

		Subscriptions/Notifications

		The subscription service allows providers to specify notifications they want to receive, and direct them to where they want them delivered (EMR, email address, cell phone/SMS). A notification may be a simple message that new clinical information is available for a client, or it may include actual clinical information. Providers register their interest in a topic, such as ‘new lab report’, and notifications are sent when any such activity takes place for their clients.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Peter Bascom  

Jennifer Strul 

		peter.bascom@ehealthontario.on.ca jennifer.strul@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 591 8027

416-586-4138



		OntarioMD

		eConsult

		A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking specialist advice on a patient.  The request is accompanied by appropriate patient data, and the response (advice from the specialist, or a suggestion for referral) helps provide faster specialist care to patients without the need for travel or lengthy delays.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 623-1248 x 5376



		OntarioMD

		eReferral

		A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking a specialist referral for their patient.   The request is accompanied by appropriate patient data. The response in the form of an appointment helps provide quicker access to specialist care.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 623-1248 x 5376



		CorHealth (formerly CCN)

		CorHealth

		Currently, hospital staff manually enters cardiac care data into CorHealth's  cardiac care system.  The future hopes to see this information electronically extracted and transferred.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		http://www.ccn.on.ca/CCN_Public/UploadFiles/files/CCN%20Registries%20Data%20Entry%20Reference%20Manual%20and%20Data%20Standards%20Document%20(December%202016).pdf

		emerging

		 

		Steve Carroll

		Steve.Carroll@corhealthontario.ca

		 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		Case Costing Ontario

		Ontario Case Costing Solution - provides critical case costing data to support the Health Based Allocation Model (HBAM) and Quality Based Procedure (QBP) funding. Currently, 60 facilities provide data
Information is extracted from the HIS, massaged and processed before incorporating in an MOHLTC-funded and supported tool.  Longer term – this data should be extracted from the HIS and sent directly to MOHLTC

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2311 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DBC

		Enables hospitals to report on bed capacity & utilization (Submitted via a web service)

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2312



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OHFS

		Ontario Healthcare Financial and Statistical System – manages the collection and reporting of financial and statistical data for transfer payment agencies, cost of health care services and performance indicators

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2313



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		SRI

		Self-Reporting Initiative – a common platform that enables health service providers to  submit health system financial and statistical information for system-wide planning 

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2314



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		RAI-MH

		Resident Assessment Instrument - Mental Health (RAI-MH) is the standardized means for Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) clinical and administrative data collection. The RAI-MH assessment tool evaluates the needs, strengths and preferences of adults with mental illness in in-patient hospital settings.  

		

		

		

		

		XML File

		Outbound

		

		2013 

2015 

2016

		2013 

2015 

2016

		Swetlana Signarowski

		swetlana.signarowski@ontario.ca




		416-212-6409



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OCAN

		The Ontario Common Assessment of Needs (OCAN) is the standardized assessment tool used in the community mental health sector that supports the recovery process through consumer participation and contribution to the recovery plan (based on Camberwell Assessment of Need (CAN-C)).

		

		

		

		

		XML file

		Outbound

		https://www.ccim.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/OCAN_2-0_DataElements_FR_v2-0-8.xls

		2.0.6

2.0.7

		

2011

		Swetlana Signarowski

		Swetlana.signarowski@ontario.ca

		416-212-6409



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		Pre-assigned HCN, newborn registration

		Preassigned Health Number Process:  On a quarterly basis, Infant Registration forms are pre-printed with the pre-allocated health numbers and specific hospital facility numbers.  Hospitals receive stock of pre-printed forms with their own facility number.  After the birth of the newborn, the hospital provides the form to the custodial parent or guardian who completes the form.  The hospital forwards the completed forms to ministry offices where they are processed by customer service staff on a priority basis – opportunity to improve automation/links.

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		Kathryn Fleming 

Cyndi Pettis

		Kathryn.Fleming@ontario.ca 

		613-536-3172



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		PROMs (program on patient-reported outcome measures)

		Since 2015, CIHI has operated a pan-Canadian program on patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), to provide leadership in standards development for PROMs in routine care with emphasis on stakeholder engagement, alignment and standards in the areas of hip and knee replacement surgeries, chronic renal care, and generic PROMs tools 

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CPERS (Canadian Patient Experiences Reporting System )

		CIHI's CPERS is Canada's first pan-Canadian reporting system for patient experience data.

		

		

		

		

		 XML

		Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5509



		Better Outcomes Registry & Network (BORN)

		BIS ORU

(BORN Information System Observation Result)

		Hospitals will submit clinical encounter level (labour birth, post partum, birth child, postpartum child, nicu, and other) information for mother and child using real time ORU clinical feed

to improve hospital data quality, data completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information System.



This automated feed will be used by hospitals submitting data manually and will also replace existing upload method (csv) used by some hospitals.	

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound	

		http://bornontario.ca/en/born-information-system/ See provided attachments

		Emerging

1.0

		Sep 12 2017

		Michael Kotuba(Technical Lead/Senior Technical Architect)



Vik Patel

		mkotuba@BORNOntario.ca

vpatel@bornontario.ca

		613.737.7600 x6020 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care – Paramedic Services



		eACR



		Electronic Ambulance Call Report is a mandatory patient care report provided from paramedics to ED to support hand off of emergency care. Various initiatives are exploring ways to automate the timely provision to ED and to include critical data points such as vital signs and 12-lead. Paramedic services and ministry require patient reference to track the patient journey/outcomes.



		

		

		

		

		TBD, likely XML File

		Inbound

/Outbound

		

		emerging

		

		Heather Berios

		Heather.berios@ontario.ca 

		416-327-0240



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care – Ambulance Communication Centres (ACC)

		Patient distribution

		EDs require information on incoming ambulance patients (mobilize for care) and volumes (manage ED workflow). Various initiatives are in place to facilitate this. The ministry is considering digitizing the flow of information. The ACCs require the Transfer of Care timestamp from ED at time of transfer to manage system effectiveness.

		

		

		

		

		TBD, likely XML File

		Inbound

/Outbound

		

		emerging

		

		Heather Berios

		Heather.berios@ontario.ca 

		416-327-0240



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHIR (Digital Health Immunization Repository)

		Immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and infants.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		the DHIR specifications at architecture@ehealthontario.on.ca Before October 18, will be published for open review at http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-immunization-repository-specification-fhir

		3.0.1 Trial for use

		03-Oct-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Karen Hay

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Karen.hay@ontario.ca

		 416 -212-8977



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository)

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store environment and web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-drug-repository-specification-fhir

		2.0.2 Trial for use

		28-Sep-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Arun Dewan 

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Arun.Dewan@ontario.ca

		 416-326-7169

















HIS Renewal Secretariat
File Attachment
HIS Renewal Requirements (embedded).docx


		Stakeholder organization

		Common Interface Name

		Brief Description

		# HIS systems contributing

		Type or protocol (e.g. file or HL7 V2, etc.)

		Direction relative to HIS

		Interface specification link, or embedded document

		Version /status

		Version date

		Contact Name

		eMail

		Phone



		

		 

		Confirmed Requirements 

		Meditech

		Cerner

		Epic

		Other

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Better Outcomes Registry & Network (BORN) 

		BIS ADT

		Allow hospitals to leverage real-time demographics and admission-discharge-transfer data from hospital information system for mother and child to improve their data quality, data completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information System.

		

		

		

		

		 HL7 V2

		Outbound

		http://bornontario.ca/en/born-information-system/

See attached documents (4)

		0.3 

		 Nov 15 2016

		Michael Kotuba (Technical Lead/Senior Technical Architect)



Vik Patel

		mkotuba@BORNOntario.ca

vpatel@bornontario.ca

		613.737.7600 x6020 



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		eClaims Hospital Integration

		Systemic Therapy treatment information collected by the Provincial Drug Re-imbursement Program for New Drug Funding Program (NDFP) drug reimbursement claims

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V3, File

		Outbound

		 https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: III – New Drug Funding Program (NDFP)

HL-7 Interface specs.: 

 See attachment (1)

		v1.1

		April 2017  

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Interactive Symptom Assessment and Collection (ISAAC) Hospital Integration

		Patient Reported Outcome Measures HIS Integration

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2, File

		inbound/Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: X - Symptom Management

HL-7 Interface specs.:

See attachment (1) 

		 V2.0

		August 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Wait Times Information System (WTIS) Hospital Integration

		The Wait Time Information System (WTIS) is a key part of the Ontario government’s Wait Time Strategy. It is the first-ever information system to monitor, measure and publicly report wait times across the province

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		 https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IIC – Wait Times Information System(WTIS)

HL-7 Interface specs: 

See attachments (5)

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Electronic Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (eCTAS) Hospital Integration

		The Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) was first developed for use in Canadian hospital emergency departments (ED) as a tool to help define a patient’s need for care

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		inbound/Outbound

		HL-7 Interface specs.:

  See attachment (1)

		 V1.7

		 May 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Electronic Pathology Reporting Interface

(ePath)

		Pathology lab results from LIS

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IV – Cancer Pathology Data – ePath

HL-7 Interface specs.:

  See attachment (1)

		 V1.4.3

		April 2011 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		OPIS 2005 Hospital Integration

		HIS to OPIS 2005 Interface for hospitals that use OPIS 2005 as its Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) system for Systemic Therapy

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		HL-7 Interface specs.:

See attachment (1)

		V1

		June 2006

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Alternate Level Reporting (ALR) Data Collection

		Activity Level Reporting (ALR) data elements constitute patient level activity within the cancer system focused on radiation and systemic therapy services and outpatient oncology clinic visits. 

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm
Select menu option: I – Activity Level Reporting (ALR)

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		GI Endoscopy Data Collection

		Endoscopic procedure information for Colon Cancer Check screening program as well as for Quality Measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IX - Colorectal Screening Program - Colon Cancer Check (CCC) 

and then IXA - GI Endoscopy DSP

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Surgical Efficiency Targets Program (SETP) Data Collection

		Surgery Quality Measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		 V8

		June 2016

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Special Services Oversight Information System (SSO IS) Data Collection

		Various quality measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: Specialized Services Oversight (SSOIS) Program

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) Dialysis Treatment Data Collection

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) - Chronic kidney disease dialysis treatment information

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XIV - ORRS

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		PET Scans Ontario Program Data Collection

		PET Scan diagnostic event information collected the purposes of planning and management for the delivery and expansion of PET scan services in the province

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XVB - DDUT

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Diagnostic Assessment Program (DAP) – Data Upload (DDUT)

		DAP Patient Registration information collected to support the performance management of Diagnostic Assessment Program (DAPs) across Ontario

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XIII - PET

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Brachytherapy Reimbursement Program – Treatment Data Collection

		The program reimburses Regional Cancer Centres (RCCs) for the costs of seeds and needles used in brachytherapy treatments.  Reimbursement is contingent upon compliance with patient eligibility criteria developed based on an evidence-based summary for this treatment.  In addition to being used for reimbursement, the prostate brachytherapy data are used to support program budgeting and cancer system planning.

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IX - Colorectal Screening Program - Colon Cancer Check (CCC) 

and then VI - Brachytherapy

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Abnormal Follow-up Adherence and Barriers (ABFAB) Data Collection

		Patient follow-up recommendations following colonoscopies or after abnormal gFOBT results.  Information is exchanged with Diagnostic Assessment program (DAP) sites.

		

		

		

		

		File

		Inbound/Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		V0.4

		Sept 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) Glomerulonephritis (GN) Data Collection

		Patient Registration and Clinic visit data to derive GN Incidence and Prevalence rates

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		2017-2018

		Oct 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		High-risk Lung Cancer Screening Pilot Data Submission

		Hospital visit and assessment information for patients that are a part of the Lung Cancer Screening Pilot for People at High Risk (HR LCSP).

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		V0.9

		April 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		DAD (Discharge Abstract Database)

		The Discharge Abstract Database (DAD) contains data for hospital inpatient acute discharges and, in some cases, chronic, rehabilitation and day surgery separations from health care facilities.

		100%

89

		100%

19

		100%

2

		100%

46

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		The AAC Data Content Standard outlines CIHI’s acute and ambulatory care data requirements as used in DAD/NACRS

		 2.0

		2017/18 (note: will be updated in 2018/19) 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		NACRS (National Ambulatory Care Reporting System)

		National Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS) data tables contain emergency department visits and length of stay by province and territory

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file 

		Outbound

		The AAC Data Content Standard outlines CIHI’s acute and ambulatory care data requirements as used in DAD/NACRS

		2

		2017/18 (note: will be updated in 2018/19) 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		NRS (National Rehabilitation Reporting System)

		The National Rehabilitation Reporting System (NRS) was developed by CIHI in 2001 to support data collection by hospitals for inpatient rehabilitation clients who are mainly age 18 and older. The rehabilitation services are provided in specialized rehabilitation hospitals and in general hospitals within rehabilitation units, programs or designated rehabilitation beds.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file  

		Outbound

		List of data elements

		n/a

		2017-2018 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CCRS (Continuing Care Reporting System)

		The Continuing Care Reporting System (CCRS) at the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) provides clinicians, managers, policy-makers and the public with high-quality information on persons receiving continuing care in two settings: Hospitals with extended, chronic or complex care  beds; and Residential care facilities with 24-hour nursing care (such as long-term care, nursing or personal care homes).

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		XML or ASCII text file

		Outbound

		Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) MDS 2.0 User Manual (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		2.0 

		n/a

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		OMHRS (Ontario Mental Health Reporting System)

		The Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) analyzes and reports on information submitted to CIHI about all individuals receiving adult mental health services in Ontario, as well as some individuals receiving services in youth inpatient beds and selected facilities in other provinces.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		Data Dictionary

		n/a

		2016/17 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CORR (Canadian Organ Replacement Register )

		CORR collects data from hospital dialysis programs, transplant programs, organ procurement organizations (OPOs) and independent health facilities to track patients from their first treatment for end-stage organ failure (dialysis or transplantation) to their death.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		 XML or ASCII text file

		Outbound

		List of data elements (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		n/a

		2017 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		OTR (Ontario Trauma Registry)

		The Ontario Trauma Registry (OTR) identifies, describes and quantifies trauma injuries in Ontario.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file  

		Outbound

		Data Dictionary and Comprehensive Data Set

		n/a

		 2014

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CJRR-DAD (Canadian Joint Replacement Registry)

		The Canadian Joint Replacement Registry (CJRR) was developed to provide a rich set of additional patient-level clinical, surgical and prosthesis information beyond what is captured in the Hospital Morbidity Database, the Discharge Abstract Database and the National Ambulatory Reporting System, allowing for more in-depth analysis of hip and knee replacement procedures.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII delimited text file

		Outbound

		List of data elements

		2

		April 2013 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CMDB (Canadian MIS Database)

		The Canadian MIS Database (CMDB) contains financial and statistical operations information on public hospitals and regional health authorities across Canada. It includes information from 1995–1996 onward.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		MIS Standards (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		n/a

		2016 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		eHealth Ontario

		DI-rs  Diagnostic Imaging Repositories

		SWODIN, HDIRs, NEODIN, GTA are four local DI repositories that receive DI feeds from hospitals.  The combined information is made available through other channels in a provincial repository (DI-CS)

		

		

		

		

		-IHE IT Infrastructure Technical Framework, Volume 1 (ITI TF-1):

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/diagnostic-imaging-common-service-standard-dinbspcs

		V2.0 

		 2015-12-23

		Tibi Puscas

		tibi.puscas@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.313.0705 



		eHealth Ontario

		PCR (Provincial Client Registry)

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. This addresses the need for positive client identification across Ontario’s electronic health record.

		

		

		

		

		Provincial Client Registry HL7  v2 
PCR Admission Discharge Transfer (ADT) Update and HL7v2 PIX/PDQ Implementation Guide

		Inbound/Outbound

		Provincial Client Registry Standard Release 2 

		 Release 2 

		 2016-04-25

		Michael.conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		PPR (Provincial Provider Registry)

		The provincial provider registry helps uniquely identify regulated health care professionals and organizations as well as those involved in collecting, using, and / or disclosing personal health information.

		

		

		

		

		FHIR by Q1 2017

 Implementation Guide 

		Inbound/Outbound

		Provincial Provider Registry Standard

		 V1.0

		2017-01-19 

		 Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.9043 



		eHealth Ontario

		ConnectingOntario CDR (Clinical Data Repository)

		The Connecting Ontario CDR is a repository of health care information supporting the EHR. It is initially being populated with acute care data - but will eventually hold most of the EHR data for the province

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/connectingontario-cdr-input-standard

		v2.5

		2016/12/21

		Mitchell Richard

		mitchell.richard@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.4157 



		eHealth Ontario

		Single sign-on with - Simple Patient Context/ ONE ID Federation

		Each time a user that is signed onto a health care system wishes to access another, a request is generated that will support the user's access to the other system without a need to sign in again, and will bring up the corresponding data for the same patient in focus at the time of the request. 

		

		

		

		

		OASIS SAML 

		Inbound/Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/single-sign-on-patient-context-sharing-standard-version-1.5

		V1.5 

		2017-03-06 

		Anuj Marya

		anuj.marya@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.1026 



		Hamilton Health Sciences

		IDS (Integrated Decision Support)

		Hospital and other health care information (e.g. from Homecare, CHCs, Family Health Teams) linked by PHI for a full patient journey through the system for 6 LHINS (Erie St. Claire, South West, Waterloo Wellington, Hamilton Haldimand Niagara Brant, Mississauga Halton and Toronto Central).  Purpose is to “maintain and improve the quality of care for shared care patients” through an analytical set of tools and data repository for which those with access under PHIPA are permitted patient level information.  The business intelligence tools provide monthly, weekly, daily reporting, analytics and dashboard key performance indicators for funding, service utilization, ministry mandated statistics, health links, bundled care, and performance benchmarking.  Data from 68 hospitals plus other agencies is collected for this service.

		

		

		

		

		Current process: File Upload

		Outbound

		Specifications are released to approved organizations when they sign the Data Sharing and Service Level Agreements with Hamilton Health Sciences.

		v2

		Sep, 2014

		Wendy Gerrie

		gerriew@hhsc.ca 

		905-527-4322 ext 46430   



		Hamilton Health Sciences

		ClinicalConnect

		ClinicalConnect provides a viewer to 100% of SW Ontario hospital records.  The viewer also provides access to some provincial assets e.g. OLIS, DHDR, DI-CS and CDR. (accessible depending on the hospital's viewing status)

		

		

		

		

		n/a

		Outbound

		Current technical specifications for file uploads match the CIHI hospital submissions, CCAC CHRIS submissions, CHC Telus data files as well as a predetermined “minimum data set (MDS)” from family health teams created by Hamilton Health Sciences

		n/a

		n/a

		John Haywood

		haywoodj@hhsc.ca

		905 577-8270 x 3



		Health Shared Services Ontario (HSSO)

		eNotifications

		Identifies the interface to be developed by the hospital sites sending to CHRIS to be consumed by the CCACs and the Primary Care physicians via OMD’s HRM interface

Identifies the response that is sent from CHRIS back to the Hospital (sending site) where the hospital would need to complete some developed if this message is to be displayed within the HIS for the clinicians.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		

Inbound/ outbound

		EDN - Hospital Outbound - ADT (In) - HL7 Specification (v11.0), & EDN - Hospital Inbound - ADT (Out) - HL7 Specification v5


See attached documents (2)

		Version 11



Version 5

		Sep 3, 2017



July 26, 2016

		Sacha Bye

		Sacha.Bye@ccac-ont.ca 

		647-287-7198



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OLIS (Ontario Laboratory Information System)

		Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial repository.

		77

		18

		4

		48

		HL7 v2,  SOAP 1.1 Web services

		Outbound

		https://www.ehealthontario.ca/portal/server.pt/gateway/PTARGS_0_93268_15744_2504_70161_43/http%3B/wcipublisher.phportal.prod.ont.gss%3B7087/publishedcontent/publish/ssha/eho/communities/olis_information/documents/olis_interface_specifications.pdf 

		 V1.28

		5th September 2017 

		Nivedita Bajaj

		nivedita.bajaj@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.1047 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OHIP (Ontario Health Insurance Program)

		Health care provider claims for services covered under OHIP.

		

		

		

		

		EDT web service

		Outbound

		Physician claim file layout
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_interface_hcsm.pdf 
Claim submission using MCEDT web service – electronic business Services
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_ebs.pdf 
Claim submission via web service
http://health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_mcedt_ebs_4_3.pdf 
Claim submission via web page
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/mc_edt_reference_manual.pdf 
Reciprocal hospital billing claim file layout
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_icd.pdf 

		V4
V3
V4.3
V4
V3

		2014/04/01
2012
June 2016
March 2014
Jan 2014

		Lynn Tisdale

		Lynn.Tisdale@ontario.ca
Janet.blundell@ontario.ca

		613-545-4559 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		HCV (Health Card Validation)

		Health care providers can submit a query to ascertain the validity of a health card through this interface.

		

		

		

		

		EDT web service

		Inbound/Outbound

		http://health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_hcv_ebs_4_3.pdf 

		Version 4.3

		Jun-16

		Lynn Tisdale

		Lynn.Tisdale@ontario.ca
Janet.blundell@ontario.ca

		 613-545-4559



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHIR (Digital Health Immunization Repository)

		Access to immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and infants.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		the DHIR specifications at architecture@ehealthontario.on.ca Before October 18, will be published for open review at http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-immunization-repository-specification-fhir

		3.0.1 Trial for use

		03-Oct-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Karen Hay

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Karen.hay@ontario.ca

		 416 -212-8977



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository)

		Access to the DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store environment and web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Inbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-drug-repository-specification-fhir

		2.0.2 Trial for use

		28-Sep-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Arun Dewan 

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Arun.Dewan@ontario.ca

		 416-326-7169



		OntarioMD

		HRM (Health Report Manager)

		HRM is an eHealth solution that enables clinicians using an OntarioMD-certified EMR offering to securely receive patient reports electronically from participating sending facilities

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		

Inbound

		https://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/connectingontario-cdr-input-standard

		V2.5

		04-Aug-17

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 200-8633 mobile



		KFL&A Public Health

		ACES (a real-time syndromic surveillance system )

		Tracks surveillance data to spot anomalies of interest to public health

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2.X

		Outbound

		See attached documents  (2)

		Version 1

		Sep-17

		Allan Varrette
Derek Battams

		Allan.Varrette@kflapublichealth.ca
Derek.Battams@kflaph.ca

		613-549-1232, ext. 1121



		Workplace Safety & Insurance Board (WSIB)

		WSIB Claims

		Hospitals are able to submit electronic claims to WSIB for insured patients through this interface.

		

		

		

		

		SFTP

		Outbound

		See attached documents (2) 

		V1.7 

		 25-Apr-2017



		Pamela Hooke

		pamela.hooke@telus.com

		416 570-4638



		Community Care Information Management



CCIM 

		Integrated Assessment Record (IAR) 

		The Resident Assessment Instrument – Mental Health (RAI-MH) Assessment data collected from Inpatient mental health facilities. This data is submitted on a regular basis to the provincial IAR via a web service interface

		7

		

		

		5

		XML- Web service

		Outbound

		IAR- RAI-MH Vendor Specifications 2017

		v.2017

		April 2017

		Umar Muhammad

		Jenny.hardy@ontario.ca
Manager - CCIM

Umar.muhammad@ccim.on.ca- 

Business Analyst

		

416-263-7208





416-263-7197



		electronic Child Health Network (eCHN)

		Paediatric Health Record of Ontario

		eCHN is the provincial Electronic Health Record for paediatric patients (from birth up until the 19th birthday).  eCHN assembles data from 72 member hospitals into a longitudinal, patient-centric electronic health record.

		39

		9

		2

		22

		HL7 v2

		Outbound

		Please see attached

		

		Nov-17

		Ramesh Dhami

		Ramesh.Dhami@echn.ca

		416.813.8534



		

		 

		Emerging Requirements

		

		

		

		

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		eHealth Ontario

		Provincial Provider Registry

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. 

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound



		target date; Planned in production by 17/18 Q4

		emerging

		

		Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		Provincial Client Registry

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. 

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound



		target date; Planned in production by 18/19 Q1

		emerging

		

		Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		OLIS Patient Query

		Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial repository.

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound

		Target date: March 31, 2018



		emerging

		

		Nivedita Baja  





		nivedita.bajaj@ehealthontario.on.ca

		



		eHealth Ontario

		Consent query and directives 

		Consent is supported through two modes: 1) providing a consent directives registry which is updated as requests come in or change, 2) a query facility which can provide information about existing consent directives

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Ann Beaton  

		ann.beaton@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 586 4178



		eHealth Ontario

		Privacy Audit

		Privacy Audit tracks access to PI/PHI and consent overrides

		

		

		

		

		

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Ann Beaton  

		ann.beaton@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 586 4178



		eHealth Ontario

		ADT Consolidation

		There is recognition that hospitals have been asked to provide many variations on ADT feeds, and that a more efficient approach is possible.  The outcome of this work would be a single comprehensive ADT feed meeting all (or most) requirements - which could then be parsed into the specific feeds and forwarded to stakeholders.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Sue Schneider



Robert Wyllie 

		sue.schneider@ehealthontario.on.ca  robert.wyllie@ehealthontario.on.ca

		:  416 591 8133

416-586-1039



		eHealth Ontario

		Context Manager

		Patient Context is a feature of Single Sign-on which notes the patient in focus on the solution from which SSO is triggered, and launches the alternate system with the same patient as the focus.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Anuj Marya 

		anuj.marya@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416-586-1026



		eHealth Ontario

		Subscriptions/Notifications

		The subscription service allows providers to specify notifications they want to receive, and direct them to where they want them delivered (EMR, email address, cell phone/SMS). A notification may be a simple message that new clinical information is available for a client, or it may include actual clinical information. Providers register their interest in a topic, such as ‘new lab report’, and notifications are sent when any such activity takes place for their clients.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Peter Bascom  

Jennifer Strul 

		peter.bascom@ehealthontario.on.ca jennifer.strul@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 591 8027

416-586-4138



		OntarioMD

		eConsult

		A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking specialist advice on a patient.  The request is accompanied by appropriate patient data, and the response (advice from the specialist, or a suggestion for referral) helps provide faster specialist care to patients without the need for travel or lengthy delays.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 623-1248 x 5376



		OntarioMD

		eReferral

		A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking a specialist referral for their patient.   The request is accompanied by appropriate patient data. The response in the form of an appointment helps provide quicker access to specialist care.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 623-1248 x 5376



		CorHealth (formerly CCN)

		CorHealth

		Currently, hospital staff manually enters cardiac care data into CorHealth's  cardiac care system.  The future hopes to see this information electronically extracted and transferred.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		http://www.ccn.on.ca/CCN_Public/UploadFiles/files/CCN%20Registries%20Data%20Entry%20Reference%20Manual%20and%20Data%20Standards%20Document%20(December%202016).pdf

		emerging

		 

		Steve Carroll

		Steve.Carroll@corhealthontario.ca

		 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		Case Costing Ontario

		Ontario Case Costing Solution - provides critical case costing data to support the Health Based Allocation Model (HBAM) and Quality Based Procedure (QBP) funding. Currently, 60 facilities provide data
Information is extracted from the HIS, massaged and processed before incorporating in an MOHLTC-funded and supported tool.  Longer term – this data should be extracted from the HIS and sent directly to MOHLTC

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2311 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DBC

		Enables hospitals to report on bed capacity & utilization (Submitted via a web service)

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2312



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OHFS

		Ontario Healthcare Financial and Statistical System – manages the collection and reporting of financial and statistical data for transfer payment agencies, cost of health care services and performance indicators

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2313



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		SRI

		Self-Reporting Initiative – a common platform that enables health service providers to  submit health system financial and statistical information for system-wide planning 

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2314



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		RAI-MH

		Resident Assessment Instrument - Mental Health (RAI-MH) is the standardized means for Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) clinical and administrative data collection. The RAI-MH assessment tool evaluates the needs, strengths and preferences of adults with mental illness in in-patient hospital settings.  

		

		

		

		

		XML File

		Outbound

		

		2013 

2015 

2016

		2013 

2015 

2016

		Swetlana Signarowski

		swetlana.signarowski@ontario.ca




		416-212-6409



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OCAN

		The Ontario Common Assessment of Needs (OCAN) is the standardized assessment tool used in the community mental health sector that supports the recovery process through consumer participation and contribution to the recovery plan (based on Camberwell Assessment of Need (CAN-C)).

		

		

		

		

		XML file

		Outbound

		https://www.ccim.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/OCAN_2-0_DataElements_FR_v2-0-8.xls

		2.0.6

2.0.7

		

2011

		Swetlana Signarowski

		Swetlana.signarowski@ontario.ca

		416-212-6409



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		Pre-assigned HCN, newborn registration

		Preassigned Health Number Process:  On a quarterly basis, Infant Registration forms are pre-printed with the pre-allocated health numbers and specific hospital facility numbers.  Hospitals receive stock of pre-printed forms with their own facility number.  After the birth of the newborn, the hospital provides the form to the custodial parent or guardian who completes the form.  The hospital forwards the completed forms to ministry offices where they are processed by customer service staff on a priority basis – opportunity to improve automation/links.

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		Kathryn Fleming 

Cyndi Pettis

		Kathryn.Fleming@ontario.ca 

		613-536-3172



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		PROMs (program on patient-reported outcome measures)

		Since 2015, CIHI has operated a pan-Canadian program on patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), to provide leadership in standards development for PROMs in routine care with emphasis on stakeholder engagement, alignment and standards in the areas of hip and knee replacement surgeries, chronic renal care, and generic PROMs tools 

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CPERS (Canadian Patient Experiences Reporting System )

		CIHI's CPERS is Canada's first pan-Canadian reporting system for patient experience data.

		

		

		

		

		 XML

		Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5509



		Better Outcomes Registry & Network (BORN)

		BIS ORU

(BORN Information System Observation Result)

		Hospitals will submit clinical encounter level (labour birth, post partum, birth child, postpartum child, nicu, and other) information for mother and child using real time ORU clinical feed

to improve hospital data quality, data completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information System.



This automated feed will be used by hospitals submitting data manually and will also replace existing upload method (csv) used by some hospitals.	

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound	

		http://bornontario.ca/en/born-information-system/ See provided attachments

		Emerging

1.0

		Sep 12 2017

		Michael Kotuba(Technical Lead/Senior Technical Architect)



Vik Patel

		mkotuba@BORNOntario.ca

vpatel@bornontario.ca

		613.737.7600 x6020 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care – Paramedic Services



		eACR



		Electronic Ambulance Call Report is a mandatory patient care report provided from paramedics to ED to support hand off of emergency care. Various initiatives are exploring ways to automate the timely provision to ED and to include critical data points such as vital signs and 12-lead. Paramedic services and ministry require patient reference to track the patient journey/outcomes.



		

		

		

		

		TBD, likely XML File

		Inbound

/Outbound

		

		emerging

		

		Heather Berios

		Heather.berios@ontario.ca 

		416-327-0240



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care – Ambulance Communication Centres (ACC)

		Patient distribution

		EDs require information on incoming ambulance patients (mobilize for care) and volumes (manage ED workflow). Various initiatives are in place to facilitate this. The ministry is considering digitizing the flow of information. The ACCs require the Transfer of Care timestamp from ED at time of transfer to manage system effectiveness.

		

		

		

		

		TBD, likely XML File

		Inbound

/Outbound

		

		emerging

		

		Heather Berios

		Heather.berios@ontario.ca 

		416-327-0240



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHIR (Digital Health Immunization Repository)

		Immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and infants.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		the DHIR specifications at architecture@ehealthontario.on.ca Before October 18, will be published for open review at http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-immunization-repository-specification-fhir

		3.0.1 Trial for use

		03-Oct-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Karen Hay

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Karen.hay@ontario.ca

		 416 -212-8977



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository)

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store environment and web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-drug-repository-specification-fhir

		2.0.2 Trial for use

		28-Sep-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Arun Dewan 

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Arun.Dewan@ontario.ca

		 416-326-7169

















WestChe
Sticky Note
Accepted set by WestChe


		Stakeholder organization

		Common Interface Name

		Brief Description

		# HIS systems contributing

		Type or protocol (e.g. file or HL7 V2, etc.)

		Direction relative to HIS

		Interface specification link, or embedded document

		Version /status

		Version date

		Contact Name

		eMail

		Phone



		

		 

		Confirmed Requirements 

		Meditech

		Cerner

		Epic

		Other

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		Better Outcomes Registry & Network (BORN) 

		BIS ADT

		Allow hospitals to leverage real-time demographics and admission-discharge-transfer data from hospital information system for mother and child to improve their data quality, data completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information System.

		

		

		

		

		 HL7 V2

		Outbound

		http://bornontario.ca/en/born-information-system/

See attached documents (4)

		0.3 

		 Nov 15 2016

		Michael Kotuba (Technical Lead/Senior Technical Architect)



Vik Patel

		mkotuba@BORNOntario.ca

vpatel@bornontario.ca

		613.737.7600 x6020 



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		eClaims Hospital Integration

		Systemic Therapy treatment information collected by the Provincial Drug Re-imbursement Program for New Drug Funding Program (NDFP) drug reimbursement claims

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V3, File

		Outbound

		 https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: III – New Drug Funding Program (NDFP)

HL-7 Interface specs.: 

 See attachment (1)

		v1.1

		April 2017  

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Interactive Symptom Assessment and Collection (ISAAC) Hospital Integration

		Patient Reported Outcome Measures HIS Integration

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2, File

		inbound/Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: X - Symptom Management

HL-7 Interface specs.:

See attachment (1) 

		 V2.0

		August 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Wait Times Information System (WTIS) Hospital Integration

		The Wait Time Information System (WTIS) is a key part of the Ontario government’s Wait Time Strategy. It is the first-ever information system to monitor, measure and publicly report wait times across the province

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		 https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IIC – Wait Times Information System(WTIS)

HL-7 Interface specs: 

See attachments (5)

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Electronic Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (eCTAS) Hospital Integration

		The Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) was first developed for use in Canadian hospital emergency departments (ED) as a tool to help define a patient’s need for care

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		inbound/Outbound

		HL-7 Interface specs.:

  See attachment (1)

		 V1.7

		 May 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Electronic Pathology Reporting Interface

(ePath)

		Pathology lab results from LIS

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IV – Cancer Pathology Data – ePath

HL-7 Interface specs.:

  See attachment (1)

		 V1.4.3

		April 2011 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		OPIS 2005 Hospital Integration

		HIS to OPIS 2005 Interface for hospitals that use OPIS 2005 as its Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) system for Systemic Therapy

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		HL-7 Interface specs.:

See attachment (1)

		V1

		June 2006

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Alternate Level Reporting (ALR) Data Collection

		Activity Level Reporting (ALR) data elements constitute patient level activity within the cancer system focused on radiation and systemic therapy services and outpatient oncology clinic visits. 

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm
Select menu option: I – Activity Level Reporting (ALR)

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		GI Endoscopy Data Collection

		Endoscopic procedure information for Colon Cancer Check screening program as well as for Quality Measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IX - Colorectal Screening Program - Colon Cancer Check (CCC) 

and then IXA - GI Endoscopy DSP

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Surgical Efficiency Targets Program (SETP) Data Collection

		Surgery Quality Measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		 V8

		June 2016

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Special Services Oversight Information System (SSO IS) Data Collection

		Various quality measures

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: Specialized Services Oversight (SSOIS) Program

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) Dialysis Treatment Data Collection

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) - Chronic kidney disease dialysis treatment information

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XIV - ORRS

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		PET Scans Ontario Program Data Collection

		PET Scan diagnostic event information collected the purposes of planning and management for the delivery and expansion of PET scan services in the province

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XVB - DDUT

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Diagnostic Assessment Program (DAP) – Data Upload (DDUT)

		DAP Patient Registration information collected to support the performance management of Diagnostic Assessment Program (DAPs) across Ontario

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: XIII - PET

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Brachytherapy Reimbursement Program – Treatment Data Collection

		The program reimburses Regional Cancer Centres (RCCs) for the costs of seeds and needles used in brachytherapy treatments.  Reimbursement is contingent upon compliance with patient eligibility criteria developed based on an evidence-based summary for this treatment.  In addition to being used for reimbursement, the prostate brachytherapy data are used to support program budgeting and cancer system planning.

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		https://cancercare.on.ca/ext/databook/db1718/Databook.htm#01-Introduction/Purpose.htm 
Select menu option: IX - Colorectal Screening Program - Colon Cancer Check (CCC) 

and then VI - Brachytherapy

		 2017-2018

		April 2017 

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Abnormal Follow-up Adherence and Barriers (ABFAB) Data Collection

		Patient follow-up recommendations following colonoscopies or after abnormal gFOBT results.  Information is exchanged with Diagnostic Assessment program (DAP) sites.

		

		

		

		

		File

		Inbound/Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		V0.4

		Sept 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		Ontario Renal Network (ORN) Glomerulonephritis (GN) Data Collection

		Patient Registration and Clinic visit data to derive GN Incidence and Prevalence rates

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		2017-2018

		Oct 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Cancer Care Ontario (CCO)

		High-risk Lung Cancer Screening Pilot Data Submission

		Hospital visit and assessment information for patients that are a part of the Lung Cancer Screening Pilot for People at High Risk (HR LCSP).

		

		

		

		

		File

		Outbound

		See attachment (1)

		V0.9

		April 2017

		Perera, Lalin

		Lalin.Perera@cancercare.on.ca

		416-971-9800 x3832



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		DAD (Discharge Abstract Database)

		The Discharge Abstract Database (DAD) contains data for hospital inpatient acute discharges and, in some cases, chronic, rehabilitation and day surgery separations from health care facilities.

		100%

89

		100%

19

		100%

2

		100%

46

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		The AAC Data Content Standard outlines CIHI’s acute and ambulatory care data requirements as used in DAD/NACRS

		 2.0

		2017/18 (note: will be updated in 2018/19) 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		NACRS (National Ambulatory Care Reporting System)

		National Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS) data tables contain emergency department visits and length of stay by province and territory

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file 

		Outbound

		The AAC Data Content Standard outlines CIHI’s acute and ambulatory care data requirements as used in DAD/NACRS

		2

		2017/18 (note: will be updated in 2018/19) 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		NRS (National Rehabilitation Reporting System)

		The National Rehabilitation Reporting System (NRS) was developed by CIHI in 2001 to support data collection by hospitals for inpatient rehabilitation clients who are mainly age 18 and older. The rehabilitation services are provided in specialized rehabilitation hospitals and in general hospitals within rehabilitation units, programs or designated rehabilitation beds.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file  

		Outbound

		List of data elements

		n/a

		2017-2018 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CCRS (Continuing Care Reporting System)

		The Continuing Care Reporting System (CCRS) at the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) provides clinicians, managers, policy-makers and the public with high-quality information on persons receiving continuing care in two settings: Hospitals with extended, chronic or complex care  beds; and Residential care facilities with 24-hour nursing care (such as long-term care, nursing or personal care homes).

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		XML or ASCII text file

		Outbound

		Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) MDS 2.0 User Manual (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		2.0 

		n/a

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		OMHRS (Ontario Mental Health Reporting System)

		The Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) analyzes and reports on information submitted to CIHI about all individuals receiving adult mental health services in Ontario, as well as some individuals receiving services in youth inpatient beds and selected facilities in other provinces.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		Data Dictionary

		n/a

		2016/17 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CORR (Canadian Organ Replacement Register )

		CORR collects data from hospital dialysis programs, transplant programs, organ procurement organizations (OPOs) and independent health facilities to track patients from their first treatment for end-stage organ failure (dialysis or transplantation) to their death.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		 XML or ASCII text file

		Outbound

		List of data elements (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		n/a

		2017 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		OTR (Ontario Trauma Registry)

		The Ontario Trauma Registry (OTR) identifies, describes and quantifies trauma injuries in Ontario.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file  

		Outbound

		Data Dictionary and Comprehensive Data Set

		n/a

		 2014

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CJRR-DAD (Canadian Joint Replacement Registry)

		The Canadian Joint Replacement Registry (CJRR) was developed to provide a rich set of additional patient-level clinical, surgical and prosthesis information beyond what is captured in the Hospital Morbidity Database, the Discharge Abstract Database and the National Ambulatory Reporting System, allowing for more in-depth analysis of hip and knee replacement procedures.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII delimited text file

		Outbound

		List of data elements

		2

		April 2013 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CMDB (Canadian MIS Database)

		The Canadian MIS Database (CMDB) contains financial and statistical operations information on public hospitals and regional health authorities across Canada. It includes information from 1995–1996 onward.

		100%

		100%

		100%

		100%

		ASCII text file

		Outbound

		MIS Standards (accessible to core plan members or upon request)

		n/a

		2016 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		eHealth Ontario

		DI-rs  Diagnostic Imaging Repositories

		SWODIN, HDIRs, NEODIN, GTA are four local DI repositories that receive DI feeds from hospitals.  The combined information is made available through other channels in a provincial repository (DI-CS)

		

		

		

		

		-IHE IT Infrastructure Technical Framework, Volume 1 (ITI TF-1):

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/diagnostic-imaging-common-service-standard-dinbspcs

		V2.0 

		 2015-12-23

		Tibi Puscas

		tibi.puscas@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.313.0705 



		eHealth Ontario

		PCR (Provincial Client Registry)

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. This addresses the need for positive client identification across Ontario’s electronic health record.

		

		

		

		

		Provincial Client Registry HL7  v2 
PCR Admission Discharge Transfer (ADT) Update and HL7v2 PIX/PDQ Implementation Guide

		Inbound/Outbound

		Provincial Client Registry Standard Release 2 

		 Release 2 

		 2016-04-25

		Michael.conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		PPR (Provincial Provider Registry)

		The provincial provider registry helps uniquely identify regulated health care professionals and organizations as well as those involved in collecting, using, and / or disclosing personal health information.

		

		

		

		

		FHIR by Q1 2017

 Implementation Guide 

		Inbound/Outbound

		Provincial Provider Registry Standard

		 V1.0

		2017-01-19 

		 Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.9043 



		eHealth Ontario

		ConnectingOntario CDR (Clinical Data Repository)

		The Connecting Ontario CDR is a repository of health care information supporting the EHR. It is initially being populated with acute care data - but will eventually hold most of the EHR data for the province

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/connectingontario-cdr-input-standard

		v2.5

		2016/12/21

		Mitchell Richard

		mitchell.richard@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.4157 



		eHealth Ontario

		Single sign-on with - Simple Patient Context/ ONE ID Federation

		Each time a user that is signed onto a health care system wishes to access another, a request is generated that will support the user's access to the other system without a need to sign in again, and will bring up the corresponding data for the same patient in focus at the time of the request. 

		

		

		

		

		OASIS SAML 

		Inbound/Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/single-sign-on-patient-context-sharing-standard-version-1.5

		V1.5 

		2017-03-06 

		Anuj Marya

		anuj.marya@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.1026 



		Hamilton Health Sciences

		IDS (Integrated Decision Support)

		Hospital and other health care information (e.g. from Homecare, CHCs, Family Health Teams) linked by PHI for a full patient journey through the system for 6 LHINS (Erie St. Claire, South West, Waterloo Wellington, Hamilton Haldimand Niagara Brant, Mississauga Halton and Toronto Central).  Purpose is to “maintain and improve the quality of care for shared care patients” through an analytical set of tools and data repository for which those with access under PHIPA are permitted patient level information.  The business intelligence tools provide monthly, weekly, daily reporting, analytics and dashboard key performance indicators for funding, service utilization, ministry mandated statistics, health links, bundled care, and performance benchmarking.  Data from 68 hospitals plus other agencies is collected for this service.

		

		

		

		

		Current process: File Upload

		Outbound

		Specifications are released to approved organizations when they sign the Data Sharing and Service Level Agreements with Hamilton Health Sciences.

		v2

		Sep, 2014

		Wendy Gerrie

		gerriew@hhsc.ca 

		905-527-4322 ext 46430   



		Hamilton Health Sciences

		ClinicalConnect

		ClinicalConnect provides a viewer to 100% of SW Ontario hospital records.  The viewer also provides access to some provincial assets e.g. OLIS, DHDR, DI-CS and CDR. (accessible depending on the hospital's viewing status)

		

		

		

		

		n/a

		Outbound

		Current technical specifications for file uploads match the CIHI hospital submissions, CCAC CHRIS submissions, CHC Telus data files as well as a predetermined “minimum data set (MDS)” from family health teams created by Hamilton Health Sciences

		n/a

		n/a

		John Haywood

		haywoodj@hhsc.ca

		905 577-8270 x 3



		Health Shared Services Ontario (HSSO)

		eNotifications

		Identifies the interface to be developed by the hospital sites sending to CHRIS to be consumed by the CCACs and the Primary Care physicians via OMD’s HRM interface

Identifies the response that is sent from CHRIS back to the Hospital (sending site) where the hospital would need to complete some developed if this message is to be displayed within the HIS for the clinicians.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		

Inbound/ outbound

		EDN - Hospital Outbound - ADT (In) - HL7 Specification (v11.0), & EDN - Hospital Inbound - ADT (Out) - HL7 Specification v5


See attached documents (2)

		Version 11



Version 5

		Sep 3, 2017



July 26, 2016

		Sacha Bye

		Sacha.Bye@ccac-ont.ca 

		647-287-7198



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OLIS (Ontario Laboratory Information System)

		Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial repository.

		77

		18

		4

		48

		HL7 v2,  SOAP 1.1 Web services

		Outbound

		https://www.ehealthontario.ca/portal/server.pt/gateway/PTARGS_0_93268_15744_2504_70161_43/http%3B/wcipublisher.phportal.prod.ont.gss%3B7087/publishedcontent/publish/ssha/eho/communities/olis_information/documents/olis_interface_specifications.pdf 

		 V1.28

		5th September 2017 

		Nivedita Bajaj

		nivedita.bajaj@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416.586.1047 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OHIP (Ontario Health Insurance Program)

		Health care provider claims for services covered under OHIP.

		

		

		

		

		EDT web service

		Outbound

		Physician claim file layout
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_interface_hcsm.pdf 
Claim submission using MCEDT web service – electronic business Services
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_ebs.pdf 
Claim submission via web service
http://health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_mcedt_ebs_4_3.pdf 
Claim submission via web page
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/mc_edt_reference_manual.pdf 
Reciprocal hospital billing claim file layout
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_icd.pdf 

		V4
V3
V4.3
V4
V3

		2014/04/01
2012
June 2016
March 2014
Jan 2014

		Lynn Tisdale

		Lynn.Tisdale@ontario.ca
Janet.blundell@ontario.ca

		613-545-4559 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		HCV (Health Card Validation)

		Health care providers can submit a query to ascertain the validity of a health card through this interface.

		

		

		

		

		EDT web service

		Inbound/Outbound

		http://health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/publications/ohip/docs/techspec_hcv_ebs_4_3.pdf 

		Version 4.3

		Jun-16

		Lynn Tisdale

		Lynn.Tisdale@ontario.ca
Janet.blundell@ontario.ca

		 613-545-4559



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHIR (Digital Health Immunization Repository)

		Access to immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and infants.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		the DHIR specifications at architecture@ehealthontario.on.ca Before October 18, will be published for open review at http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-immunization-repository-specification-fhir

		3.0.1 Trial for use

		03-Oct-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Karen Hay

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Karen.hay@ontario.ca

		 416 -212-8977



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository)

		Access to the DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store environment and web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Inbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-drug-repository-specification-fhir

		2.0.2 Trial for use

		28-Sep-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Arun Dewan 

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Arun.Dewan@ontario.ca

		 416-326-7169



		OntarioMD

		HRM (Health Report Manager)

		HRM is an eHealth solution that enables clinicians using an OntarioMD-certified EMR offering to securely receive patient reports electronically from participating sending facilities

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		

Inbound

		https://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/connectingontario-cdr-input-standard

		V2.5

		04-Aug-17

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 200-8633 mobile



		KFL&A Public Health

		ACES (a real-time syndromic surveillance system )

		Tracks surveillance data to spot anomalies of interest to public health

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2.X

		Outbound

		See attached documents  (2)

		Version 1

		Sep-17

		Allan Varrette
Derek Battams

		Allan.Varrette@kflapublichealth.ca
Derek.Battams@kflaph.ca

		613-549-1232, ext. 1121



		Workplace Safety & Insurance Board (WSIB)

		WSIB Claims

		Hospitals are able to submit electronic claims to WSIB for insured patients through this interface.

		

		

		

		

		SFTP

		Outbound

		See attached documents (2) 

		V1.7 

		 25-Apr-2017



		Pamela Hooke

		pamela.hooke@telus.com

		416 570-4638



		Community Care Information Management



CCIM 

		Integrated Assessment Record (IAR) 

		The Resident Assessment Instrument – Mental Health (RAI-MH) Assessment data collected from Inpatient mental health facilities. This data is submitted on a regular basis to the provincial IAR via a web service interface

		7

		

		

		5

		XML- Web service

		Outbound

		IAR- RAI-MH Vendor Specifications 2017

		v.2017

		April 2017

		Umar Muhammad

		Jenny.hardy@ontario.ca
Manager - CCIM

Umar.muhammad@ccim.on.ca- 

Business Analyst

		

416-263-7208





416-263-7197



		electronic Child Health Network (eCHN)

		Paediatric Health Record of Ontario

		eCHN is the provincial Electronic Health Record for paediatric patients (from birth up until the 19th birthday).  eCHN assembles data from 72 member hospitals into a longitudinal, patient-centric electronic health record.

		39

		9

		2

		22

		HL7 v2

		Outbound

		Please see attached

		

		Nov-17

		Ramesh Dhami

		Ramesh.Dhami@echn.ca

		416.813.8534



		

		 

		Emerging Requirements

		

		

		

		

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 



		eHealth Ontario

		Provincial Provider Registry

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. 

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound



		target date; Planned in production by 17/18 Q4

		emerging

		

		Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		Provincial Client Registry

		The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care client. 

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound



		target date; Planned in production by 18/19 Q1

		emerging

		

		Michael Conde

		michael.conde@ehealthontario.on.ca 

		416.586.9043



		eHealth Ontario

		OLIS Patient Query

		Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial repository.

Adding the FHIR interface option

		

		

		

		

		FHIR

		Inbound/ outbound

		Target date: March 31, 2018



		emerging

		

		Nivedita Baja  





		nivedita.bajaj@ehealthontario.on.ca

		



		eHealth Ontario

		Consent query and directives 

		Consent is supported through two modes: 1) providing a consent directives registry which is updated as requests come in or change, 2) a query facility which can provide information about existing consent directives

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Ann Beaton  

		ann.beaton@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 586 4178



		eHealth Ontario

		Privacy Audit

		Privacy Audit tracks access to PI/PHI and consent overrides

		

		

		

		

		

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Ann Beaton  

		ann.beaton@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 586 4178



		eHealth Ontario

		ADT Consolidation

		There is recognition that hospitals have been asked to provide many variations on ADT feeds, and that a more efficient approach is possible.  The outcome of this work would be a single comprehensive ADT feed meeting all (or most) requirements - which could then be parsed into the specific feeds and forwarded to stakeholders.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Sue Schneider



Robert Wyllie 

		sue.schneider@ehealthontario.on.ca  robert.wyllie@ehealthontario.on.ca

		:  416 591 8133

416-586-1039



		eHealth Ontario

		Context Manager

		Patient Context is a feature of Single Sign-on which notes the patient in focus on the solution from which SSO is triggered, and launches the alternate system with the same patient as the focus.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Anuj Marya 

		anuj.marya@ehealthontario.on.ca

		416-586-1026



		eHealth Ontario

		Subscriptions/Notifications

		The subscription service allows providers to specify notifications they want to receive, and direct them to where they want them delivered (EMR, email address, cell phone/SMS). A notification may be a simple message that new clinical information is available for a client, or it may include actual clinical information. Providers register their interest in a topic, such as ‘new lab report’, and notifications are sent when any such activity takes place for their clients.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Peter Bascom  

Jennifer Strul 

		peter.bascom@ehealthontario.on.ca jennifer.strul@ehealthontario.on.ca  

		416 591 8027

416-586-4138



		OntarioMD

		eConsult

		A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking specialist advice on a patient.  The request is accompanied by appropriate patient data, and the response (advice from the specialist, or a suggestion for referral) helps provide faster specialist care to patients without the need for travel or lengthy delays.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 623-1248 x 5376



		OntarioMD

		eReferral

		A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking a specialist referral for their patient.   The request is accompanied by appropriate patient data. The response in the form of an appointment helps provide quicker access to specialist care.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Elizabeth Keller

		elizabeth.keller@ontariomd.com 

		416 623-1248 x 5376



		CorHealth (formerly CCN)

		CorHealth

		Currently, hospital staff manually enters cardiac care data into CorHealth's  cardiac care system.  The future hopes to see this information electronically extracted and transferred.

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		http://www.ccn.on.ca/CCN_Public/UploadFiles/files/CCN%20Registries%20Data%20Entry%20Reference%20Manual%20and%20Data%20Standards%20Document%20(December%202016).pdf

		emerging

		 

		Steve Carroll

		Steve.Carroll@corhealthontario.ca

		 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		Case Costing Ontario

		Ontario Case Costing Solution - provides critical case costing data to support the Health Based Allocation Model (HBAM) and Quality Based Procedure (QBP) funding. Currently, 60 facilities provide data
Information is extracted from the HIS, massaged and processed before incorporating in an MOHLTC-funded and supported tool.  Longer term – this data should be extracted from the HIS and sent directly to MOHLTC

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2311 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DBC

		Enables hospitals to report on bed capacity & utilization (Submitted via a web service)

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2312



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OHFS

		Ontario Healthcare Financial and Statistical System – manages the collection and reporting of financial and statistical data for transfer payment agencies, cost of health care services and performance indicators

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2313



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		SRI

		Self-Reporting Initiative – a common platform that enables health service providers to  submit health system financial and statistical information for system-wide planning 

		

		

		

		

		 

		Outbound

		 

		emerging

		 

		Aileen Chan

		aileen.chan@ontario.ca

		416-325-2314



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		RAI-MH

		Resident Assessment Instrument - Mental Health (RAI-MH) is the standardized means for Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) clinical and administrative data collection. The RAI-MH assessment tool evaluates the needs, strengths and preferences of adults with mental illness in in-patient hospital settings.  

		

		

		

		

		XML File

		Outbound

		

		2013 

2015 

2016

		2013 

2015 

2016

		Swetlana Signarowski

		swetlana.signarowski@ontario.ca




		416-212-6409



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		OCAN

		The Ontario Common Assessment of Needs (OCAN) is the standardized assessment tool used in the community mental health sector that supports the recovery process through consumer participation and contribution to the recovery plan (based on Camberwell Assessment of Need (CAN-C)).

		

		

		

		

		XML file

		Outbound

		https://www.ccim.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/OCAN_2-0_DataElements_FR_v2-0-8.xls

		2.0.6

2.0.7

		

2011

		Swetlana Signarowski

		Swetlana.signarowski@ontario.ca

		416-212-6409



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		Pre-assigned HCN, newborn registration

		Preassigned Health Number Process:  On a quarterly basis, Infant Registration forms are pre-printed with the pre-allocated health numbers and specific hospital facility numbers.  Hospitals receive stock of pre-printed forms with their own facility number.  After the birth of the newborn, the hospital provides the form to the custodial parent or guardian who completes the form.  The hospital forwards the completed forms to ministry offices where they are processed by customer service staff on a priority basis – opportunity to improve automation/links.

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		Kathryn Fleming 

Cyndi Pettis

		Kathryn.Fleming@ontario.ca 

		613-536-3172



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		PROMs (program on patient-reported outcome measures)

		Since 2015, CIHI has operated a pan-Canadian program on patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs), to provide leadership in standards development for PROMs in routine care with emphasis on stakeholder engagement, alignment and standards in the areas of hip and knee replacement surgeries, chronic renal care, and generic PROMs tools 

		

		

		

		

		 

		Inbound/
Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5508



		Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)

		CPERS (Canadian Patient Experiences Reporting System )

		CIHI's CPERS is Canada's first pan-Canadian reporting system for patient experience data.

		

		

		

		

		 XML

		Outbound

		negotiation discussion expected

		emerging

		 

		Greg Webster

		GWebster@cihi.ca

		 (416) 549-5509



		Better Outcomes Registry & Network (BORN)

		BIS ORU

(BORN Information System Observation Result)

		Hospitals will submit clinical encounter level (labour birth, post partum, birth child, postpartum child, nicu, and other) information for mother and child using real time ORU clinical feed

to improve hospital data quality, data completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information System.



This automated feed will be used by hospitals submitting data manually and will also replace existing upload method (csv) used by some hospitals.	

		

		

		

		

		HL7 V2

		Outbound	

		http://bornontario.ca/en/born-information-system/ See provided attachments

		Emerging

1.0

		Sep 12 2017

		Michael Kotuba(Technical Lead/Senior Technical Architect)



Vik Patel

		mkotuba@BORNOntario.ca

vpatel@bornontario.ca

		613.737.7600 x6020 



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care – Paramedic Services



		eACR



		Electronic Ambulance Call Report is a mandatory patient care report provided from paramedics to ED to support hand off of emergency care. Various initiatives are exploring ways to automate the timely provision to ED and to include critical data points such as vital signs and 12-lead. Paramedic services and ministry require patient reference to track the patient journey/outcomes.



		

		

		

		

		TBD, likely XML File

		Inbound

/Outbound

		

		emerging

		

		Heather Berios

		Heather.berios@ontario.ca 

		416-327-0240



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care – Ambulance Communication Centres (ACC)

		Patient distribution

		EDs require information on incoming ambulance patients (mobilize for care) and volumes (manage ED workflow). Various initiatives are in place to facilitate this. The ministry is considering digitizing the flow of information. The ACCs require the Transfer of Care timestamp from ED at time of transfer to manage system effectiveness.

		

		

		

		

		TBD, likely XML File

		Inbound

/Outbound

		

		emerging

		

		Heather Berios

		Heather.berios@ontario.ca 

		416-327-0240



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHIR (Digital Health Immunization Repository)

		Immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and infants.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		the DHIR specifications at architecture@ehealthontario.on.ca Before October 18, will be published for open review at http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-immunization-repository-specification-fhir

		3.0.1 Trial for use

		03-Oct-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Karen Hay

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Karen.hay@ontario.ca

		 416 -212-8977



		Ministry of Health and Long Term Care

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository)

		DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store environment and web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data.

		

		

		

		

		HL7 FHIR

		Outbound

		http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/en/standards/view/digital-health-drug-repository-specification-fhir

		2.0.2 Trial for use

		28-Sep-17

		Igor Sirkovich
Arun Dewan 

		Igor.Sirkovich@ontario.ca
Arun.Dewan@ontario.ca

		 416-326-7169
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Stakeholder organization 
Common Interface 

Name 
Brief Description 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Wait Times Information 
System (WTIS) Hospital 

Integration 

The Wait Time Information System (WTIS) is a key part of the Ontario government’s Wait Time 
Strategy. It is the first-ever information system to monitor, measure and publicly report wait 

times across the province 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Electronic Canadian 

Triage and Acuity Scale 

(eCTAS) Hospital 
Integration 

The Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) was first developed for use in Canadian hospital 

emergency departments (ED) as a tool to help define a patient’s need for care 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Electronic Pathology 

Reporting Interface 

(ePath) 

Pathology lab results from LIS 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) OPIS 2005 Hospital 

Integration 

HIS to OPIS 2005 Interface for hospitals that use OPIS 2005 as its Computerized Physician 

Order Entry (CPOE) system for Systemic Therapy 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Alternate Level Reporting 
(ALR) Data Collection 

Activity Level Reporting (ALR) data elements constitute patient level activity within the cancer 
system focused on radiation and systemic therapy services and outpatient oncology clinic 

visits.  

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) GI Endoscopy Data 

Collection 

Endoscopic procedure information for Colon Cancer Check screening program as well as for 

Quality Measures 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Surgical Efficiency Targets 

Program (SETP) Data 

Collection 

Surgery Quality Measures 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Special Services Oversight 
Information System (SSO 

IS) Data Collection 

Various quality measures 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Ontario Renal Network 

(ORN) Dialysis Treatment 

Data Collection 

Ontario Renal Network (ORN) - Chronic kidney disease dialysis treatment information 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) PET Scans Ontario 
Program Data Collection 

PET Scan diagnostic event information collected the purposes of planning and management for 
the delivery and expansion of PET scan services in the province 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Diagnostic Assessment 

Program (DAP) – Data 

Upload (DDUT) 

DAP Patient Registration information collected to support the performance management of 

Diagnostic Assessment Program (DAPs) across Ontario 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Brachytherapy 

Reimbursement Program 

– Treatment Data 
Collection 

The program reimburses Regional Cancer Centres (RCCs) for the costs of seeds and needles 

used in brachytherapy treatments.  Reimbursement is contingent upon compliance with patient 

eligibility criteria developed based on an evidence-based summary for this treatment.  In 
addition to being used for reimbursement, the prostate brachytherapy data are used to support 

program budgeting and cancer system planning. 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Abnormal Follow-up 

Adherence and Barriers 

(ABFAB) Data Collection 

Patient follow-up recommendations following colonoscopies or after abnormal gFOBT results.  

Information is exchanged with Diagnostic Assessment program (DAP) sites. 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) Ontario Renal Network 
(ORN) Glomerulonephritis 

(GN) Data Collection 

Patient Registration and Clinic visit data to derive GN Incidence and Prevalence rates 

Cancer Care Ontario (CCO) High-risk Lung Cancer 

Screening Pilot Data 

Submission 

Hospital visit and assessment information for patients that are a part of the Lung Cancer 

Screening Pilot for People at High Risk (HR LCSP). 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

DAD (Discharge Abstract 

Database) 

The Discharge Abstract Database (DAD) contains data for hospital inpatient acute discharges 

and, in some cases, chronic, rehabilitation and day surgery separations from health care 
facilities. 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

NACRS (National 

Ambulatory Care 

Reporting System) 

National Ambulatory Care Reporting System (NACRS) data tables contain emergency 

department visits and length of stay by province and territory 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

NRS (National 

Rehabilitation Reporting 
System) 

The National Rehabilitation Reporting System (NRS) was developed by CIHI in 2001 to support 

data collection by hospitals for inpatient rehabilitation clients who are mainly age 18 and older. 
The rehabilitation services are provided in specialized rehabilitation hospitals and in general 

hospitals within rehabilitation units, programs or designated rehabilitation beds. 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

CCRS (Continuing Care 

Reporting System) 

The Continuing Care Reporting System (CCRS) at the Canadian Institute for Health Information 

(CIHI) provides clinicians, managers, policy-makers and the public with high-quality information 

on persons receiving continuing care in two settings: Hospitals with extended, chronic or 
complex care  beds; and Residential care facilities with 24-hour nursing care (such as long-term 

care, nursing or personal care homes). 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

OMHRS (Ontario Mental 

Health Reporting System) 

The Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) analyzes and reports on information 

submitted to CIHI about all individuals receiving adult mental health services in Ontario, as well 

as some individuals receiving services in youth inpatient beds and selected facilities in other 

provinces. 
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Stakeholder organization 
Common Interface 

Name 
Brief Description 

Canadian Institute for Health 
Information (CIHI) 

CORR (Canadian Organ 
Replacement Register ) 

CORR collects data from hospital dialysis programs, transplant programs, organ procurement 
organizations (OPOs) and independent health facilities to track patients from their first 

treatment for end-stage organ failure (dialysis or transplantation) to their death. 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

OTR (Ontario Trauma 

Registry) 

The Ontario Trauma Registry (OTR) identifies, describes and quantifies trauma injuries in 

Ontario. 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

CJRR-DAD (Canadian 

Joint Replacement 
Registry) 

The Canadian Joint Replacement Registry (CJRR) was developed to provide a rich set of 

additional patient-level clinical, surgical and prosthesis information beyond what is captured in 
the Hospital Morbidity Database, the Discharge Abstract Database and the National Ambulatory 

Reporting System, allowing for more in-depth analysis of hip and knee replacement procedures. 

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

CMDB (Canadian MIS 

Database) 

The Canadian MIS Database (CMDB) contains financial and statistical operations information on 

public hospitals and regional health authorities across Canada. It includes information from 

1995–1996 onward. 

eHealth Ontario DI-rs  Diagnostic Imaging 
Repositories 

SWODIN, HDIRs, NEODIN, GTA are four local DI repositories that receive DI feeds from 
hospitals.  The combined information is made available through other channels in a provincial 

repository (DI-CS) 

eHealth Ontario PCR (Provincial Client 

Registry) 

The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise 

master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care 

client. This addresses the need for positive client identification across Ontario’s electronic health 

record. 

eHealth Ontario PPR (Provincial Provider 
Registry) 

The provincial provider registry helps uniquely identify regulated health care professionals and 
organizations as well as those involved in collecting, using, and / or disclosing personal health 

information. 

eHealth Ontario ConnectingOntario CDR 

(Clinical Data Repository) 

The Connecting Ontario CDR is a repository of health care information supporting the EHR. It is 

initially being populated with acute care data - but will eventually hold most of the EHR data for 

the province 

eHealth Ontario Single sign-on with - 
Simple Patient Context/ 

ONE ID Federation 

Each time a user that is signed onto a health care system wishes to access another, a request is 
generated that will support the user's access to the other system without a need to sign in 

again, and will bring up the corresponding data for the same patient in focus at the time of the 

request.  

Hamilton Health Sciences IDS (Integrated Decision 

Support) 

Hospital and other health care information (e.g. from Homecare, CHCs, Family Health Teams) 

linked by PHI for a full patient journey through the system for 6 LHINS (Erie St. Claire, South 

West, Waterloo Wellington, Hamilton Haldimand Niagara Brant, Mississauga Halton and Toronto 
Central).  Purpose is to “maintain and improve the quality of care for shared care patients” 

through an analytical set of tools and data repository for which those with access under PHIPA 

are permitted patient level information.  The business intelligence tools provide monthly, 

weekly, daily reporting, analytics and dashboard key performance indicators for funding, service 
utilization, ministry mandated statistics, health links, bundled care, and performance 

benchmarking.  Data from 68 hospitals plus other agencies is collected for this service. 

Hamilton Health Sciences ClinicalConnect ClinicalConnect provides a viewer to 100% of SW Ontario hospital records.  The viewer also 

provides access to some provincial assets e.g. OLIS, DHDR, DI-CS and CDR. (accessible 

depending on the hospital's viewing status) 

Health Shared Services 
Ontario (HSSO) 

eNotifications Identifies the interface to be developed by the hospital sites sending to CHRIS to be consumed 
by the CCACs and the Primary Care physicians via OMD’s HRM interface. 

Identifies the response that is sent from CHRIS back to the Hospital (sending site) where the 

hospital would need to complete some developed if this message is to be displayed within the 

HIS for the clinicians. 

Ministry of Health and Long- 

Term Care 

OLIS (Ontario Laboratory 

Information System) 

Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial 

repository. 

Ministry of Health and Long- 
Term Care 

OHIP (Ontario Health 
Insurance Program) 

Health care provider claims for services covered under OHIP. 

Ministry of Health and Long- 

Term Care 

HCV (Health Card 

Validation) 

Health care providers can submit a query to ascertain the validity of a health card through this 

interface. 

Ministry of Health and Long- 

Term Care 

DHIR (Digital Health 

Immunization Repository) 

Access to immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and 

infants. 

Ministry of Health and Long- 

Term Care 

DHDR (Digital Health 

Drug Repository) 

Access to the DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store 

environment and web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data. 

OntarioMD HRM (Health Report 
Manager) 

HRM is an eHealth solution that enables clinicians using an OntarioMD-certified EMR offering to 
securely receive patient reports electronically from participating sending facilities 

KFL&A Public Health ACES (a real-time 

syndromic surveillance 

system ) 

Tracks surveillance data to spot anomalies of interest to public health 

Workplace Safety & Insurance 

Board (WSIB) 

WSIB Claims Hospitals are able to submit electronic claims to WSIB for insured patients through this 

interface. 

Ministry of Health and Long 

Term Care/Community Care 

RAI-MH Resident Assessment Instrument - Mental Health (RAI-MH) is the standardized means for 

Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) clinical and administrative data collection. 
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Stakeholder organization 
Common Interface 

Name 
Brief Description 

Information Management 
(CCIM) 

 

The RAI-MH assessment tool evaluates the needs, strengths and preferences of adults with 
mental illness in in-patient hospital settings.  Ability for HIS vendors to submit RAI-MH the 

Integrated Assessment Record (IAR) should be required.   

electronic Child Health 

Network (eCHN) 

Paediatric Health Record 

of Ontario 

eCHN is the provincial Electronic Health Record for paediatric patients (from birth up until the 

19th birthday).  eCHN assembles data from 72 member hospitals into a longitudinal, patient-

centric electronic health record. 

 

Emerging Requirements 

eHealth Ontario Provincial Provider 

Registry 

The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise 

master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care 

client.  

Adding the FHIR interface option 

eHealth Ontario Provincial Client Registry The PCR is currently fed by multiple data sources and includes the functionality of an enterprise 
master patient index to match records from different sources referring to a single health care 

client.  

Adding the FHIR interface option 

eHealth Ontario OLIS Patient Query Lab results from hospital labs are downloaded to OLIS to be included in the provincial 

repository. 

Adding the FHIR interface option 

eHealth Ontario Consent query and 
directives  

Consent is supported through two modes: 1) providing a consent directives registry which is 
updated as requests come in or change, 2) a query facility which can provide information about 

existing consent directives 

eHealth Ontario Privacy Audit Privacy Audit tracks access to PI/PHI and consent overrides 

eHealth Ontario ADT Consolidation There is recognition that hospitals have been asked to provide many variations on ADT feeds, 

and that a more efficient approach is possible.  The outcome of this work would be a single 

comprehensive ADT feed meeting all (or most) requirements - which could then be parsed into 
the specific feeds and forwarded to stakeholders. 

eHealth Ontario Context Manager Patient Context is a feature of Single Sign-on which notes the patient in focus on the solution 

from which SSO is triggered, and launches the alternate system with the same patient as the 

focus. 

eHealth Ontario Subscriptions/Notification

s 

The subscription service allows providers to specify notifications they want to receive, and 

direct them to where they want them delivered (EMR, email address, cell phone/SMS). A 

notification may be a simple message that new clinical information is available for a client, or it 
may include actual clinical information. Providers register their interest in a topic, such as ‘new 

lab report’, and notifications are sent when any such activity takes place for their clients. 

OntarioMD eConsult A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking specialist advice on a patient.  The 

request is accompanied by appropriate patient data, and the response (advice from the 

specialist, or a suggestion for referral) helps provide faster specialist care to patients without 
the need for travel or lengthy delays. 

OntarioMD eReferral A two-way exchange initiated by a family physician seeking a specialist referral for their patient.   

The request is accompanied by appropriate patient data. The response in the form of an 

appointment helps provide quicker access to specialist care. 

CorHealth (formerly CCN) CorHealth Currently, hospital staff manually enters cardiac care data into CorHealth's  cardiac care 

system.  The future hopes to see this information electronically extracted and transferred. 

Ministry of Health and Long 

Term Care 

Case Costing Ontario Ontario Case Costing Solution - provides critical case costing data to support the Health Based 

Allocation Model (HBAM) and Quality Based Procedure (QBP) funding. Currently, 60 facilities 
provide data 

Information is extracted from the HIS, massaged and processed before incorporating in an 

MOHLTC-funded and supported tool.  Longer term – this data should be extracted from the HIS 

and sent directly to MOHLTC 

Ministry of Health and Long- 
Term Care 

DBC Enables hospitals to report on bed capacity & utilization (Submitted via a web service) 

Ministry of Health and Long- 

Term Care 

OHFS Ontario Healthcare Financial and Statistical System – manages the collection and reporting of 

financial and statistical data for transfer payment agencies, cost of health care services and 

performance indicators 

Ministry of Health and Long- 

Term Care 

SRI Self-Reporting Initiative – a common platform that enables health service providers to  submit 

health system financial and statistical information for system-wide planning  

Ministry of Health and Long- 
Term Care 

RAI-MH Resident Assessment Instrument - Mental Health (RAI-MH) is the standardized means for 
Ontario Mental Health Reporting System (OMHRS) clinical and administrative data collection. 

The RAI-MH assessment tool evaluates the needs, strengths and preferences of adults with 

mental illness in in-patient hospital settings.   
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Stakeholder organization 
Common Interface 

Name 
Brief Description 

Ministry of Health and Long- 
Term Care 

OCAN The Ontario Common Assessment of Needs (OCAN) is the standardized assessment tool used in 
the community mental health sector that supports the recovery process through consumer 

participation and contribution to the recovery plan (based on Camberwell Assessment of Need 

(CAN-C)). 

Ministry of Health and Long- 

Term Care 

Pre-assigned HCN, 

newborn registration 

Preassigned Health Number Process:  On a quarterly basis, Infant Registration forms are pre-

printed with the pre-allocated health numbers and specific hospital facility numbers.  Hospitals 
receive stock of pre-printed forms with their own facility number.  After the birth of the 

newborn, the hospital provides the form to the custodial parent or guardian who completes the 

form.  The hospital forwards the completed forms to ministry offices where they are processed 

by customer service staff on a priority basis – opportunity to improve automation/links. 

Canadian Institute for Health 
Information (CIHI) 

PROMs (program on 
patient-reported outcome 

measures) 

Since 2015, CIHI has operated a pan-Canadian program on patient-reported outcome measures 
(PROMs), to provide leadership in standards development for PROMs in routine care with 

emphasis on stakeholder engagement, alignment and standards in the areas of hip and knee 

replacement surgeries, chronic renal care, and generic PROMs tools  

Canadian Institute for Health 

Information (CIHI) 

CPERS (Canadian Patient 

Experiences Reporting 

System ) 

CIHI's CPERS is Canada's first pan-Canadian reporting system for patient experience data. 

Better Outcomes Registry & 
Network (BORN) 

BIS ORU 

(BORN Information 

System Observation 

Result) 

Hospitals will submit clinical encounter level (labour birth, post partum, birth child, postpartum 
child, nicu, and other) information for mother and child using real time ORU clinical feed 

to improve hospital data quality, data completeness, and data timeliness in BORN Information 

System. 

 

This automated feed will be used by hospitals submitting data manually and will also replace 

existing upload method (csv) used by some hospitals.  

Ministry of Health and Long-

Term Care – Paramedic 

Services 

 

eACR 

 

Electronic Ambulance Call Report is a mandatory patient care report provided from paramedics 

to ED to support hand off of emergency care. Various initiatives are exploring ways to automate 

the timely provision to ED and to include critical data points such as vital signs and 12-lead. 
Paramedic services and ministry require patient reference to track the patient 

journey/outcomes. 

 

Ministry of Health and Long-

Term Care – Ambulance 

communication centres (ACC) 

Patient distribution EDs require information on incoming ambulance patients (mobilize for care) and volumes 

(manage ED workflow). Various initiatives are in place to facilitate this. The ministry is 

considering digitizing the flow of information. The ACCs require the Transfer of Care timestamp 
from ED at time of transfer to manage system effectiveness. 

Ministry of Health and Long-

Term Care 

DHIR (Digital Health 

Immunization Repository) 

Immunization records primarily (but not limited to) those of school children and infants. 

Ministry of Health and Long-

Term Care 

DHDR (Digital Health 

Drug Repository) 

The  DHDR (Digital Health Drug Repository) specification provides a data store environment and 

web services for retrieving dispensed drug history data. 

Ministry of Health and Long-

Term Care/Community Care 
Information Management 

(CCIM) 

Integrated Assessment 

Record (IAR) 

The Integrated Assessment Record (IAR) is the Provincial assessment repository.  HIS vendors 

should be able to consume IAR HL7-FHIR API.  

5. Security Requirements 

Security requirements need to be met through a two-step process: 

1. Provincial HIS service operators are required to engage a registered CSA Star-approved third-party 

assessment organization2 (i.e. select a third-party assessment organization from the CSA STAR 

Registry3) and provide evidence of certification at the medium acuity and medium sensitivity levels. 

                                                           
 
2 CSA STAR: The CSA Security, Trust and Assurance Registry (CSA STAR) is a Cloud Service assessment and assurance program intended to 

assist Cloud Service Providers in demonstrating security controls and maturity. CSA STAR is based on the CSA Cloud Controls Matrix, which 

maps to a number of existing reporting and certification frameworks. CSA STAR Level 2 attestations and/or certifications should constitute 

adequate evidence for the provision of Cloud Services for programs and services operating at the Medium Sensitivity level, and up to the 

High Criticality level. 

 
3 CSA Star Registry of approved third-party assessors.  https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/star/#_registry 
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2. Using the same third-party assessor, provincial HIS service operators are required to undergo 

assessment and produce evidence of compliance with the additional controls as documented in the 

attached spreadsheet.   

NOTE: These controls exclude those that are the responsibility of the HIC. 

NOTE: This two-stage process ensures compliance with the expectations of the GO-ITS 25.21 Security 
Requirements for Cloud Services.   

 

HIS Renewal Cyber 
Security Requirements Final - Feb 26 2018 - Filtered.xlsx

 

 

6. Privacy Requirements 

Provincial HIS service operators will at a minimum, be designated as Health Information Network Providers 
(HINP) and will therefore be required to meet the legislated privacy obligations associated with that role.  
However, provincial HIS service operators may agree to assume the role of agents of the Health Information 
Custodian (HIC) – particularly as this relates to investigating breaches and tracking consent audit logs etc.   

As an agent of a HIC, a provincial HIS service operator would be required to comply with the HIC privacy 
policy and standards as documented in the link below. 

https://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/EHR_Privacy_Policies_EN.pdf 

 

7. GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services 

While technically GO-ITS Cloud-based Computing standards do not extend to hospitals, there would 
nevertheless be a concern should a provincial HIS service operator not be able to demonstrate compliance 

with the expectations of these standards. 

In order to ensure that provincial HIS service operators meet the expectations of the GO-ITS standards for 
cloud services, eHealth Ontario has extended its security assessment controls and produced a subset which 
(together with CSA Star certification) will ensure compliance with  the expectations of the GO-ITS 25.21 
standard.  This is referenced in Section 5, Security Requirements.  

A provincial HIS service operator that meets the expectations of Section 5, will have met the expectations of 

the GO-ITS 25.21 standard. 

[End of Document] 

 

https://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/EHR_Privacy_Policies_EN.pdf

Disclaimer

		Disclaimer:



		Health Information Custodians (HICs) are bound to the EHR Security and Privacy Policies and Standards through the EHR Agreements and Schedules with eHealth Ontario.   The policies and standards represent the expectations of HICs who are participating in the shared Electronic Health Record.

HICs are expected to pass down the requirements to uphold policies to their Agents and Electronic Service Providers. Each HIC will need to evaluate their vendor to ensure they are upholding the expectations of the EHR Security Policy and Standards as they execute the supporting processes (i.e. system administration, vulnerability management, pen testing, day-to-day operations, etc.) This tool helps support this effort.



		For the purpose of the HIS Renewal Project, the HIS-R-On Premise tab includes requirements which are targeted for the HIS Product and envisions the HIS solution hosted at a HICs premises. Most behaviour and process related requirements have been omitted. 



		The HIS-R-Cloud tab includes requirements that envision a full SaaS model. However, in a PaaS type model, some requirements related to behavioural, technical and administrative functions may not be applicable depending on the roles and responsibilities established by the HIS Vendor and the Customer. Requirements that are not applicable, can be marked accordingly with approrpiate notes.



		The term HIS Solution is used throughout the document and is intended to cover the end-to-end solution offering and is not limited to the HIS product only.  This includes the HIS application, operating systems, hardware systems, supporting network systems, etc.

The term IDP refers to Identity Provider and includes the systems and processes that support identity management that facilitate access to the HIS and shared EHR data that may be available through integrations with provincial and regional systems.



		EHR Security Policy and Standards

		Information Security Policy

		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy

		Access Control and Identity Management Standard for System-Level Access

		Business Continuity Standard

		Cryptography Standard

		Electronic Service Provider Standard

		Federation Identity Provider Standard

		Information and Asset Management Standard

		Information Security Incident Management Standard

		Local Registration Authority Practice Standard

		Network and Operations Standard

		Physical Security Standard

		Security Logging and Monitoring Standard

		System Development Lifecycle Standard

		Threat Risk Management Standard

		GO-ITS Cloud Security Requirements

		EHR Privacy Policies

		EHR Privacy Policies







http://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Threat_Risk_Management_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Electronic_Service_Provider_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Cryptography_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Business_Continuity_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Access_Control_and_Identity_Management_Standard_for_System_Level_Access_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Acceptable_Use_of_Information_and_Information_Technology_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Information_Security_Policy_EN.pdfhttps://www.ontario.ca/page/go-its-2521-security-requirements-cloud-serviceshttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/EHR_Privacy_Policies_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/System_Development_Lifecycle_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Security_Logging_and_Monitoring_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Physical_Security_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Network_and_Operations_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Local_Registration_Authority_Practices_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Information_Security_Incident_Management_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/Information_and_Asset_Management_Standard_EN.pdfhttp://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/support/eHealth_Ontario_Federation_Identity_Provider_Standard_EN.pdf

HIS-R-On Premise

						[THE HIS SOLUTION]  CYBERSECURITY REQUIREMENTS - ON PREMISES

						Instructions:

						For each requirement below please select a response from the Vendor Response column (See Status Code).  In the Vendor Comments column, add sufficient details on compliance. Additionally, if your answer is not a clear Yes or No, please use the Vendor Comments section to explain either Partial Compliance or why the requirement is Not Applicable. Columns have been added to note how the requirements map to the CSA Star Assessment CCMv3.0.1 which may be helpful in completing the assessment.

						Status Code		Meaning

						Yes		Requirement is Implemented or similar / equivalent control exists (please describe equivalent or similar controls)

						No		Requirement is Not Implemented

						Partial		Requirement is Partially Implemented

						NA (Not Applicable)		Requirement is Not Applicable. (please provide rationale for excluding requirement)



		Policy/Standards Reference 		Source Policy/Standards		Control ID		Control description 		Control Requirement		Vendor Response		Vendor Comments		Covered in the CSA Star Assessment CCMv3.0.1		Partial/Sufficient Coverage		CSA Star Assessment Mapping Notes

						Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Standard

		2.20		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		ACIMS -01		[The HIS Solution] must enforce passwords that are at least eight characters long and include at least three of the following:
- One number
- One uppercase letter
- One lowercase letter, or
- One special character.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID MOS-16		Partial

		2.29		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		ACIMS -02		[The HIS Solution] must require a password change at initial login.		Mandatory

		2.30		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		ACIMS -03		User remote access to [the HIS Solution] must be limited to approved secure solutions (e.g., through a virtual private network or terminal services).		Mandatory

		2.60		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -04		[The HIS Solution] must have authentication and authorization capabilities that:
- Identify and authenticate individual persons or information systems, and
- Limit or restrict access to an information system’s resources, objects, data, and/or files which the HIS Solution will rely on.
- [The HIS Solution] must deny access by default. i.e., access must be explicitly authorized at all times.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.70		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -05		[The HIS Solution] must enforce unique ID's to all agents, Electronic Service Providers, and information systems to provision access to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.80		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -06		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that access to and use with a user ID or Service ID is traceable to a single person or to an information system.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.90		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -07		[The HIS Solution] must require access control and identity management system to deny access by default to [the HIS Solution] (i.e., access must be explicitly authorized).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.12		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -08		[The HIS Solution] must maintain a list of all IDs with the following:
- The ID
- Person or information system’s details: Full name, department, location, and contact information (email and telephone (where applicable))
- Privileges associated with the ID
- Requirement/function (for Service IDs only)		Mandatory

		2.15		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -09		[The HIS Solution] must suspend user IDs with access to [the HIS Solution] after 180 consecutive days (or 6 months) of inactivity either manually or automatically. [The HIS Solution] may send the user of the ID an email warning them of the imminent suspension.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-11		Partial

		2.16		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -10		[The HIS Solution] must not name Privileged IDs in a way that provides any indication of the IDs’ privilege level.		Mandatory

		2.17		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -11		[The HIS Solution] must not assign privileged entitlements on their information systems or information technologies to a Personal ID. All persons requiring privileged access must be assigned a Privileged ID, and a Personal ID to be used for normal business activities.		Mandatory

		2.19		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -12		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that the names of their Service IDs are different than the information system names on which the Service IDs are created.		Mandatory

		2.24		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -13		[The HIS Solution] must require that authentication methods that employ the criteria of “something you have” (e.g., digital certificate, SecureID token) permit the unique identification of each person and are not used concurrently by multiple users.		Mandatory

		2.26		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -14		[The HIS Solution]  must set initial passwords to prompt the user to change their password at initial login or must ensure that the user is manually instructed to change their password at initial login.		Mandatory

		2.27		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -15		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that all passwords are masked or concealed on entry, i.e., represented on the screen by a special character such as an asterisk.		Mandatory

		2.28		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -16		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that their information systems are technically capable of accepting all passwords that meet the requirements and ensure compliance with the account lockout, lockout duration, history and minimum age requirements for passwords used to participate in [the HIS Solution]. See Appendix A.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-02
Covered in control ID MOS-14		Partial

		2.30		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -17		[The HIS Solution]  must encrypt passwords in transmission.		Mandatory

		2.31		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -18		[The HIS Solution]  must protect passwords in storage. Where passwords stored in files cannot be encrypted, passwords must not indicate the information system or ID for which they are associated.		Mandatory

		2.32		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -19		[The HIS Solution]  must not cache unencrypted passwords.		Mandatory

		2.33		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -20		[The HIS Solution]  must not hard-code clear text passwords into information systems or stored in batch files.		Mandatory

		2,34		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -21		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that clear text passwords are not embedded in any automated login process, or stored in a macro or function key.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IPY-04		Partial

		2.36		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -22		[The HIS Solution]  must display a terms of use banner or message at, or prior to, initial user authentication. The terms of use must be accepted by the user in order to gain access to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.37		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -23		In the event of an authentication failure (e.g., an invalid sign-on attempt), [the HIS Solution]  must ensure that [the HIS Solution] does not indicate the reason for the failure (e.g., state that it was an incorrect password or that the ID does not exist on the system)		Mandatory

		2.38		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -24		[The HIS Solution]  must rename all default IDs (commonly known as  IDs).		Mandatory

		.2.40		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -25		[The HIS Solution] must require additional authentication compensating factors (e.g., two-factor authentication) to participate in [the HIS Solution] remotely or from an untrusted source.		Mandatory

		2.42		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -26		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should maintain a record of all their agents and Electronic Service Providers that have authorized administrative remote access to [the HIS Solution]. At a minimum, the record should contain:
- The agent or Electronic Service Provider’s user ID
- The agent or Electronic Service Provider’s full name
- The date of creation
- The level of entitlement granted, and
- The full name and position of the person who authorized the request.		Mandatory

		2.43		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -27		[The HIS Solution] must employ cryptographic solutions to maintain session confidentiality and integrity of all remote access connections.		Mandatory

		2.44		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -28		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that Personal IDs and Privileged IDs are not capable of establishing multiple concurrent interactive sessions to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.45		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -29		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that the state of a session is established and controlled by the information system providing the services.		Mandatory

		2.46		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -30		[The HIS Solution] must implement session management mechanisms to protect session integrity and confidentiality (e.g., using Kerberos to maintain session integrity and using encryption to provide session confidentiality).		Mandatory

		2.47		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -31		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that session management identifiers are unique for each individual session, and be valid only for the duration of the current session or for a predetermined finite time period.		Mandatory

		2.48		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -32		[The HIS Solution] must allow all users have the ability to end or terminate an active session.		Mandatory

		2.49		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -33		[The HIS Solution] must require that an interruption to a communication link to the source information system requires the person or information system to re-authenticate to the source information system.		Mandatory

		2.50		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -36		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that their workstations and other User devices that have access to [the HIS Solution] either:
- Have password-protected screen-locks, keyboard-locks or equivalent controls that are set to automatically lock after 15 minutes of inactivity
- Set sessions to automatically terminate (e.g., sign-off active account) after a maximum period of 15 minutes of inactivity.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID MOS-16		Partial

		2,20		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -55		[The HIS Solution] must not allow Service IDs to be capable of interactive sign-on.		Desired

						Business Continuity Standard

		2.40		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -09		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement methods to reduce the likelihood of critical information systems malfunctioning, which must include:
- Employing up-to-date makes/models of hardware and software that are easily maintained and can meet the requirements of critical business processes
- Giving high priority to reliability, compatibility and capacity during the acquisition process
- Ensuring compliance with common or industry security standards for hardware and software, and
- Using telecommunication network links and services that are robust and resilient.		Mandatory

		2.60		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -10		[The HIS Solution]  must reduce single points of failure in their network, which may include:
- Rerouting network traffic automatically when critical network equipment or links fail
- Installing duplicate or alternative network components (e.g., assets, hubs, bridges, concentrators, switches, firewalls and network traffic filters) to critical communications equipment, or
- Arranging fall-back to alternative points of connecting and links with external service providers.		Mandatory

		2.50		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -11		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement methods to ensure that the availability of critical information systems is maintained, which may include:
- Running the critical information systems simultaneously at multiple locations (e.g. by using hot stand-by or virtualization)
- Providing alternative locations from which information systems can be run and administered, or
- Automatically identifying and recovering transactions following an information system failure.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-07		Partial

						Cryptography Standard

		2.10		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -01		Only EHR-approved cryptographic algorithms shall be implemented on [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.30		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -02		[The HIS Solution] must only use cryptographic solutions that fail close (i.e., access is denied if a failure occurs).		Mandatory

		2.60		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -04		Where cryptographic hardware devices are used, [the HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that these devices meet or exceed the tamper-resistant enclosure requirements specified in the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 Level 3 standard.		Mandatory

		2.70		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -05		[The HIS Solution]  must only permit software cryptography solution to only be permitted for:
- One-way (or non-reversible) cryptographic functions
- Client-side software for remote access
- Client-side storage encryption such as full-disk encryption
- Client-side or server-side digital certificates, or
- Data storage in data centres.		Mandatory

		2.80		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -06		Where a software-based cryptography is implemented, [the HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that the password is not be stored in a batch file, or script file, with the exception of server-based SSL digital certificates, which must have strict access control placed on the file that contains the password.		Mandatory

		2.90		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -07		[The HIS Solution]  must cryptographically protect the integrity of their cryptographic keys, especially when their cryptographic keys are located in a publicly accessible location (e.g., Internet-facing web server).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID EKM-03
Covered in control ID EKM-04		Partial

		2.13		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -08		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that all digital certificates are revocable.		Mandatory

		2.14		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -09		[The HIS Solution]  must implement digital certificates with a cryptographically secured certificate revocation list (CRL) system.		Mandatory

		2.15		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -10		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that a digital certificate is only trusted once it has been cryptographically validated and does not appear on a trusted CRL.		Mandatory

		2.16		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -11		[The HIS Solution]  must protect their cryptographic keys against unauthorized access (in the case of secret and private keys), modification, loss, and accidental or intentional destruction.		Mandatory

		2.18		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -13		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must establish a process for managing cryptographic keys, which covers:
- The secure generation, distribution, loading, storage, recovery, replacement, revocation and destruction of cryptographic keys, and
- The secure back-up and archive of cryptographic keys.
These processes and procedures must be made available to all relevant stakeholders. 
		Mandatory						Covered in control ID EKM-02		Sufficient

		2.21		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -15		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must maintain logs to record any instance in which keys, key components, or related materials are generated, removed from storage or loaded to a cryptographic device. The logs should include:
- Key name and purpose/usage
- Date and time
- Component identifier
- Purpose of access
- Name and signature of custodian accessing the component, and
- Tamper evident package number pre and prior to removal (if applicable).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID EKM-02		Partial

		2.24		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -17		[The HIS Solution]  must store keys in the fewest possible locations and forms.		Mandatory

		2.30		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -23		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all keys and key components are generated using a random number generator or a pseudo-random number generator that passes all the basic tests for statistical randomness as defined in the NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-22 Revision 1a.		Mandatory

		2.31		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -24		To ensure the confidentiality of their secret keys, [the HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that a secret key only exists in the following forms:
- As clear text inside the protected memory of a tamper-resistant security module (TRSM)
- As cypher text outside the protected memory of a TRSM, or
- As two or more components, held under split knowledge and dual control.		Mandatory

		2.42		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -33		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that cryptographic keys are only used for a single intended purpose and must never be shared between production and non-production environments.		Mandatory

		2.50		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -45		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use hardware cryptography (rather than software cryptography) in environments that store or process PHI.		Desired

						Electronic Service Provider Standard

		2.30		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must assess the potential information security and privacy risks posed by Electronic Service Providers to [the HIS Solution] prior to engaging in a contractual relationship with that Electronic Service Provider.		Mandatory

		2.40		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must define and document all information systems and services to be provided by any new Electronic Service Provider or on renewal of any service agreements. At a minimum, service agreements must specify:
- Roles and responsibilities under PHIPA and under the privacy and information security policies and procedures implemented in respect of [the HIS Solution]
- Roles and responsibilities for implementing, maintaining and supporting the information systems or services to be provided
- The level of criticality of the service
- The dates and times when the service is required
- The capacity requirements of systems and networks
- Maximum permissible down-time and service level objectives
- Service level reports and frequency
- Critical timescales, i.e., the timescale beyond which a loss of service would be unacceptable to [the HIS Solution]
- The penalties to be imposed in the event the Electronic Service Provider fails to deliver the pre-agreed level of service or fails to fulfill its roles and responsibilities, and
- Minimum information security and privacy controls.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID BCR-10
Covered in Control ID HRS-07
Covered in Control ID HRS-04
Covered in Control ID HRS-10
Covered in Control ID GRM-07
Covered in Control ID STA-05
Covered in Control ID STA-07		Partial

		2.50		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must require Electronic Service Providers to implement all applicable information security and privacy controls prior to the Electronic Service Provider being granted access to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.60		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that threat risk assessments are performed on their Electronic Service Providers.		Mandatory

		2.70		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -05		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must give consideration to restricting the location of information, information processing, and information system services controlled or provided by Electronic Service Providers (e.g., an organization may choose to prohibit an Electronic Service Provider from storing their information on servers located outside of Canada).		Mandatory

		2.80		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should establish a consistent method for handling the termination of Electronic Service Provider relationships, which should include:
- Designating agents responsible for managing the termination;
- Revocation of physical and logical access rights to the organization’s information; and
- Secure return, transfer or destruction of all assets (e.g. back-up media storage, documentation, hardware, and authentication devices).		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID HRS-01		Partial

		2.90		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must establish contingency arrangements to ensure that their respective business processes can continue in the event that the Electronic Service Provider is not available (e.g., due to contract termination, a disaster, or labor disputes). These arrangements should be based on the results of a threat risk assessment, and may include:
- The provision of alternative, secure facilities for business processes to continue
- Escrow of information and close/propriety technologies (e.g., application source code and cryptographic keys using a trusted external party, such as a lawyer.
- Recovery arrangements to ensure continued availability of information stored at an outsource provider or in the cloud, or
- Alignment with [the HIS Solution] business continuity Vendor.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID BCR-07		Partial

		2.10		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should identify Electronic Service Providers and categorize them according to supplier type (e.g., application service provider, network service provider, storage service provider, etc.) and criticality of the services they provide.		Desired

		2.20		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -09		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should maintain formal documentation of the:
- Technical and organizational relationship covering the roles and responsibilities under the Personal Health Information Protection Act and its regulation (PHIPA) and under the privacy and information security policies and procedures that Electronic Service Providers are required to fulfill
- Roles and responsibilities for implementing, maintaining and supporting the information systems or services that the Electronic Service Providers are required to fulfill
- Service goals
- Expected deliverables, and
- Representatives of Electronic Service Providers.

Formal documentation may include contracts, agreements and service levels.		Desired						Covered in Control ID BCR-10
Covered in control ID HRS-04
Covered in control ID HRS-03
Covered in control ID GRM-03		Partial

						Federation Identity Provider Standard 

		3.1.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -01		The following is the Core Identity Information the IDP must collect in order to Register an End User:

- Legal name; and
- Where applicable, all professional designations and license numbers of the individual.

For further information, please consult the ONE®ID End User Identification and User Name Standard.		Mandatory

		3.20		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -02		During Registration, the IDP must assign every End User the following:

- A User ID (see section 3.2.1);
- The information required to set and maintain passwords (see section 4.3); and
- A Level of Assurance (according to the defined criteria in section 3.3).

For further information, please consult the ONE® ID End User Identification and User Name Standard, ONE® ID Identity Assurance Standard and ONE® ID Password Standard.

		Mandatory

		3.2.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -03		The IDP must ensure that End Users are assigned a User ID that uniquely identifies the End User within the Federated System.
User IDs must be in a format approved by the IDP.
Note: ONE®ID’s standard format of User IDs for individuals is:

- [preferred first name].[preferred last name]@[ONEID.on.ca], e.g. John.Doe@ONEID.on.ca.
		Mandatory

		3.3.2		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -04		The IDP must assign a Level of Assurance (e.g. AL1, AL2, AL3) during the Registration of each End User corresponding to the rigor of the Registration process involved and the strength of the evidence offered to support the identity.

The IDP must record the Level of Assurance that it has assigned in its records of End User information. The assertion of this information to the Agency must match the End User’s Registration information.

The IDP should consult the ONE® ID Identity Assurance Standard for further requirements relating to Levels of Assurance.
		Mandatory

		3.3.4		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -05		Access to any Federated Service containing Sensitive Information, including PHI and PI, shall not be provided unless a Registrant has been assigned an AL2 or AL3.		Mandatory

		3.6.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -06		The IDP must maintain a list of assigned accounts used for consuming Federated Services for each End User, including the name of the authorizing personnel. Such information must be made available to the Agency upon request or during an audit.		Mandatory

		3.70		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -07		The IDP must keep a record of End User Information, as well as any subsequent changes made to this information. The contents that must be included in the record include:

Registration information and updates:

- The User ID;
- The Level of Assurance that the IDP has assigned to the End User (section 3.3.2);
- A time stamp;
- Core Identity Information (legal name, professional designation(s) and license number(s)); and
- The action performed and data element changes (from and to values).

The IDP must retain its records of End User Information permanently and must transfer this information to the Agency in accordance with the agreement between it and the Agency. Permanent retention is required because it cannot be determined in advance when an access request may be made or a breach investigation may occur. End User Information would be required in either case to tie accounts to End Users’ real world identities.		Mandatory

		4.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -08		Health Service Provider End Users may use Single-factor Authentication when accessing the Federated System from a secure environment (e.g. using MPN). Single factor Authentication would not be appropriate in all situations, such as when AL3 is required (see section 3.3). 

Within the Federation, Authentication must involve two or more factors when Federated Services are accessed from:

- The Internet or unsecured environments/locations;
- A point-of-service application, such as a hospital Information System (HIS), if the user is remote (not on site); or
- Where any Privileged function is being accessed, e.g. system administrator.

Strong Authentication typically involves the use of a strong password combined with a second factor. Examples of second factor technologies include: hard security tokens, call backs, SMS messages, risk-based access control, one-time passwords, machine certificates, biometrics and personal certificates.
However, certain Federated Services may require the use of specific type(s) of second factors, e.g. hard security tokens. In such cases, the required type(s) of second factors must be implemented in order to participate in the Federated Services in question.

The above principles regarding two-factor Authentication apply whenever Federated Services are accessed from browsers on portable electronic devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets).		Mandatory

		4.20		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -09		The IDP must, at a minimum, Authenticate End Users based on a User ID and a valid password (in the appropriate format in accordance with section 4.3. However, the IDP must be capable of Authenticating End Users using additional information, where required for access to Federated Services.		Mandatory

		4.3.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -10		The IDP is responsible for implementing appropriate measures to distribute, maintain and protect passwords. The IDP must have a comprehensive password policy to ensure passwords of sufficient strength and complexity are used.		Mandatory

		4.3.2		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -11		The IDP must enforce strong passwords, which must:

- Be at least 8 characters long;
- Include characters / digits from at least three of the following categories:
      o At least 1 uppercase character (A through Z)
      o At least 1 lowercase character (a through z)
      o At least 1 numerical digit (0 through 9)
      o At least 1 non-alphanumeric character (~!@#$%^&*_-+=’\(){}[]:;"'<>,.?/);
- Where technology permits, passphrases must be used, (e.g., 24SussexDrive) instead of a (typically shorter) password;
- Software that prohibits the use of recognizable patterns must be used;
- Passwords must not include all or part of the End User’s first / last names or any easily obtained personal (e.g. names of family members, pets, birthdays, anniversaries, all or part of a Login ID or a commonly known nickname);
- Initial or temporary passwords must be unique, not guessable and follow this Standard regarding password strength;
- Passwords must not be blank and null passwords must not be used; and
- Guest passwords must be disabled.
		Mandatory

		4.3.4		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -12		Administrating Passwords:

- The IDP must first validate End Users’ identity before issuing any password for accessing Federated Services;
- The IDP may choose its Authentication method(s), provided they are properly documented, i.e. by contacting the IDP’ service desks, which after validating an End User’s identity using information that only the End User should know (e.g. Challenge Questions), will issue a temporary password to the End User;
- Helpdesk functions that assist in access control, especially password resets, must not allow the personnel to see, hear or know End Users’ permanent passwords;
- System administrators with global rights must not perform the function of creating and maintaining End User passwords;
- Old passwords must not be released to End Users;
- The briefest possible explanation must accompany a denial of access when a password does not conform to rules for creation and/or change of passwords. The message should provide contact information for End User assistance (e.g., “access denied; contact your system administrator”);
- Accounts associated with permanent passwords that have not been used in more than 365 days or more must be suspended;
- If the IDP does not differentiate between permanent and temporary passwords, then accounts associated with passwords that have not been used in more than 180 days or more must be suspended; and
- Access must be denied after five consecutive incorrect password attempts, for a duration of at least 30 minutes. This event must be identified to the IDP, e.g. by being captured in the audit logs, and must be investigated as needed.
		Mandatory

		4.3.5		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -13		Password Display:

• An IAMS must not display or echo the characters of a password on output devices or while being entered but may be represented on the screen by special characters such as asterisks; (Temporary visibility of passwords is permitted depending on technology limitations.);		Mandatory

		4.3.7		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -14		An IDP must provide a secure mechanism for End Users to change, recover or reset their credentials (e.g. where an End User has been locked out or has forgotten his or her password).
• The IDP shall require End Users to change their initial passwords on first use (if not set by the End User) 
• The credential reset process must include strong positive Authentication of the requester so that it can be performed for any End User who is not visually identifiable, (e.g., requests via the telephone).
		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-12		Partial

		4.3.8		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -15		Auditing Passwords:

- The IDP must enforce strong and quality passwords that are not easily deducible or vulnerable to brute force attacks;
- The IDP shall record access denials due to the entry of five consecutive incorrect password attempts in an audit or system log, which must be reviewed and where warranted, investigated in accordance with monitoring and escalation procedures that the IDP has established approved and / or in accordance with the terms of the agreement(s) between the IDP and the Agency;
		Mandatory

		4.3.9		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -16		Security Password Requirements:

- Software product-known default passwords must be changed upon installation; and
- Software that captures unencrypted passwords is prohibited.
		Mandatory

		4.3.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -17		Storage and Transmission:

- Passwords files or databases must store passwords using non-reversible encryption techniques (i.e. hashing)
- Passwords must be encrypted in transmission;
- The IDP must apply industry standard cryptographic algorithms and protocols during transmission of Sensitive Information, which may include passwords, outside the physical security perimeter protecting the information processing facilities that support the IDP’s servers, applications or data;
- Cryptographic keys must be stored securely;
- Cryptographic technology must prevent End Users from negotiating or requesting methods of cryptography (e.g., transport encryption that does not comply with published Transport Layer Security (TLS) requirements) that has not been approved by the IDP.
- A managed certificate issued by a certificate authority approved by the IDP must be used for secure Internet web application sessions for accessing Federated Services;
- Configuration of cryptography services such as TLS must be checked to ensure that fallback to less secure protocols is disabled;
- Where system passwords (e.g., passwords for maintenance or administrative accounts) are used as secondary Authentication for specific features or privileges, they must differ from End User passwords;		Mandatory

		4.3.10 (continued)		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -18		Password files or databases must:

o Be stored separately from application data and / or be configured in a secure manner to prevent unauthorized access (e.g., to deter attacks against hashed entries);
o Be stored in files that do not indicate the system for which they are used, unless that information is encrypted also;
o Be hard-coded into operating Vendors, applications or stored in secured batch files;
o Not be embedded in any automated login process or stored in a macro or function key;
o Not be retrievable from an Authentication process;
o Not be cached unencrypted; and
o Not be stored on a hard drive (e.g. they must be manually entered each time the application is accessed).
		Mandatory

		4.70		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -19		Where the IDP chooses to use Challenge Questions for Authenticating End Users, they must have processes and policies in place, such as:

- Requirements on the nature or number of questions permitted or required;
- Storage and transmission of answers to Challenge Questions;
 -End Users’ rights or obligations to set or change their Challenge Questions.

In addition, the IDP’ IAMS must ensure that:

- End Users are prohibited from setting their own Challenge Questions (e.g., End Users must select from a pre-defined list instead);
- Challenge Questions are connected to or affiliated with the Registration record of the respective End Users; and
- Unauthorized persons are prevented from seeing or changing End Users’ Challenge Questions.

For the purpose of Authentication during a login, the use of Challenge Questions is permitted only where they are used in conjunction with:

- Risk-based access control mechanisms (e.g. device recognition); and
- Heuristic tests (e.g. verifications of IP address or browser identity).		Mandatory

		4.80		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -20		The IDP must reject suspended, expired or revoked Credentials when presented by End Users for Authentication.		Mandatory

		4.90		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -21		The IDP must create a session key to Authenticate subsequent data transmission in the same session.		Mandatory

		5.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -22		The IDP must keep audit logs that contain at least the following information:

Authentication:
- The User ID;
- Authentication outcome (e.g. failed / successful);
- Authentication data (e.g. type of challenge used and Authentication-related details); and
- A date and time stamp. 

The Agency is required by law when acting as Health Information Network Provider (HINP) to take steps that are reasonable in the circumstances to keep an electronic record of all accesses to all or part of the personal health information contained in the electronic health record, and to ensure that record identifies the person(s) who accessed the information and the date, time and location of the access. Where required, the IDP shall assist the Agency in fulfilling this regulatory requirement.
		Mandatory

		5.20		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -23		The IDP must retain audit logs of:

- Authentication events 60 days online and 24 months minimum in archive;
- End Users’ Credentials information permanently; and
- Events relating to its IAMS for 60 days online and 24 months total in archive. See the EHR Security Logging and Monitoring Standard for more details.

The IDP must retain its audit logs for the periods set out in this section and must transfer this information to the Agency in accordance with the agreement between it and the Agency. Permanent retention is required because it cannot be determined in advance when an access request may be made or a breach investigation may occur. Audit logs would be required in either case to tie accounts to End Users’ real world identities.		Mandatory

		5.30		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -24		The IDP must ensure that audit logging is operational at all times. Registration, modification of Registration information or Authentication must not be performed if audit logging is not functioning		Mandatory

		4.3.3		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -37		Password Distribution:

- An initial password should be generated by an automated service and issued directly and securely to the End User (e.g. in person, by mail, telephone or encrypted email);
- The IDP must ensure that the passwords are communicated to the intended End Users, e.g. they must be mailed to a confirmed postal or email address or a wire-line phone number of record);
- The password distribution process must be auditable;
- Systems passwords must not be given to staff or contractors who have not signed a non-disclosure agreement or who are otherwise not authorized to receive such information; and
- Password completion software must not be installed or must be disabled.		Mandatory

		5.40		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -46		The IDP must secure access to audit records and logs and safeguard access to system audit tools to prevent misuse or compromise.

The IDP must implement appropriate security measures to protect audit records and logs from being tampered with, such as:

- Implementing segregated network segments with appropriate access controls; or
- Directing audit logs to a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) system.		Mandatory

						Network and Operations Standard

		2.12		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -03		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that all connectivity to [the HIS Solution] is secured to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of PHI that is transmitted (e.g., through the use of Transport Layer Security (TLS), virtual private network (VPN) tunnels, terminal services, etc.).		Mandatory

		2.13		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -04		[The HIS Solution] must require a [the HIS Solution]-approved identifier (e.g., digital certificate, MAC address, IP address) to be used to indicate whether an data contribution endpoint or identity provider service asset is permitted to connect to the network and which network zone the asset is permitted to connect. Considerations should be made for other assets connecting to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.14		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -05		[The HIS Solution] must disable all unnecessary services, protocols, and ports on their information systems. [The HIS Solution]  should document and maintain justification for the use of all services, protocols, and ports allowed, including security features implemented for services, protocols, and ports considered to be insecure (e.g., FTP, Telnet, POP3, IMAP, and SNMP). [The HIS Solution] should reference specifications and industry benchmarks such as the Center for Internet Security (CIS).		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-12
Covered in Control ID IAM-03
Covered in Control ID IVS-07		Sufficient

		2.20		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -08		[The HIS Solution] must be harden prior to implementation into the production environment.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IVS-07		Sufficient

		2.21		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -09		[The HIS Solution] must remove all unnecessary functionality (e.g., such as drivers, features, subsystems, file systems, and unnecessary web servers).		Mandatory

		2.22		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -10		[The HIS Solution] must implement information security features for any required services, protocols or daemons that are considered to be insecure (e.g., use secured technologies such as SSH, S-FTP, SSL, or IPsec VPN to protect insecure services such as NetBIOS, file-sharing, Telnet, FTP, etc.).		Mandatory

		2.30		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -11		[The HIS Solution] must configure thresholds for alarms and alerts to identify possible intrusion detection or prevention events, or violations of the EHR Information Security policies and its associated procedures.		Mandatory

		2.38		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -17		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement a vulnerability management process to address:
- Scanning and monitoring
- Risk assessment, and
- Remediation		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.39		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -18		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must monitor their information systems to identify new vulnerabilities.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.41		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -20		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform penetration tests, at a minimum, annually on all their internet-facing applications that provide access to PHI to ensure that these applications do not expose [the HIS Solution] to unknown threats.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.42		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -21		Penetration tests on internet-facing applications must include web-application testing techniques executed against a documented set of industry standards such as the OWASP Top 10, to identify weakness that are unique to web-based applications (such as SQL/LDAP injection, cross-site scripting, session token attacks and URL forgery), and must be subject to rigorous external content review.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID AIS-01		Partial

		2.46		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -25		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all vulnerabilities identified on their information systems are remediated within a defined timeline or must have the risk posed by the vulnerability formally accepted if the decision is made not to remediate.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-11		Sufficient

		2.16		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -64		[The HIS Solution] should ensure that all information system components that store information classified as Internal or higher are located in an internal network zone, segregated from the DMZ and other untrusted networks.		Desired

		2.18		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -65		[The HIS Solution] should close a network connection once the established unsuccessful attempt threshold has been reached.		Desired

		2.23		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -66		[The HIS Solution] should only implement one primary function per server to prevent functions that require different security levels from co-existing on the same server (e.g., web servers and database servers should be set-up on separate servers). Where functions share the same security level it may be acceptable to run more than one function per server. Where virtualization technologies are in use, only one primary function per virtual system component should be implemented.		Desired						Covered in Control ID IVS-10		Partial

						Security Logging and Monitoring Standard

		2.10		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -01		[The HIS Solution] must enable logging by default on [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in IVS-01		Partial

		2.20		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -02		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that their logging capabilities are enabled and operational at all times. [The HIS Solution] must configure their information systems in a manner such that they are disabled if logging is not operational.		Mandatory

		2.40		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -03		[The HIS Solution] must log all information system events/activities found in Appendix A: Sources and Contents of Logs performed by a HIC, Agent, and Electronic Service Provider to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.50		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -04		[The HIS Solution] must log all activities of information system administrators and information system operators as part of the general audit trail process.		Mandatory

		2.60		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -05		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that all logs, at a minimum and where relevant, contain the following information for each event/activity:
- Identifiers (as many as available) for the subject requesting the action (e.g., user ID, computer name, IP address, and MAC address)
- Identifiers (as many as available) for the object the action was performed on (e.g., file names accessed, unique identifiers of records accessed in a database, IP address, and MAC address)
- Date and time
- The event activity (e.g., sign-on and sign-off)
- Status of the security event activity (e.g., success or failure, denied or allowed)
- Type of access (e.g., read, write, execute)
- Alarms raised by access control and network monitoring systems.		Mandatory

		2.70		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -07		[The HIS Solution] must not filter logs at the source.		Mandatory

		2.80		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -08		The HIS Solution must synchronize information system clocks to a centralized clock source. [The HIS Solution] must perform clock synchronization validation, at a minimum, daily to ensure on-going clock synchronization accuracy.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-03		Partial

		2.90		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -09		[The HIS Solution] must implement controls to protect the confidentiality and integrity of logs both in storage and during transmission.		Mandatory

		2.10		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -10		[The HIS Solution] must restrict all access to logs based on the principles of least privileged and need-to-know.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-08		Sufficient

		2.12		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -11		[The HIS Solution]  must not configure logs to overwrite old data when the maximum log size limit has been reached.		Mandatory

		2.13		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -12		[The HIS Solution] must prohibit their agents and Electronic Service Providers with authorized access to logs from erasing or deactivating logs of their own activities.		Mandatory

		2.17		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -13		[The HIS Solution] must support monitor of logs to ensure that:
- Log triggers are appropriately configured
- Log triggers are not compromised
- Faults are identified for further analysis and remediation steps, and
- Identified faults are resolved or mitigated.		Mandatory

		2.18		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -14		[The HIS Solution] must implement automated analysis tools on their information systems to assist in the detection and prevention of information and information system misuse or intrusion.		Mandatory

		2.24		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -15		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that their logs relating to production data are readily available online, at a minimum, for six months.		Mandatory

		2.26		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -16		[The HIS Solution] must retain archived logs of HIC, agent, and Electronic Service Provider activities in accordance with the EHR Privacy Retention Policy.		Mandatory

		2.28		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -28		[The HIS Solution] must archive their logs in a format that can be restored for as long as the data retention is required.		Mandatory

		2.15		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -30		[The HIS Solution] should implement automated mechanisms on their information systems to consolidate logs to centralized log management servers.		Desired

		2.16		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -31		[The HIS Solution] should implement automated tools on their information systems to convert logs with different content and formats to a single standard format with consistent data field representations.		Desired

						System Development Life Cycle Standard

		2.10		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform development and testing activities in non-production environments.		Mandatory

		2.10		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must protect source code against unauthorized access and modification (e.g., through the use of access controls).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID TVM-03		Partial

		2.13		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that accounts, user IDs, private encryption keys, and passwords are not imbedded in the source code or published solution.		Mandatory

		2.17		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -04		In addition to the above, all custom code used for web applications and application interfaces must be tested and remediated for all of the following coding vulnerabilities:
- Cross-site scripting (XSS): The code reviewer must validate all parameters before inclusion, utilize context sensitive escaping, etc.
- Improper Access Control: The code reviewer must validate that end users are properly authenticated, input is sanitized, and internal object references are not exposed to end users and the access control is not bypassed via any backdoors.
- Cross-site request forgery (CSRF): The code reviewer must validate that applications do not reply on authorization credentials and tokens automatically submitted by browsers.
- Invalidated Redirects and Forwards: The code reviewer must validate that all the supplied URL values are valid and authorized for the user.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID AIS-03		Partial

		2.18		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -05		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all security deficiencies or vulnerabilities identified during the code review are corrected or the risk is accepted prior to production implementation.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-11		Sufficient

		2.24		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must test their new information systems prior to its promotion to the production environment.		Mandatory

		2.31		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform vulnerability and configuration scans on any new infrastructure deployment or service prior to its production release, with all [HIS Solution] major releases being supported by a comprehensive vulnerability assessment.		Mandatory

		2.32		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform penetration tests on all major releases of internet-facing applications that are part of [the HIS Solution] and that provide or support access to PHI prior to its availability in the production environment.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.33		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -09		Penetration tests on internet-facing applications must include web-application testing techniques executed against a documented set of industry standards such as the OWASP Top 10 to identify weakness that are unique to web-based applications (e.g., SQL/LDAP injection, cross-site scripting, session token attacks and URL forgery) and must be subject to rigorous external content review.		Mandatory

		2.39		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -10		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must only permit executable code to be promoted to the production environment. Development code or compliers must be prohibited in the production environment.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-01		Partial

		2.44		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -11		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement a change control process to govern all changes to production information systems.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID CCC-02
Covered in control ID CCC-03		Sufficient

		2.46		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -12		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must develop a process to test the information security controls of their information systems after implementation. The process should ensure that:
- A review of the application control and integrity procedures is completed to ensure that they have not been compromised by the operating system changes, and
- Appropriate changes are made to the business continuity plans.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID CCC-03
Covered in control ID MOS-07		Partial

		2.20		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -13		[The HIS Solution] should implement controls to segregate their production environments from their non-production environments keeping in mind the sensitivity of the data in non-production environments and practices. These controls may include:
- Using separate access controls
- Using separate hardware for production and non-production activities, or
- Segmenting the production network from non-production networks (e.g., through the use of network gateways).
- Creating separate warning banners and display features that clearly indicate the environment.		Desired						Covered in Control ID IVS-08		Sufficient

		2.30		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -14		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should perform an initial information security review on all their proposed information systems based on the known information system requirements and the business objectives to provide information security requirements for the developers.		Desired

		2.40		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -15		Where the information security functionality in a proposed product does not satisfy the specified information security requirements, then [the HIS Solution] Vendor should consider the risks that would be introduced by the information system prior to purchasing the product.		Desired

		2.60		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -17		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should review their information system development design specifications and processes to ensure that sufficient controls are place to address information security requirements.		Desired

		2.70		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -18		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use the information requirements for the application to document the information system architecture design.		Desired

		2.80		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -19		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should develop and document a detailed design for each information system module, component, or service. The detailed design should be refined into lower levels containing application units that can be coded, compiled, and tested.		Desired

		2.90		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -20		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should develop and document a detailed design for the interfaces external to the information system module/component/service, between the information system components, and between the application units.		Desired

		2.11		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -21		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should store all source code in a source code repository and implement version control to manage code development.		Desired

		2.12		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -22		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should develop all applications in accordance with secure coding guidelines. Guidance on secure coding is available from:
- CERT®
- National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
- Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), or
- SANS Institute		Desired						Covered in control ID AIS-01		Sufficient

		2.14		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -23		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should review all custom code prior to release into production. Reviews of custom code (“code reviews”) may be performed manually or with the assistance of automated review tools.		Desired

		2.15		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -24		All manual code reviews should be performed by agents or Electronic Service Providers other than the original custom code developer (or outsourced code developer), and who are knowledgeable in code review techniques and secure coding practices.		Desired

		2.19		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -26		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that code review results are reviewed, approved, and signed-off by their respective management prior to release.		Desired

		2.20		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -27		Where access to external party source code (or equivalent) is restricted, [the HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that a copy of the code is:
- Maintained in escrow by a trusted external party, and
- Checked regularly to ensure it is up-to-date and works correctly.		Desired

		2.21		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -28		Vendor-supplied software packages should be used without modification (i.e. without modification to the base vendor application features).		Desired

		2.22		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -29		When a vendor-supplied package needs to be modified, [the HIS Solution] Vendor should consider the following:
- The risk of built-in controls and integrity processes being compromised.
- Obtaining the required changes from the vendor as a standard Vendor update.
- The impact of becoming responsible for future maintenance of the software as a result of the change.		Desired

		2.23		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -30		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that procedures for testing information systems under development cover the:
- Types of hardware, software and services to be tested
- Use of structured test plans, including user involvement
- Types of testing (e.g., end-to-end and performance testing)
- Data use for performing tests, and
- Document, review and sign-off of the testing results.		Desired

		2.25		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -31		New information systems should be tested in accordance with predefined, documented test plans, which shall be cross-referenced to the information system design/specification to ensure complete coverage. Key user representatives should be involved in planning tests, providing test data and reviewing test results.		Desired

		2.26		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -32		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that the information system testing environment mimics the production environment to the greatest degree possible.		Desired

		2.27		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -33		The complete information system environment should be tested to identify any conflicts or dependencies with other information systems, which includes:
- Using the underlying technical security infrastructure.
- Interfacing with other applications.
- Running different operating systems, runtime libraries and browser software.
- Interfacing with databases and directory services, and
- Processing on particular hardware, including service/mobile device/hand-held configurations		Desired

		2.28		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -34		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should conduct information system tests with the information system running in expected, unexpected (e.g. excessive load, or unavailable services), and infrequent (e.g. limited connectivity or delayed service responses) conditions.		Desired

		2.29		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -35		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should not use production data, with the exception of data classified as Public, in non-production environments, unless the information security controls in the non-production environment mirrors the information security controls implemented (or to be implemented) in the production environment. Otherwise, [the HIS Solution] Vendor should sanitize all production data (e.g., masked, scrambled, scrubbed), prior to loading and using it in non-production environments, in a way that:
- A record or transaction cannot be traced to an individual.
- The information, if disclosed to unauthorized individuals, will not have an adverse effect on [the HIS Solution], its agents or Electronic Service Providers, or HICs, their agents or Electronic Service Providers, or any patient.		Desired						Covered in Control ID DSI-05		Sufficient

		2.30		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -36		Security testing activities should be incorporated where possible as part of the overall testing activities of [the HIS Solution] to provide frequent feedback on potential information security enhancements or improvements.		Desired

		2.34		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -37		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use prepared test data (e.g., high volume of concurrent users, URLs, command-line inputs and random data) designed to identify system faults or system weaknesses (e.g., buffer overflow and faulty memory) to perform information security tests on their information systems.		Desired

		2.35		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -38		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should implement a process to ensure that flaws or security weaknesses identified during the testing process are resolved in a consistent manner, which includes:
- Recording details of security weaknesses identified (e.g., in a test log.)
- Assessing the associated risks
- Implementing actions to address these risks
- Repeating tests of the application following corrective actions, and
- Security testing results that identify weaknesses should be handled as confidential until the specific flaw has been addressed.		Desired						Covered in Control ID CCC-05		Partial

		2.36		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -39		Where information security testing reveals one or more weaknesses in a third-party product, [the HIS Solution] Vendor should communicate their findings directly to the third-party.		Desired

		2.37		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -40		Before new information systems are promoted into the production environment, [the HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that:
- Information security assessments have been performed
- Limitations of information security controls have been documented
- Approval has been obtained from an appropriate representative, and
- Service level agreements have been established to support systems in the production environment, if required.		Desired

		2.38		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -41		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should not permit code to be promoted directly from a development environment to a production environment, or vice versa, but should require all code to follow a code promotion process.		Desired						Covered in Control ID TVM-03		Partial

		2.40		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -42		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should define and implement an installation process or deployment plan.		Desired

		2.41		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -43		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should create a rollback strategy prior to implementing changes.		Desired

		2.42		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -44		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use a configuration control system to keep control of all implemented software, as well as the system documentation.		Desired

		2.43		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -45		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should only permit designated agents and Electronic Service Providers to update production operational software, applications, and Vendor libraries.		Desired

		2.45		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -46		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that their change control process:
- Maintains a record of agreed authorization levels
- Ensures changes are submitted by authorized users
- Reviews information security controls to ensure that they will not be compromised by the changes
- Identifies all software, information, database entries, and hardware that require amendment
- Obtains formal approval from information system owner for detailed proposals before work commences
- Ensures authorized users accept changes prior to implementation
- Ensures the information system documentation set (i.e., the document(s) relevant to the information system being changed) is updated on the completion of each change, and the old documentation is archived or disposed
- Maintains a version control for all software updates
- Maintains an audit trail of all change requests, and
- Ensures that all information included in the change control process (database names, accounts, network addresses, etc.) are disclosed only to the relevant parties in the appropriate steps of the change control procedure.		Desired						Covered in control ID CCC-01
Covered in control ID CCC-03
Covered in control ID CCC-04
Covered in control ID MOS-15		Partial

						Threat Risk Management Standard

		2.10		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor shall be responsible for performing TRAs on [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-08		Partial

		2.20		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform all threat risk assessments (TRAs) in accordance with the Harmonized Threat and Risk Assessment Methodology published by the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-08		Partial

						TRMS-03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor shall make executive summaries (results) of TRAs and relevant risk treatment plans available on request to HICs who have access to [The HIS Solution] within three business days upon approval of the TRA and remediation plan by the Applicable Oversight Body. 		Mandatory

		2.40		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor shall maintain:
- An asset listing that contains valuation and classification ratings for [the HIS Solution], and
- A risk listing that contains threat and vulnerability ratings for [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.60		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must treat all completed or partially completed TRAs and supporting documentation in accordance with the protection requirements for information classified as Confidential.		Mandatory

		2.70		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform a TRA or delta TRA on [the HIS Solution] under the following conditions:
- Prior to significant modification to existing back-end architecture or functionality
- Prior to significant changes to existing front-end technical design or functionality
- Prior to significant changes to operational support models, tools, process, or parties
- Prior to significant changes to existing policies or procedures
- Prior to a change of Electronic Service Provider
- Prior to changes to applicable agreements that could be expected to impact the privacy of individuals or the security of their PHI
- Prior to Legislative changes to PHIPA that could be expected to impact the privacy of individuals or the security of their PHI
- On discovery of a vulnerability that resulted in, or could have resulted in, an information security incident.
- At a minimum, every two years if none of the above has initiated a comprehensive TRA.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-08		Partial

		2.80		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must document a risk treatment option for all risks identified through the TRA process. Risk treatment options may include one or more of the following:
- Applying additional information security controls to further reduce the risk
- Accepting the risk, or
- Avoiding the risk by not allowing actions that would cause the risk to occur.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID STA-06
Covered in control ID GRM-11		Sufficient

		2.90		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -09		Where [the HIS Solution] Vendor chooses as the risk treatment option to apply additional information security controls, these controls must be implemented to meet the requirements identified in the TRA.		Mandatory

		2.10		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -10		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must document and monitor all their accepted risks in a risk register with identified owners, action plans (risk treatment option details), and status. Risks should be reviewed quarterly and risk treatment options updated if required.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-10
Covered in control ID GRM-11		Partial









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HIS-R-CLOUD

						[The HIS Solution]  CYBERSECURITY REQUIREMENTS - CLOUD

						Instructions:

						For each requirement below please select a response from the Vendor Response column (See Status Code).  In the Vendor Comments column, add sufficient details on compliance. Additionally, if your answer is not a clear Yes or No, please use the Vendor Comments section to explain either Partial Compliance or why the requirement is Not Applicable. Columns have been added to note how the requirements map to the CSA Star Assessment CCMv3.0.1 which may be helpful in completing the assessment.

						Status Code		Meaning

						Yes		Requirement is Implemented or similar / equivalent control exists (please describe equivalent or similar controls)

						No		Requirement is Not Implemented

						Partial		Requirement is Partially Implemented

						NA (Not Applicable)		Requirement is Not Applicable (please provide rationale for excluding requirement)



		Policy/Standards Reference 		Source Policy/Standards		Control ID		Control description 		Control Requirement		Vendor Response		Vendor Comments		Covered in the CSA Star Assessment CCMv3.0.1		Partial/Sufficient Coverage		CSA Star Assessment Mapping Notes

						Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Standard

		2.1		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-01		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of [the HIS Solution] Vendor (“all persons”) must always use their assigned ID and password to access [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.2		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-02		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of [the HIS Solution] Vendor (“all persons”) must never allow another person to use their ID to access [the HIS Solution]. All persons are accountable for any actions performed with their ID on [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.3		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-03		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of [the HIS Solution] Vendor (“all persons”) must never access [the HIS Solution] unless their role requires them to do so, they are expressly authorized to do so, it is necessary to do so (e.g., providing or assisting in the provision of healthcare), and in accordance with [the HIS Solution]’s privacy policies.		Mandatory

		2.4		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-04		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of [the HIS Solution] Vendor (“all persons”) must never disable or override any information security controls (e.g., disabling anti-virus protection on their workstation).		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID HRS-08		Partial

		2.5		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-05		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of [the HIS Solution] Vendor] (“all persons”) must only use tools and processes [the HIS Solution] approves and endorses to access [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.6		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-06		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of [the HIS Solution] Vendor (“all persons”) must never attempt to exploit any suspected security weakness, even to explore that such a weakness may exist, unless it is part of their assigned job duties or responsibilities and they are explicitly authorized by [the HIS Solution] Program Office to do so.		Mandatory

		2.7		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-07		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of [the HIS Solution] Vendor (“all persons”) must never knowingly perform an act that will interfere with the normal operations of [the HIS Solution], or try to disrupt [the HIS Solution] by either intentionally making such services unavailable or by affecting the integrity of the data being stored in or processed by [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.8		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-08		Agents and Electronic Service Providers of[the HIS Solution] Vendor(“all persons”) must abide by the terms and conditions of [the HIS Solution] provided.		Mandatory

		2.9		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-09		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must never discuss PHI with any person that does not have a need-to-know or is not authorized to know the information.		Mandatory

		2.10		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-10		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must never discuss PHI in public areas, including elevators, as it may be easily overheard by those who do not have a need-to-know.		Mandatory

		2.11		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-11		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must lock up PHI in any form (e.g., locking paper, printed copies originating from the [HIS Solution] or portable storage media in a cabinet) when left unattended in an unsecured area, especially when the office or area is vacated.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID HRS-11		Sufficient

		2.12		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-12		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must always log-off or lock unattended computers or workstations to prevent unauthorized individuals from accessing PHI.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID HRS-08		Sufficient

		2.13		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-13		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must only store PHI on [the HIS Solution]-approved devices or storage networks, and only store the minimal amount of PHI necessary on any encrypted portable storage media.		Mandatory

		2.14		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-14		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must always ensure that paper documents containing PHI are shredded or placed in a secure shredding receptacle when they are no longer needed.		Mandatory

		2.15		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-15		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must follow internal procedures for the proper secure disposal of any information technology that may have PHI stored on it.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID DCS-05		Sufficient

		2.16		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-16		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must only email PHI when it is necessary for the purposes of providing or assisting in the provision of health care or [the HIS Solution] business, and is acceptable under [the HIS Solution]’s policies or procedures.		Mandatory

		2.17		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-17		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must encrypt all emails that contain PHI, use a secure file transfer solution or use a secure email system approved by [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.18		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-18		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must never use external email accounts (e.g., Hotmail, or Gmail) to send or receive PHI.		Mandatory

		2.19		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-19		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons should where possible, use phrases (e.g., IL0v3EatingP!zza) when creating passwords.		Mandatory

		2.21		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-20		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor person must never create passwords that include:
- All or part of their ID
- Easily obtained personal information about themselves (e.g., names of family members, pets, birthdays, anniversaries, hobbies).
- Three consecutive characters (e.g., AAA)		Mandatory

		2.22		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-21		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must choose passwords that are easy to remember but hard to guess by someone else.		Mandatory

		2.23		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-22		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must never change passwords in an easily recognized pattern (e.g., changing “IL0v3EatingP!zza1” to “IL0v3EatingP!zza2”).		Mandatory

		2.24		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-23		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must ensure that their passwords used to access [the HIS Solution] are different from their password(s) used to access other accounts (e.g., corporate e-mail account, personal banking, etc.).		Mandatory

		2.25		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-24		All persons must commit their passwords to memory. All persons must avoid keeping a record of their passwords (e.g., on paper, or stored on in a file), unless it:
- Can be stored securely, and
- Does not indicate the ID, information system or information technology for which the ID is associated.		Mandatory

		2.26		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-25		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must keep their passwords a secret, never telling anyone their password, including a system administrator, help desk personnel or a manager.		Mandatory

		2.27		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-26		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must change their password immediately if they suspect or confirm that their password has been disclosed or compromised.		Mandatory

		2.28		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-27		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must not include their ID or password in any automated sign-on process (e.g., stored in a macro or function key).		Mandatory

		2.29		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-28		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must always change passwords that are provided to them at initial login.		Mandatory

		2.30		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-29		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor person must use a [the HIS Solution] approved remote access solution (e.g., through a virtual private network or terminal services) to remotely access [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.31		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-30		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must follow the proper procedures to disconnect from remote access (e.g., if the remote access solution has a disconnect option, use this option to disconnect rather than simply closing the application).		Mandatory

		2.32		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-31		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must never access [the HIS Solution] in an area where unauthorized individuals can view the information (e.g., Internet cafés, public transit, and other non-private settings).		Mandatory

		2.33		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-32		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must never leave their mobile computing device that has the ability to access [the HIS Solution] unattended in a public place.		Mandatory

		2.34		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-33		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must when required to leave their mobile computing device in a vehicle, lock it in the trunk or place it out of view before getting to your destination. If you get to the destination before securing the device you should take it with you instead.		Mandatory

		2.35		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-34		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must immediately report suspected or confirmed information security incidents to [the HIS Solution] information security incident initial point of contact (e.g., a help desk). Alternatively, agents may report the incident to their manager or supervisor, who in turn must report it to the information security incident initial point of contact.
Examples of information security incidents include, but are not limited to:
- Unauthorized disclosure of PHI.
- Theft or loss of information technology that contains PHI even if it is encrypted.
- Virus or malware infection on a device that has access to [the HIS Solution].
- Attempts (either failed or successful) to gain unauthorized access to [the HIS Solution].
- Compromised password, i.e., another individual knows your password.		Mandatory

		2.36		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		AUIT-35		All [the HIS Solution] Vendor persons must provide their full cooperation to [the HIS Solution] Program Office, their agents or Electronic Service Providers with any information security incident investigation.		Mandatory

						Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Standard

		2.20		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6
Critical Assessment
8.3.6.1.		ACIMS-01		[The HIS Solution] must enforce passwords that are at least fifteen characters long and include at least three of the following:
- One number
- One uppercase letter
- One lowercase letter, or
- One special character.
		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID MOS-16		Partial

		2.29		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		ACIMS-02		[The HIS Solution] must require a password change at initial login.		Mandatory

		2.30		Acceptable Use of Information and Information Technology Policy v1.6		ACIMS-03		User remote access to [The HIS Solution] must be limited to approved secure solutions (e.g., through a virtual private network or terminal services).

		Mandatory

		2.60		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-04		[The HIS Solution] must have authentication and authorization capabilities that:
- Identify and authenticate individual persons or information systems, and
- Limit or restrict access to an information system’s resources, objects, data, and/or files which the HIS Solution will rely on.
- [The HIS Solution] must deny access by default. i.e., access must be explicitly authorized at all times.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.70		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-05		[The HIS Solution] must enforce unique ID's to all agents, Electronic Service Providers, and information systems to provision access to [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.80		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-06		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that access to and use with a user ID or Service ID is traceable to a single person or to an information system.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.90		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-07		[The HIS Solution] must require access control and identity management system to deny access by default to [The HIS Solution] (i.e., access must be explicitly authorized).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-09		Partial

		2.12		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment 8.3.1.7.		ACIMS-08		[The HIS Solution] must maintain a list of all IDs with the following:
- The ID
- Person or information system’s details: Full name, department, location, and contact information (email and telephone (where applicable))
- Privileges associated with the ID
- Requirement/function (for Service IDs only), and
- Interactions (for Service IDs only).

[The HIS Solution] must review access authorizations/agreements, physical and logical:
a. Annually
b. And update them as required		Mandatory

		2.15		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-09		[The HIS Solution] must suspend user IDs that they manage and that have access to [The HIS Solution] after 180 consecutive days (or 6 months) of inactivity either manually or automatically. [The HIS Solution] may send the user of the ID an email warning them of the imminent suspension.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-11		Partial

		2.16		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-10		[The HIS Solution] must not name Privileged IDs in a way that provides any indication of the IDs’ privilege level.		Mandatory

		2.17		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-11		[The HIS Solution] must not assign privileged entitlements on their information systems or information technologies to a Personal ID. All persons requiring privileged access must be assigned a Privileged ID, and a Personal ID to be used for normal business activities.		Mandatory

		2.19		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-12		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that the names of their Service IDs are different than the information system names on which the Service IDs are created.		Mandatory

		2.24		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-13		[The HIS Solution] must require that authentication methods that employ the criteria of “something you have” (e.g., digital certificate, SecureID token) permit the unique identification of each person and are not used concurrently by multiple users.		Mandatory

		2.26		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-14		[The HIS Solution]  must set initial passwords to prompt the user to change their password at initial login or must ensure that the user is manually instructed to change their password at initial login.		Mandatory

		2.27		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-15		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that all passwords are masked or concealed on entry, i.e., represented on the screen by a special character such as an asterisk.		Mandatory

		2.28		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment
8.3.6.9.		ACIMS-16		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that their information systems are technically capable of accepting all passwords that meet the requirements and ensure compliance with the account lockout, lockout duration, history and minimum age requirements for passwords used to participate in [The HIS Solution].  See Appendix A.
[The HIS Solution must ensure increased intervals for security delays, account lockouts:
a. minimum of three hours
b. or until an authorized individual manually intervenes		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-02
Covered in control ID MOS-14		Partial

		2.30		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-17		[The HIS Solution]  must encrypt passwords in transmission.		Mandatory

		2.31		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-18		[The HIS Solution]  must protect passwords in storage. Where passwords stored in files cannot be encrypted, passwords must not indicate the information system or ID for which they are associated.		Mandatory

		2.32		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-19		[The HIS Solution]  must not cache unencrypted passwords.		Mandatory

		2.33		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-20		[The HIS Solution]  must not hard-code clear text passwords into information systems or stored in batch files.		Mandatory

		2,34		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-21		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that clear text passwords are not embedded in any automated login process, or stored in a macro or function key.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IPY-04		Partial

		2.36		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-22		[The HIS Solution]  must display a terms of use banner or message at, or prior to, initial user authentication. The terms of use must be accepted by the user in order to gain access to [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.37		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-23		In the event of an authentication failure (e.g., an invalid sign-on attempt), [The HIS Solution]  must ensure that [The HIS Solution] does not indicate the reason for the failure (e.g., state that it was an incorrect password or that the ID does not exist on the system)		Mandatory

		2.38		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-24		[The HIS Solution]  must rename all default IDs (commonly known as  IDs).		Mandatory

		.2.40		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment 
8.3.6.2.		ACIMS-25		[The HIS Solution] must require additional authentication compensating factors participate in [The HIS Solution] remotely or from an untrusted source and for:
a. access to privileged accounts
b. execution of privileged commands, using appropriate multi-factor methods/devices
c. access to bulk High Sensitivity information,		Mandatory

		2.42		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-26		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should maintain a record of all their agents and Electronic Service Providers that have authorized administrative remote access to [The HIS Solution]. At a minimum, the record should contain:
- The agent or Electronic Service Provider’s user ID
- The agent or Electronic Service Provider’s full name
- The date of creation
- The level of entitlement granted, and
- The full name and position of the person who authorized the request.		Mandatory

		2.43		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-27		[The HIS Solution] must employ cryptographic solutions to maintain session confidentiality and integrity of all remote access connections.		Mandatory

		2.44		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-28		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that Personal IDs and Privileged IDs are not capable of establishing multiple concurrent interactive sessions to [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.45		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-29		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that the state of a session is established and controlled by the information system providing the services.		Mandatory

		2.46		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-30		[The HIS Solution] must implement session management mechanisms to protect session integrity and confidentiality (e.g., using Kerberos to maintain session integrity and using encryption to provide session confidentiality).		Mandatory

		2.47		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment 8.3.6.8		ACIMS-31		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that session management identifiers are unique for each individual session, and be valid only for the duration of the current session or for a predetermined finite time period.
		Mandatory

		2.48		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-32		[The HIS Solution] must allow all users have the ability to end or terminate an active session.		Mandatory

		2.49		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-33		[The HIS Solution] must require that an interruption to a communication link to the source information system requires the person or information system to re-authenticate to the source information system.		Mandatory

		8.3.3.8.
8.3.5.2		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment 8.3.3.8.
8.3.5.2		ACIMS-34		[The HIS Solution] must automate the notice of staff termination or role transfer/change within 24 hours.
[The HIS Solution] must automate account removal duration for staff (due to incidents, termination, risk, etc.) from decreased to “immediate”.
		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-11		Partial

		8.3.1.9. 		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment 8.3.1.9. 		ACIMS-35		 [The HIS Solution] must conduct staff risk assessment on access rights
a. established, and reviewed annually
b. updated as required
c. used to inform/revise insider threat strategy/practices annually		Mandatory

		2.50		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-36		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that their workstations and other User devices that have access to [The HIS Solution] either:
- Have password-protected screen-locks, keyboard-locks or equivalent controls that are set to automatically lock after 15 minutes of inactivity
- Set sessions to automatically terminate (e.g., sign-off active account) after a maximum period of 15 minutes of inactivity and must ensure 10 minutes maximum for internal management sessions with privileges		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID MOS-16		Partial

		2.10		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-37		[the HIS Solution] Program must clearly define and document the information security responsibilities of all their agents and Electronic Service Providers with access to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-05		Partial

		2.20		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-38		[The HIS Solution] Program must implement a process to verify job application information for all their new agents or Electronic Service Providers who will have access to [the HIS Solution]. Verification methods may include:
- Character or employment references
- Criminal record checks where possible taking into consideration employment arrangements of the organization and unions.
- Verification of prior experience, academic record, and professional qualifications, and
- Verification of identity from government issued identification.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID HRS-02		Sufficient

		2.30		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-39		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that all their new agents and Electronic Service Providers who will have access to [the HIS Solution] agree to maintain the security of information, information systems and information technologies. At a minimum, the terms and conditions of employment must:
- Require adherence to [the HIS Solution] information security related policies
- Explain the agent or Electronic Service Provider’s legal responsibilities and rights, e.g., regarding protection of information or privacy legislation
- Include a non-disclosure/confidentiality clause that extends after employment; and
- State that information security responsibilities extend outside normal working hours, premises and networks, and continue after employment has ended.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID HRS-06		Partial

		2.40		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-40		[The HIS Solution] Program must verify the identities of all persons requesting access to [the HIS Solution]. [the HIS Solution] Program may delegate this responsibility to HICs through the use of Local Registration Authorities.		Mandatory

		2.50		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-41		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that all access is provisioned based on the requestor’s established business needs, in accordance with their privacy policies, and in accordance with the principles of need-to-know and least-privilege (i.e., an agent or Electronic Service Provider is granted only the minimum access privileges required).

[The HIS Solution] Program is responsible for identifying all their agents and Electronic Service Providers who require access to [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-05
Covered in control ID IAM-08		Sufficient

		2.10		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-42		[The HIS Solution] Program must require the creation or amendment of an ID managed by [the HIS Solution] Program to be initiated by a written or electronic request (e.g., via an email or help desk ticket) that is approved by a Sponsor unless the ID is created through an automated process (e.g., a Service ID during the installation of software). The request for ID creation must contain the access privileges requested and may contain the following information:
- The Sponsor’s details: full name, department, sponsor authority, location, and contact information (email and telephone number (where available)), and
- Details of whom the ID is to be assigned to: full name, department, location, and contact information (email and telephone number (where available)) or in the case of a Service ID, the details of the information system on which the ID is being created and owner
- Justification for request (if applicable, e.g., when requesting a Privileged ID).		Mandatory

		2.11		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-43		[The HIS Solution] Program must maintain a log of all requests for IDs that they manage and that could be used to access [the HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.13		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-44		[The HIS Solution] Program must review a list of IDs and authorizations they manage and that have access to [the HIS Solution] annually to ensure that authorized access remains appropriate and must request modifications, suspensions, or revocations to privileges where inappropriate access is identified.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-05		Partial

		2.14		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-45		Upon termination of employment, contractual or other relationship, or a change in job duties or responsibilities, [the HIS Solution] Program must review and if necessary request a modification, suspension or revocation of access privileges for their agents or Electronic Service Provider.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-11		Sufficient

		2.18		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-46		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that the assignment and use of Privileged IDs is limited to the minimum number of persons who are directly responsible for operational support or administration.		Mandatory

		2.23		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-47		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that a Service ID with credentials that are capable of being used by a person and are embedded into an automated process have their passwords changed to a new password either:
- Whenever the technology changes
- After an actual or suspected password compromise, or
- After turnover of any person that knows the password.		Mandatory

		2.25		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-48		[The HIS Solution] Program must communicate initial passwords or passphrases (“passwords”) securely. Where an ID has been communicated through email, the associated password must be communicated through an alternative communication channel (e.g., via phone).		Mandatory

		2.29		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-49		[The HIS Solution] Program must only reset a password after the user’s identity has been successfully verified.		Mandatory

		2.35		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-50		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that all paper-based passwords used for backup or contingency purposes are stored using the principle of dual control or split knowledge.		Mandatory

		2.39		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS -51		[The HIS Solution] Program must change or set all default passwords, including null passwords, prior to deployment in a production environment and as soon as reasonably possible in a non-production environment.		Mandatory

		2.41		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-52		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that remote access for any of their users who have privileged access to [the HIS Solution], directly or indirectly (e.g., through the escalation of privileges), is permitted only through the use of [the HIS Solution]-approved virtual workspace computing solution.		Mandatory

		2.21		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-53		[The HIS Solution] Program should ensure that an identified owner is assigned to each service ID.		Desired

		2.22		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-54		[The HIS Solution] Program may use a non-expiring password for Service IDs with credentials that are incapable of being used by a person.		Desired

		2.20		Access Control and Identity Management for System Level Access Policy v1.4		ACIMS-55		[The HIS Solution] must not allow Service IDs to be capable of interactive sign-on.		Desired

						Business Continuity Standard

		2.10		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -01		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that information security and information technology requirements are embedded in their business continuity strategy, and address the following:
- Developing a resilient technical infrastructure including disaster recovery plans
- Coordinating and maintaining business continuity plans and arrangements
- Validating business continuity plans to ensure requirements can be met.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-01		Sufficient

		2.20		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -02		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that the business continuity strategy identifies the information systems to be supported by business continuity plans and arrangements, and records relevant details (e.g., in a business continuity risk register) about:
- Critical information systems (ranked in order of priority) and the business processes they support, and
- Key internal and external stakeholders.		Mandatory

		2.80		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -03		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that a business continuity plan is created for each information system (or group of related information systems) as part of the wider business continuity strategy.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-01		Partial

		2.90		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -04		[The HIS Solution] Program must appoint an owner for each information system (or group of related information systems) who is responsible for developing, testing, and executing business continuity plans and arrangements for their information systems.		Mandatory

		2.10		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -05		[The HIS Solution] Program must base the business continuity plan on the results of a risk assessment, which must include:
- Assessing the potential business impacts associated with the disruption of critical information systems
- Evaluating the likelihood of critical information systems being disputed based on a set of scenarios of possible disasters or disruptions, and
- Obtaining sign-off from a senior-level executive (e.g., a Chief Information Officer) for selective suitable business continuity plans and arrangements to treat the risks identified.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-02
Covered in control ID BCR-09
Covered in control ID GRM-05		Partial

		2.11		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -06		The business continuity plan for each critical information system (or group of related critical information systems) must include:
- Conditions for their invocation
- Arrangements for the secure storage of plans (e.g., offsite) and their retrieval in case of emergency
- The maximum tolerable period of disruption, i.e., the maximum period of time the organization can withstand a disruption the information system(s)
- A schedule of recovery tasks and activities to be carried out including, emergency fall back and resumption procedures (in priority order)
- The roles and responsibilities for carrying out each task and activity.
- Information security controls to be applied following invocation of the business continuity plan (e.g., to protect the confidentiality and integrity of the information)
- Tasks to be undertaken following a recovery and restoration (e.g., checking that systems and information are restored to the same state they were in before the business continuity plan was invoked)
- Ownership of the specific plan and a record of the most recent review for the adequacy of the plan, and
- Necessary stakeholder and responsible party contact information and communications plan.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-01
Covered in control ID BCR-02
Covered in control ID BCR-04
Covered in control ID BCR-05
Covered in control ID BCR-09
Covered in control ID BCR-10		Sufficient

		2.12		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -07		At a minimum, [the HIS Solution] Program must review and test their business continuity plans annually, which must include at least one of the following, with each scenario being tested within a period of three years:
- Simple tests, which involve structured walk-through tests where stakeholders meet to rehearse the business continuity plan using different scenarios
- Medium tests, which involve simulation tests where staff test the business continuity plan using a specific scenarios and parallel tests where alternative facilities are used to avoid disrupting production information systems, or
- Complex tests, which involve full-interruption tests where the original site is shut down and a complete test is performed at an alternative facility		Mandatory

		2.13		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -08		[the HIS Solution] Program must maintain a record of the execution of the tests with the date, the results, and sign-off from a senior level executive (e.g., CIO).		Mandatory

		2.40		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -09		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement methods to reduce the likelihood of critical information systems malfunctioning, which must include:
- Employing up-to-date makes/models of hardware and software that are easily maintained and can meet the requirements of critical business processes
- Giving high priority to reliability, compatibility and capacity during the acquisition process
- Ensuring compliance with common or industry security standards for hardware and software, and
- Using telecommunication network links and services that are robust and resilient.		Mandatory

		2.60		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -10		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must reduce single points of failure in their network, which may include:
- Rerouting network traffic automatically when critical network equipment or links fail
- Installing duplicate or alternative network components (e.g., assets, hubs, bridges, concentrators, switches, firewalls and network traffic filters) to critical communications equipment, or
- Arranging fallback to alternative points of connecting and links with external service providers.		Mandatory

		2.50		Business Continuity Policy v1.3
Critical Assessment 8.3.6.12		BCS -11		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement methods to ensure that the availability of critical information systems is maintained, which may include:
- Running the critical information systems simultaneously at multiple locations (e.g. by using hot stand-by or virtualization)
- Providing alternative locations from which information systems can be run and administered, or
- Automatically identifying and recovering transactions following an information system failure.
- Alternate site for contingencies, continuity, and recovery, with testing every six months to validate support, performance, failover, etc.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-07		Partial

		2.30		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -12		[the HIS Solution] Program should ensure that [the HIS Solution] is robust, reliable and supported by alternate or duplicate facilities.		Desired

		2.70		Business Continuity Policy v1.3		BCS -13		[the HIS Solution] Program should develop a method for dealing with faults, which may include:
- Recording all actual or suspected faults
- Notifying affected parties of faults in a timely manner
- Disabling information systems and services with suspected faults until adequately remedied, and
- Ensuring that critical information systems are repaired or replaced within critical timescales.		Desired

						Cryptography Standard

		2.10		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -01		Only EHR-approved cryptographic algorithms shall be implemented on [the HIS Solution]. A list of approved cryptographic algorithms can be found in Appendix A: Approved Cryptographic Algorithms		Mandatory

		2.30		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -02		[The HIS Solution]  must only implement cryptographic solutions that fail close (i.e., access is denied if a failure occurs).		Mandatory

		2.40		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -03		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that all implementations of cryptography have documented contingency procedures prior to production implementation. These procedures must be made available to all relevant stakeholders.		Mandatory

		2.60		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -04		Where cryptographic hardware devices are used, [The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that these devices meet or exceed the tamper-resistant enclosure requirements specified in the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 Level 3 standard.		Mandatory

		2.70		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -05		[The HIS Solution]  must only permit software cryptography solution to only be permitted for:
- One-way (or non-reversible) cryptographic functions
- Client-side software for remote access
- Client-side storage encryption such as full-disk encryption
- Client-side or server-side digital certificates, or
- Data storage in data centres.		Mandatory

		2.80		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -06		Where a software-based cryptography is implemented, [The HIS Solution]  must ensure that the password is not be stored in a , batch file, or script file, with the exception of server-based SSL digital certificates, which must have strict access control placed on the file that contains the password.		Mandatory

		2.90		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must cryptographically protect the integrity of their cryptographic keys, especially when their cryptographic keys are located in a publicly accessible location (e.g., Internet-facing web server).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID EKM-03
Covered in control ID EKM-04		Partial

		2.13		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -08		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that all digital certificates are revocable.		Mandatory

		2.14		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -09		[The HIS Solution]  must implement digital certificates with a cryptographically secured certificate revocation list (CRL) system.		Mandatory

		2.15		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -10		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that a digital certificate is only trusted once it has been cryptographically validated and does not appear on a trusted CRL.		Mandatory

		2.16		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -11		[The HIS Solution]  must protect their cryptographic keys against unauthorized access (in the case of secret and private keys), modification, loss, and accidental or intentional destruction.		Mandatory

		2.17		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -12		[The HIS Solution]  must ensure that equipment used to generate, load, store and archive cryptographic keys are physically protected against unauthorized access or modification.		Mandatory

		2.18		Cryptography Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment 8.3.9.1		CS -13		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must establish a process for managing cryptographic keys, which covers:
- The secure generation, distribution, loading, storage, recovery, replacement, revocation and destruction of cryptographic keys, and
- The secure back-up and archive of cryptographic keys.
These processes and procedures must be made available to all relevant stakeholders.
 - Retain full documentation of all cryptographic specifications, functionality, and operations requirements/procedures, indicating compliant algorithms, operating modes, key lengths, etc.
		Mandatory						Covered in control ID EKM-02		Sufficient

		2.19		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -14		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must maintain an inventory for all their cryptographic keys and key components. The inventory should include the following:
- Key name and purpose/usage
- Key type
- Key generation date
- Component number, including the total number of components
- Storage location(s)
- All key custodians since generation, including the dates of custodial changes, and
- Date the key was destroyed, and proof of destruction.
		Mandatory						Covered in control ID EKM-01		Partial

		2.21		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -15		[The HIS Solution]  must maintain logs to record any instance in which keys, key components, or related materials are generated, removed from storage or loaded to a cryptographic device. The logs should include:
- Key name and purpose/usage
- Date and time
- Component identifier
- Purpose of access
- Name and signature of custodian accessing the component, and
- Tamper evident package number pre and prior to removal (if applicable).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID EKM-02		Partial

		2.23		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -16		[The HIS Solution]  must restrict access to secret keys or key components, key devices and key materials to key custodians and their backups. Generally, the designation of a primary and a backup key custodian for each key or key component is sufficient.		Mandatory

		2.24		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -17		[The HIS Solution]  must store keys in the fewest possible locations and forms.		Mandatory

		2.25		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -18		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that backup copies of secret keys exist only for the purpose of reinstating keys that are accidentally destroyed or are otherwise inaccessible. The backups must exist only in one of the allowed storage forms for that key.		Mandatory

		2.26		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -19		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that the backup copies of secret keys are stored with strict access controls, under dual control, and subject to at least the same level of control as operational keys.		Mandatory

		2.27		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -20		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that the creation of backup copies (including cloning) require at least two authorized persons to enable the process. All requirements applicable for the original keys must also apply to any backup copies of keys and their components.		Mandatory

		2.28		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -21		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that secret keys and key components that are no longer used or have been replaced are securely revoked and destroyed.		Mandatory

		2.29		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -22		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must only permit a key generation process to be initiated by the key custodian.		Mandatory

		2.30		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -23		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all keys and key components are generated using a random number generator or a pseudo-random number generator that passes all the basic tests for statistical randomness as defined in the NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-22 Revision 1a.		Mandatory

		2.31		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -24		To ensure the confidentiality of their secret keys, [The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that a secret key only exists in the following forms:
- As clear text inside the protected memory of a tamper-resistant security module (TRSM)
- As cypher text outside the protected memory of a TRSM, or
- As two or more components, held under split knowledge and dual control.		Mandatory

		2.33		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -25		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that multi-use or multi-purpose computing systems are not used for key generation where any clear-text secret key or key component thereof appears in unprotected memory.		Mandatory

		2.34		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -26		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that a key encryption key (KEK) is transferred by physically forwarding the separate components of the key using different communication channels or is transmitted electronically in cipher-text form.		Mandatory

		2.35		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -27		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that any sign of package tampering results in the destruction and replacement of the set of key components, as well as any keys encrypted under this (combined) key.		Mandatory

		2.36		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -28		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that mechanisms exist to ensure that only authorized key custodians place key components into tamper-evident packaging for transmittal and that only authorized key custodians open tamper-evident packaging containing key components upon receipt.		Mandatory

		2.37		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -29		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that keys or key components are never loaded (or reloaded) when there is any suspicion that either the key, key components or the cryptographic device has been compromised.		Mandatory

		2.38		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -30		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that unencrypted secret keys are entered into cryptographic devices using the principles of dual control and split knowledge. In instances where a secure key loading device is used, only dual control is required.		Mandatory

		2.39		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -31		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that any hardware used in the key-loading function are controlled and maintained in a secure environment under dual control.		Mandatory

		2.41		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -32		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must define and implement procedures to prevent or detect the unauthorized substitution (unauthorized key replacement and key misuse) of one key or key component for another, or the operation of any cryptographic device without legitimate keys or key components.		Mandatory

		2.42		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -33		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that cryptographic keys are only used for a single intended purpose and must never be shared between production and non-production environments.		Mandatory

		2.43		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -34		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all secret keys used for any function are unique (except by chance) to that device.		Mandatory

		2.44		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -35		A certificate key lifespan must be no longer than 7 years.		Mandatory

		2.45		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -36		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that an uncompromised key is replaced on or before its stipulated lifespan.		Mandatory

		2.46		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -37		If a key or key component has been compromised or is suspected of being compromised, [The HIS Solution] Vendor must:
- Replace the compromised or suspected compromised key as soon as possible. The replacement key must not be a variant of the original key.
- Inspect the cryptographic device for any form of unauthorized modification before installing the new key or key component.		Mandatory

		2.47		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -38		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that their keys are promptly revoked when no longer required and ensure that the key is destroyed in accordance with the EHR Information and Asset Management Standard.		Mandatory

		2.48		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -39		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that the destruction of a key is witnessed by the key custodians with the appropriate records retained for audit purposes. Each key or key component destruction should record the following:
- The date and time of the keying material destruction
- The reason for destroying the keying material
- The full name and signature of the individual authorizing the destruction
- The full name and signature of the individual destroying the keying material, and
- The full name and signature of the persons witnessing the destruction.		Mandatory

		2.49		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -40		The Chief Information Officer or their delegate must assign the Key Custodian(s) responsible for each key.		Mandatory

		2.50		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -41		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that Key Custodians handle the key or key component in their custody in a Restricted manner as described in the Information and Asset Management Policy.		Mandatory

		2.51		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -42		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that Key Custodians assigned to cryptographic keys are limited to the fewest number of key custodians necessary.		Mandatory

		2.52		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -43		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that Key Custodians understand their responsibility to never disclose the key in their custody to anyone, not even to a manager or an auditor, except to another authorized Key Custodian for that specific key.		Mandatory

		2.53		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -44		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must never permit a Key Custodian to be the custodian for more than one key component for the same key, even if the custodianship applies to the key components at different times.		Mandatory

		2.50		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -45		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use hardware cryptography (rather than software cryptography) in environments that store or process PHI.		Desired

		2.20		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -46		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should review the inventory of their cryptographic keys annually.		Desired

		2.22		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -47		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should review the audit logs of their keys annually.		Desired

		2.32		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -48		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that the output of the key generation process is monitored by at least two authorized agents or Electronic Service Providers.		Desired

		2.40		Cryptography Policy v1.4		CS -49		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should require key custodians to examine all cable attachments before each key loading activity to ensure they have not been tampered with or compromised.		Desired

						Electronic Service Provider Standard

		2.30		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must assess the potential information security and privacy risks posed by Electronic Service Providers to [The HIS Solution] prior to engaging in a contractual relationship with that Electronic Service Provider.		Mandatory

		2.40		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4

Critical Assessment Rules		ESPS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must define and document all information systems and services to be provided by any new Electronic Service Provider or on renewal of any service agreements. At a minimum, service agreements must specify:
- Roles and responsibilities under PHIPA and under the privacy and information security policies and procedures implemented in respect of [The HIS Solution]
- Roles and responsibilities for implementing, maintaining and supporting the information systems or services to be provided
- The level of criticality of the service
- The dates and times when the service is required
- The capacity requirements of systems and networks
- Maximum permissible down-time and service level objectives
- Service level reports and frequency
- Critical timescales, i.e., the timescale beyond which a loss of service would be unacceptable to [The HIS Solution]
- The penalties to be imposed in the event the Electronic Service Provider fails to deliver the pre-agreed level of service or fails to fulfill its roles and responsibilities, and
- Minimum information security and privacy controls.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID BCR-10
Covered in Control ID HRS-07
Covered in Control ID HRS-04
Covered in Control ID HRS-10
Covered in Control ID GRM-07
Covered in Control ID STA-05
Covered in Control ID STA-07		Partial

		2.50		Cryptography Policy v1.4		ESPS -03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must require Electronic Service Providers to implement all applicable information security and privacy controls prior to the Electronic Service Provider being granted access to [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.60		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that threat risk assessments are performed on their Electronic Service Providers.		Mandatory

		2.70		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -05		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must give consideration to restricting the location of information, information processing, and information system services controlled or provided by Electronic Service Providers (e.g., an organization may choose to prohibit an Electronic Service Provider from storing their information on servers located outside of Canada).		Mandatory

		2.80		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should establish a consistent method for handling the termination of Electronic Service Provider relationships, which should include:
- Designating agents responsible for managing the termination;
- Revocation of physical and logical access rights to the organization’s information; and
- Secure return, transfer or destruction of all assets (e.g. back-up media storage, documentation, hardware, and authentication devices).		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID HRS-01		Partial

		2.90		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must establish contingency arrangements to ensure that their respective business processes can continue in the event that the Electronic Service Provider is not available (e.g., due to contract termination, a disaster, or labor disputes). These arrangements should be based on the results of a threat risk assessment, and may include:
- The provision of alternative, secure facilities for business processes to continue
- Escrow of information and close/propriety technologies (e.g., application source code and cryptographic keys using a trusted external party, such as a lawyer.
- Recovery arrangements to ensure continued availability of information stored at an outsource provider or in the cloud, or
- Alignment with [The HIS Solution] business continuity Vendor.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID BCR-07		Partial

		2.10		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should identify Electronic Service Providers and categorize them according to supplier type (e.g., application service provider, network service provider, storage service provider, etc.) and criticality of the services they provide.		Desired

		2.20		Electronic Service Provider Policy v1.4		ESPS -09		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should maintain formal documentation of the:
- Technical and organizational relationship covering the roles and responsibilities under the Personal Health Information Protection Act and its regulation (PHIPA) and under the privacy and information security policies and procedures that Electronic Service Providers are required to fulfill
- Roles and responsibilities for implementing, maintaining and supporting the information systems or services that the Electronic Service Providers are required to fulfill
- Service goals
- Expected deliverables, and
- Representatives of Electronic Service Providers.

Formal documentation may include contracts, agreements and service levels.		Desired						Covered in Control ID BCR-10
Covered in control ID HRS-04
Covered in control ID HRS-03
Covered in control ID GRM-03		Partial

						Information Asset Management Standard

		2.10		Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement and maintain an information and asset classification scheme for the confidentiality, availability and integrity of all information and assets it owns or manages. See Appendix A: Information and Asset Handling Classification Scheme.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID AIS-04
Covered in Control ID DSI-01
Covered in Control ID DCS-01		Partial

		2.40		Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all PHI and all assets that process or store PHI are protected, at a minimum, in accordance with Appendix B: Information and Asset Handling Protection Requirements. [The HIS Solution] Vendor may choose to implement additional controls than those required in Appendix B.		Mandatory

		2.50		Information Asset Management Policy v1.5		IAMS -03		When information is combined or aggregated with information of a lower classification, [the HIS
Solution] Vendor must ensure that the highest classification level contained therein shall
determine, at a minimum, the overall classification of all the information.		Mandatory

		2.70		Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must remove all information (PHI and Sensitive Information) classified as Internal or higher from integrated storage devices and removable media prior to being sent externally. The removal of information classified as Confidential or higher must be done in a manner such that the information cannot be recovered and viewed.		Mandatory

				Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -05		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure the automation of I&IT asset management and accounting		Mandatory

		2.20		Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -06		[The HIS Solution] Program must label information and assets in accordance with the labeling requirements listed in section 2.2 of the policy.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID DSI-04		Partial

		2.60		Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -07		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that all copies of paper material classified as Restricted must be individually numbered at time of creation and a master list associating each numbered copy with the individual that it was distributed to is maintained.		Mandatory

		2.80		Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must log the destruction of the PHI in [the HIS Solution] as
soon as possible, but no longer than 5 days after the destruction. At a minimum the log must
include:

- Date that the PHI was destroyed
- Description of the scope of PHI that was destroyed
- Description of how the PHI was destroyed
- Identity of the person who destroyed the PHI, and
- Identity of the person who authorized destruction of the PHI.		Mandatory

		2.30		Information Asset Management Policy v1.4		IAMS -09		Although not required, [the HIS Solution] Program may label information and assets according to their integrity and availability classification.		Desired						Covered in Control ID DSI-01
Covered in Control ID DSI-04		Sufficient

						Information Security Policy

		1.23		Information Security Policy v2.4		ISP-01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must identify and mitigate privacy and security risks and areas of non-compliance in respect of [the HIS Solution], including through privacy impact assessments, threat risk assessments, privacy and security readiness self-assessments, privacy and security operational self-attestations, auditing and monitoring activities and assurance of agents, Electronic Service Providers and third parties.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID CCC-05
Covered in Control ID GRM-04
Covered in Control ID GRM-11
Covered In Control ID STA-04
Covered in Control ID STA-09		Partial

		2.10		Information Security Policy v2.4		ISP-02		All shall/must requirements are mandatory. Any deviation from a mandatory requirement in [the HIS Solution] information security policy, standard, or supporting document must be approved by the Applicable Oversight Body.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-11		Partial

		2.20		Information Security Policy v2.4		ISP-03		All information security exception requests must be assessed by the Privacy and Security Operations Team and then reviewed by the Applicable Oversight Body for approval.		Mandatory

		2.30		Information Security Policy v2.4		ISP-04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must log all information security exception requests.		Mandatory

		2.40		Information Security Policy v2.4		ISP-05		Information security exceptions may be requested and granted for any length of time. However, all approved exceptions must be reviewed by the Privacy and Security Operations Team at a minimum, every two years, to ensure that the level of risk has not increased or that new risks have not appeared. If the Privacy and Security Operations Team reassesses the risk at a higher level or identifies additional risks, then the exception must be presented to the Applicable Oversight Body for re-approval.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-11		Partial

		2.50		Information Security Policy v2.4		ISP-06		The Applicable Oversight Body has the right to revoke any approved information security exceptions. However, HICs must be provided with at least six months to comply with the policy if their information security exception is revoked.

Refer to Appendix A: Information Security Exception Requests		Mandatory

						Federation Identity Provider Standard 

		3.1.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -01		The following is the Core Identity Information the IDP must collect in order to Register an End User:

- Legal name; and
- Where applicable, all professional designations and license numbers of the individual.

For further information, please consult the ONE®ID End User Identification and User Name Standard.		Mandatory

		3.20		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -02		During Registration, the IDP must assign every End User the following:

- A User ID (see section 3.2.1);
- The information required to set and maintain passwords (see section 4.3); and
- A Level of Assurance (according to the defined criteria in section 3.3).

For further information, please consult the ONE® ID End User Identification and User Name Standard, ONE® ID Identity Assurance Standard and ONE® ID Password Standard.

		Mandatory

		3.2.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -03		The IDP must ensure that End Users are assigned a User ID that uniquely identifies the End User within the Federated System.
User IDs must be in a format approved by the IDP.
Note: ONE®ID’s standard format of User IDs for individuals is:

- [preferred first name].[preferred last name]@[ONEID.on.ca], e.g. John.Doe@ONEID.on.ca.
		Mandatory

		3.3.2		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -04		The IDP must assign a Level of Assurance (e.g. AL1, AL2, AL3) during the Registration of each End User corresponding to the rigor of the Registration process involved and the strength of the evidence offered to support the identity.

The IDP must record the Level of Assurance that it has assigned in its records of End User information. The assertion of this information to the Agency must match the End User’s Registration information.

The IDP should consult the ONE® ID Identity Assurance Standard for further requirements relating to Levels of Assurance.
		Mandatory

		3.3.4		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -05		Access to any Federated Service containing Sensitive Information, including PHI and PI, shall not be provided unless a Registrant has been assigned an AL2 or AL3.		Mandatory

		3.6.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -06		The IDP must maintain a list of assigned accounts used for consuming Federated Services for each End User, including the name of the authorizing personnel. Such information must be made available to the Agency upon request or during an audit.		Mandatory

		3.70		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -07		The IDP must keep a record of End User Information, as well as any subsequent changes made to this information. The contents that must be included in the record include:

Registration information and updates:

- The User ID;
- The Level of Assurance that the IDP has assigned to the End User (section 3.3.2);
- A time stamp;
- Core Identity Information (legal name, professional designation(s) and license number(s)); and
- The action performed and data element changes (from and to values).

The IDP must retain its records of End User Information permanently and must transfer this information to the Agency in accordance with the agreement between it and the Agency. Permanent retention is required because it cannot be determined in advance when an access request may be made or a breach investigation may occur. End User Information would be required in either case to tie accounts to End Users’ real world identities.		Mandatory

		4.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -08		Health Service Provider End Users may use Single-factor Authentication when accessing the Federated System from a secure environment (e.g. using MPN). Single factor Authentication would not be appropriate in all situations, such as when AL3 is required (see section 3.3). 

Within the Federation, Authentication must involve two or more factors when Federated Services are accessed from:

- The Internet or unsecured environments/locations;
- A point-of-service application, such as a hospital Information System (HIS), if the user is remote (not on site); or
- Where any Privileged function is being accessed, e.g. system administrator.

Strong Authentication typically involves the use of a strong password combined with a second factor. Examples of second factor technologies include: hard security tokens, call backs, SMS messages, risk-based access control, one-time passwords, machine certificates, biometrics and personal certificates.
However, certain Federated Services may require the use of specific type(s) of second factors, e.g. hard security tokens. In such cases, the required type(s) of second factors must be implemented in order to participate in the Federated Services in question.

The above principles regarding two-factor Authentication apply whenever Federated Services are accessed from browsers on portable electronic devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets).		Mandatory

		4.20		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -09		The IDP must, at a minimum, Authenticate End Users based on a User ID and a valid password (in the appropriate format in accordance with section 4.3. However, the IDP must be capable of Authenticating End Users using additional information, where required for access to Federated Services.		Mandatory

		4.3.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -10		The IDP is responsible for implementing appropriate measures to distribute, maintain and protect passwords. The IDP must have a comprehensive password policy to ensure passwords of sufficient strength and complexity are used.		Mandatory

		4.3.2		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -11		The IDP must enforce strong passwords, which must:

- Be at least 8 characters long;
- Include characters / digits from at least three of the following categories:
      o At least 1 uppercase character (A through Z)
      o At least 1 lowercase character (a through z)
      o At least 1 numerical digit (0 through 9)
      o At least 1 non-alphanumeric character (~!@#$%^&*_-+=’\(){}[]:;"'<>,.?/);
- Where technology permits, passphrases must be used, (e.g., 24SussexDrive) instead of a (typically shorter) password;
- Software that prohibits the use of recognizable patterns must be used;
- Passwords must not include all or part of the End User’s first / last names or any easily obtained personal (e.g. names of family members, pets, birthdays, anniversaries, all or part of a Login ID or a commonly known nickname);
- Initial or temporary passwords must be unique, not guessable and follow this Standard regarding password strength;
- Passwords must not be blank and null passwords must not be used; and
- Guest passwords must be disabled.
		Mandatory

		4.3.4		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -12		Administrating Passwords:

- The IDP must first validate End Users’ identity before issuing any password for accessing Federated Services;
- The IDP may choose its Authentication method(s), provided they are properly documented, i.e. by contacting the IDP’ service desks, which after validating an End User’s identity using information that only the End User should know (e.g. Challenge Questions), will issue a temporary password to the End User;
- Helpdesk functions that assist in access control, especially password resets, must not allow the personnel to see, hear or know End Users’ permanent passwords;
- System administrators with global rights must not perform the function of creating and maintaining End User passwords;
- Old passwords must not be released to End Users;
- The briefest possible explanation must accompany a denial of access when a password does not conform to rules for creation and/or change of passwords. The message should provide contact information for End User assistance (e.g., “access denied; contact your system administrator”);
- Accounts associated with permanent passwords that have not been used in more than 365 days or more must be suspended;
- If the IDP does not differentiate between permanent and temporary passwords, then accounts associated with passwords that have not been used in more than 180 days or more must be suspended; and
- Access must be denied after five consecutive incorrect password attempts, for a duration of at least 30 minutes. This event must be identified to the IDP, e.g. by being captured in the audit logs, and must be investigated as needed.
		Mandatory

		4.3.5		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -13		Password Display:

• An IAMS must not display or echo the characters of a password on output devices or while being entered but may be represented on the screen by special characters such as asterisks; (Temporary visibility of passwords is permitted depending on technology limitations.);		Mandatory

		4.3.7		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -14		An IDP must provide a secure mechanism for End Users to change, recover or reset their credentials (e.g. where an End User has been locked out or has forgotten his or her password).
• The IDP shall require End Users to change their initial passwords on first use (if not set by the End User) 
• The credential reset process must include strong positive Authentication of the requester so that it can be performed for any End User who is not visually identifiable, (e.g., requests via the telephone).
		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-12		Partial

		4.3.8		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -15		Auditing Passwords:

- The IDP must enforce strong and quality passwords that are not easily deducible or vulnerable to brute force attacks;
- The IDP shall record access denials due to the entry of five consecutive incorrect password attempts in an audit or system log, which must be reviewed and where warranted, investigated in accordance with monitoring and escalation procedures that the IDP has established approved and / or in accordance with the terms of the agreement(s) between the IDP and the Agency;
		Mandatory

		4.3.9		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -16		Security Password Requirements:

- Software product-known default passwords must be changed upon installation; and
- Software that captures unencrypted passwords is prohibited.
		Mandatory

		4.3.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -17		Storage and Transmission:

- Passwords files or databases must store passwords using non-reversible encryption techniques (i.e. hashing)
- Passwords must be encrypted in transmission;
- The IDP must apply industry standard cryptographic algorithms and protocols during transmission of Sensitive Information, which may include passwords, outside the physical security perimeter protecting the information processing facilities that support the IDP’s servers, applications or data;
- Cryptographic keys must be stored securely;
- Cryptographic technology must prevent End Users from negotiating or requesting methods of cryptography (e.g., transport encryption that does not comply with published Transport Layer Security (TLS) requirements) that has not been approved by the IDP.
- A managed certificate issued by a certificate authority approved by the IDP must be used for secure Internet web application sessions for accessing Federated Services;
- Configuration of cryptography services such as TLS must be checked to ensure that fallback to less secure protocols is disabled;
- Where system passwords (e.g., passwords for maintenance or administrative accounts) are used as secondary Authentication for specific features or privileges, they must differ from End User passwords;		Mandatory

		4.3.10 (continued)		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -18		Password files or databases must:

o Be stored separately from application data and / or be configured in a secure manner to prevent unauthorized access (e.g., to deter attacks against hashed entries);
o Be stored in files that do not indicate the system for which they are used, unless that information is encrypted also;
o Be hard-coded into operating Vendors, applications or stored in secured batch files;
o Not be embedded in any automated login process or stored in a macro or function key;
o Not be retrievable from an Authentication process;
o Not be cached unencrypted; and
o Not be stored on a hard drive (e.g. they must be manually entered each time the application is accessed).
		Mandatory

		4.70		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -19		Where the IDP chooses to use Challenge Questions for Authenticating End Users, they must have processes and policies in place, such as:

- Requirements on the nature or number of questions permitted or required;
- Storage and transmission of answers to Challenge Questions;
 -End Users’ rights or obligations to set or change their Challenge Questions.

In addition, the IDP’ IAMS must ensure that:

- End Users are prohibited from setting their own Challenge Questions (e.g., End Users must select from a pre-defined list instead);
- Challenge Questions are connected to or affiliated with the Registration record of the respective End Users; and
- Unauthorized persons are prevented from seeing or changing End Users’ Challenge Questions.

For the purpose of Authentication during a login, the use of Challenge Questions is permitted only where they are used in conjunction with:

- Risk-based access control mechanisms (e.g. device recognition); and
- Heuristic tests (e.g. verifications of IP address or browser identity).		Mandatory

		4.80		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -20		The IDP must reject suspended, expired or revoked Credentials when presented by End Users for Authentication.		Mandatory

		4.90		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -21		The IDP must create a session key to Authenticate subsequent data transmission in the same session.		Mandatory

		5.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -22		The IDP must keep audit logs that contain at least the following information:

Authentication:
- The User ID;
- Authentication outcome (e.g. failed / successful);
- Authentication data (e.g. type of challenge used and Authentication-related details); and
- A date and time stamp. 

The Agency is required by law when acting as Health Information Network Provider (HINP) to take steps that are reasonable in the circumstances to keep an electronic record of all accesses to all or part of the personal health information contained in the electronic health record, and to ensure that record identifies the person(s) who accessed the information and the date, time and location of the access. Where required, the IDP shall assist the Agency in fulfilling this regulatory requirement.
		Mandatory

		5.20		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -23		The IDP must retain audit logs of:

- Authentication events 60 days online and 24 months minimum in archive;
- End Users’ Credentials information permanently; and
- Events relating to its IAMS for 60 days online and 24 months total in archive. See the EHR Security Logging and Monitoring Standard for more details.

The IDP must retain its audit logs for the periods set out in this section and must transfer this information to the Agency in accordance with the agreement between it and the Agency. Permanent retention is required because it cannot be determined in advance when an access request may be made or a breach investigation may occur. Audit logs would be required in either case to tie accounts to End Users’ real world identities.		Mandatory

		5.30		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -24		The IDP must ensure that audit logging is operational at all times. Registration, modification of Registration information or Authentication must not be performed if audit logging is not functioning		Mandatory

		1.30		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -25		The IDP must notify the Agency of any subsequent changes to an IAMS that the Agency had accredited and to any of its Registration or Authentication policies, practices, processes or technologies, in accordance with the terms of the agreement(s) with the Agency or as soon as reasonably practicable, and prior to implementing any changes where they may require the Agency’s approval.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		2.1.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -26		The IDP may suspend an account if:
- Information is discovered or revealed suggesting a reasonable likelihood that the information, documentation or any other matter provided or done to establish the Registration was misleading, false or fraudulent;

- An End User has failed to comply with any Federation policy, standard, agreement or the terms and conditions of any Federated Service; or
- Suspension is requested by an IDP or End User for any reason (e.g., leave of absence).

Please also see requirements on suspending accounts when passwords remain unused for the periods specified in section 4.3.4.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		2.1.3		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -27		An account that has been suspended by the IDP due to possible misleading, false or fraudulent information must not be used or reactivated unless it has been confirmed that the relevant information, documentation or other material facts are true, accurate and complete.
		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		2.1.4		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -28		The IDP must document and retain a record of the reason(s) for a suspension and any resulting actions taken, including any investigation.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		2.2.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -29		The IDP must revoke the account of an End User if:

- The individual no longer needs the account (e.g. he/she is deceased; has resigned or retired);
- It is determined that the account concerned is a duplicate;
- It is determined that the information, documentation or any other matter provided or done to establish the Registration was misleading, false, or fraudulent; or
- The identity has been otherwise compromised (e.g., identity theft).

The IDP may revoke the account of an End User upon request by that End User for any reason.
		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		2.2.2		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -30		The IDP must document and retain a record of the reason(s) for a revocation and any resulting actions taken, including any investigation.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		3.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -31		The IDP must validate the identity of End Users or their own Representatives during Registration and before issuing Credentials.

The IDP may determine their respective Registration requirements for End Users. However, at a minimum, the IDP must:

- Validate the Core Identity Information set out in section 3.1.1;
- Ensure the method(s) used attain(s) the required Level of Assurance; and
- Ensure that each individual being Registered:
          o Is 16 years of age or older;
          o Presents sufficient information to validate identity and positively Authenticate the individual upon subsequent access requests to Federated Services.

In addition, the IDP’s Registration requirements are expected to be of comparable or greater stringency than ONE®ID requirements. For further information, please refer to the eHealth Ontario ONE® ID Policy and associated standards.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		3.3.3		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -32		The Agency typically requires all End Users’ electronic identities attain a minimum of AL2 in order to access Federated Services. Accordingly, the IDP must be capable of Registering and Authenticating End Users to AL2, at a minimum.

Where an AL3 is required, the IDP must implement more rigorous Registration or Authentication measures such as:

- Setting more stringent requirements for End User Credentials; and
- Requiring a greater number of Authentication factors.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		3.4.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -33		Identity must be corroborated where an AL3 is required. Identity corroboration may either be by:

- Direct verification by an Authoritative Party (e.g., Vital Statistics Agency, Revenue Canada); and/or
- A trusted third-party professional (e.g., lawyer, doctor, minister).

It may also involve the exchange or confirmation of shared secrets – information that is known by the corroborator about a potential Registrant. For example, as in the passport model, a third-party may be required to confirm the length of time a potential Registrant has continuously resided in Canada.
		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		3.50		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -34		In general, End Users must present at least one identity document that contains a photograph bearing a true likeness of the End User (see Appendix A for a list of Primary Documents and Secondary Documents that are currently accepted for ONE®ID Registration). However, this would not be required where a prior direct or personal interaction between the IDP and the Registrant has taken place to validate the individual’s identity.  In addition, the IDP must not accept a Health Number from any province, including Ontario, or a Social Insurance Number to confirm individuals’ identities for the Agency’s products and services, including Federated Services.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		3.5.1		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -35		To Register at AL3:

- All identity documents must contain a photograph of the End User;
- A copy of the identity document must be taken and retained on record; and
- End Users must sign their Registration application with a handwritten signature.
		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		3.6.2		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -36		Resolving Duplication - An apparent duplication means a full match on all Core Identity Information (see section 3.1.1). The IDP must have processes in place to identify and resolve apparent duplications, such as:

- Referring the issue to the Health Information Custodian under whose delegation or authority the End User accesses or uses Federated Services; or
- Confirming or requesting additional information or evidence from the End User.
		Mandatory

		4.3.3		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -37		Password Distribution:

- An initial password should be generated by an automated service and issued directly and securely to the End User (e.g. in person, by mail, telephone or encrypted email);
- The IDP must ensure that the passwords are communicated to the intended End Users, e.g. they must be mailed to a confirmed postal or email address or a wire-line phone number of record);
- The password distribution process must be auditable;
- Systems passwords must not be given to staff or contractors who have not signed a non-disclosure agreement or who are otherwise not authorized to receive such information; and
- Password completion software must not be installed or must be disabled.		Mandatory

		4.3.6		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -38		Temporary passwords for accessing Federated Services must expire after 90 days of their issuance or modification. Once a password has expired, access to Federated Services must be denied until a new password is created.		Mandatory

		4.40		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -39		The IDP must ensure the accuracy of all assertions and comply with requirements in the Specifications. The IDP is liable for any inaccuracy in the identity assertions it submits to the Agency or other Federation members.

User IDs issued to End Users by the IDP must be sent as assertions in the acceptable format (see the Specifications) to the Agency or other Federation members to be captured in a central repository that will be hosted at and managed by the Agency.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		4.50		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -40		In the event that the IDP becomes aware of an assertion of inaccurate attributes, the IDP must:

- Notify the Agency immediately by contacting the eHealth Ontario Service Desk at 1-866-250–1554 as this may have implications of a Privacy Breach or Security Breach;
- Take whatever action is necessary to correct the inaccuracy;
- Follow recommendations and direction from the Agency if provided; and
- Give notifications as required pursuant to the terms of the applicable agreement(s).

Where the IDP makes repeated assertions of inaccurate attributes, the Agency may suspend the use of the IDP’s IAMS and/or revoke the IDP’s accreditation, if the IDP fails to remedy such deficiencies within the cure period specified by the Agency. The Agency shall provide reasonable assistance to the IDP in order to remedy such deficiencies.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		4.60		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -41		The IDP must implement access control systems or procedures that:

- Provide End Users with a written statement of their access rights and responsibilities (e.g. delineate rules relating to the kinds of data, files or information that could only be accessed by specified personnel);
- Require End Users to indicate their acceptance of disclosed access rights and responsibilities;
- Facilitate Authentication; and
- Are available 24/7.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		6.10		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -42		The IDP must Register and Enroll personnel responsible for performing End Users’ Registration and Authentication and to assist End Users with issues related to its IA Services, within the scope of authority delegated by the IDP.
When required, the IDP is also expected to transfer calls to and receive calls from the eHealth Ontario Service Desk or those of other Federation members.
		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		6.20		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -43		Representatives for the IDP must be Registered at AL2 or above. The IDP’ Registration agents cannot Register End Users at a Level of Assurance that is higher than their own Level of Assurance, regardless of the number of identity documents presented by the End User or the type of identity validation performed.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		6.30		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -44		The IDP must provide their Representatives with access to only the information required to carry out their assigned duties.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		6.40		Federation Identity Provider Standard v1.31		FIPS -45		The IDP must Authenticate individuals who contact their Representatives through well-defined processes. At a minimum, the IDP must require individuals to present evidence of identity that is equivalent to that required at initial Registration or information that only the End User should know, e.g. Challenge Questions.		Mandatory										May be supported by the HIS Vendor and executed by the HIC

		5.40		Federation Identity Provider Standard 		FIPS -46		The IDP must secure access to audit records and logs and safeguard access to system audit tools to prevent misuse or compromise.

The IDP must implement appropriate security measures to protect audit records and logs from being tampered with, such as:

- Implementing segregated network segments with appropriate access controls; or
- Directing audit logs to a Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) system.		Mandatory

						Network and Operations Standard

		2.60		Network and Operations Policy v1.6
Critical Assessment added.
8.3.6.3		NOS -01		[The HIS Solution] must implement network zones and manage these network zones in a manner that observes the separation of different computing environments. The segregation of networks should be based on criteria, such as:
- The classification of information transmitted on the network.
- The level of assurance required.

[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that the strongest platform-supported logical isolation settings/configuration are
a. enabled for system/network controls
b. test/development environments configured to be separate from production
c. security functions/layers separated from generic production environments/components
		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-06
Covered in Control ID IVS-08
Covered in Control ID IVS-09		Partial

		2.70		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -02		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that networks are segregated, logically or physically, between [The HIS Solution], HIC information systems, and public networks.		Mandatory

		2.12		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -03		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that all connectivity to [The HIS Solution] is secured to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of PHI that is transmitted (e.g., through the use of Transport Layer Security (TLS), virtual private network (VPN) tunnels, terminal services, etc.).		Mandatory

		2.13		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -04		[The HIS Solution] must require a [The HIS Solution]-approved identifier (e.g., digital certificate, MAC address, IP address) to be used to indicate whether an data contribution endpoint or identity provider service asset is permitted to connect to the network and which network zone the asset is permitted to connect. Considerations should be made for other assets connecting to [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.14		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -05		[The HIS Solution] must disable all unnecessary services, protocols, and ports on their information systems. [The HIS Solution]  should document and maintain justification for the use of all services, protocols, and ports allowed, including security features implemented for services, protocols, and ports considered to be insecure (e.g., FTP, Telnet, POP3, IMAP, and SNMP). [The HIS Solution] should reference specifications and industry benchmarks such as the Center for Internet Security (CIS).		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-12
Covered in Control ID IAM-03
Covered in Control ID IVS-07		Sufficient

		8.3.1.6		Network and Operations Policy v1.6

Critical Assessment added.
8.3.1.6		NOS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  must review system and service baseline configurations and state:
a. review baseline configurations annually
b. review baseline configurations upon all major changes
c. review baseline configurations as otherwise necessary/required		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-01
Covered in control ID IVS-06		Partial

		2.15		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -07		[The HIS Solution] must terminate all direct inbound and outbound external connections in a semi-trusted network zone (e.g. a demilitarized zone (DMZ)).		Mandatory

		2.20		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -08		[The HIS Solution] must be harden prior to implementation into the production environment.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IVS-07		Sufficient

		2.21		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -09		[The HIS Solution] must remove all unnecessary functionality (e.g., such as drivers, features, subsystems, file systems, and unnecessary web servers).		Mandatory

		2.22		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -10		[The HIS Solution] must implement information security features for any required services, protocols or daemons that are considered to be insecure (e.g., use secured technologies such as SSH, S-FTP, SSL, or IPsec VPN to protect insecure services such as NetBIOS, file-sharing, Telnet, FTP, etc.).		Mandatory

		2.30		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -11		[The HIS Solution] must configure thresholds for alarms and alerts to identify possible intrusion detection or prevention events, or violations of the EHR Information Security policies and its associated procedures.		Mandatory

		2.32		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -12		[The HIS Solution] must implement malware detection and repair software or equivalent solution on all workstations (e.g., desktops, laptops, etc.) and servers. Alternative solutions may include application whitelisting or utilization of thin client implementations which restrict writable capabilities. Questions regarding the appropriateness of alternative solution should be directed to the Security Lead for [The HIS Solution] which can be put forward to the Connecting Security Committee.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID MOS-01		Partial

		2.33		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -13		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that virus definition files remain up-to-date within a week.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-07		Partial

		2.34		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -14		[The HIS Solution] must keep all their malware detection and repair software up-to-date.		Mandatory

		2.36		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -15		[The HIS Solution] must support malware detection and repair software to run at regular intervals, at a minimum, weekly unless scanning is performed in real time. 		Mandatory

		2.37		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -16		[The HIS Solution] must support malware detection and repair software to scan electronic or optical media, incoming files, electronic mail attachments, and downloads for malware before their use. These checks may be carried out at different places, such as electronic mail servers, and desktop computers.		Mandatory

		2.38		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -17		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement a vulnerability management process to address:
- Scanning and monitoring
- Risk assessment, and
- Remediation		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.39		Network and Operations Policy v1.6

Critical Assessment added.
8.3.3.6.		NOS -18		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must monitor their information systems to identify new vulnerabilities.

[The HIS Solution] Vendor  must implement automated tracking of maintenance operations, records, etc.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.40		Network and Operations Policy v1.6

Critical Assessment added.
8.3.4.1
8.3.4.2		NOS -19		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform vulnerability and configuration scans on [The HIS Solution] at a minimum, quarterly to determine the effectiveness of the implemented operational and technical security controls.

Vendor must also correlate results of vulnerability scans, ST&E output, and risk assessment efforts to create holistic view regarding vulnerabilities and correlate audit and event logs with vulnerability scans, ST&E output, threat intelligence, and IoCs to create holistic view regarding threats		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-07		Partial

		2.41		Network and Operations Policy v1.6
		NOS -20		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform penetration tests, at a minimum, annually on all their internet-facing applications that provide access to PHI to ensure that these applications do not expose [The HIS Solution] to unknown threats.

		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.42		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -21		Penetration tests on internet-facing applications must include web-application testing techniques executed against a documented set of industry standards such as the OWASP Top 10, to identify weakness that are unique to web-based applications (such as SQL/LDAP injection, cross-site scripting, session token attacks and URL forgery), and must be subject to rigorous external content review.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID AIS-01		Partial

		
8.3.6.10		Network and Operations Policy v1.6
Critical Assessment added.

8.3.6.10		NOS -22		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must  augment Cloud Service Provider wireless LAN security by:
a. review controls, and increase if required/appropriate
b. review AP power level/site survey results, reduce AP power if required/appropriate
c. limit access to configuration details/files		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-12		Partial

		8.3.6.11. 		Network and Operations Policy v1.6
Critical Assessment added.
8.3.6.11. 		NOS-23		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must migrate least privilege software access to “whitelisting” model, where possible, with quarterly review of configuration, or upon major change		Mandatory

		8.3.6.14.		Network and Operations Policy v1.6
Critical Assessment added.
8.3.6.14		NOS -24		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure Redundant circuits, POTS/PSTN, etc. facility ingress, with telecom security, interfaces, components/configurations, etc. reviewed for security posture every six months		Mandatory

		2.46		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS -25		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all vulnerabilities identified on their information systems are remediated within a defined timeline or must have the risk posed by the vulnerability formally accepted if the decision is made not to remediate.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-11		Sufficient

		2.10		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 26		[The HIS Solution] Program must maintain an inventory of all their physical information technologies that comprise [The HIS Solution]. The inventory of assets must include, but is not limited to:
- Type of asset.
- Information technology owner, where applicable.
- Location of the information technology (and information technology owner, where applicable).
- Backup information.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-04		Partial

		2.20		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 27		[The HIS Solution] Program must document and maintain network diagrams of all direct connections to [The HIS Solution]. Network diagrams should include, but are not limited to:
- Physical and logical topologies
- Network device configuration
- Gateways to external networks
- Connected network devices		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-04		Partial

		2.30		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 28		[The HIS Solution] Program must document and maintain operating procedures for [The HIS Solution]. The operating procedures should specify the instructions for the detailed execution of jobs, such as performing backups, system restart and recovery procedures, and error handling.		Mandatory

		2.40		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 29		[The HIS Solution] Program must restrict all access to system documentation and operating procedures based on the principles of least-privileged and need-to-know.		Mandatory

		2.80		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 30		[The HIS Solution] Program must control traffic between networks zones by using a security gateway at its perimeter.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-13		Partial

		2.90		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 31		[The HIS Solution] Program must configure their security gateways to filter traffic between network zones by denying all network traffic (inbound or outbound) by default and failing secure where availability requirements permit.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-13		Partial

		2.11		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 32		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that authentication and authorization processes are in place on [The HIS Solution] network before access to [The HIS Solution] is granted.		Mandatory

		2.17		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 33		[The HIS Solution] must disable split tunneling on any information system or information technology with access to [The HIS Solution], except for networking devices (e.g., routers, firewalls).		Mandatory

		2.24		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 34		[The HIS Solution] Program must install personal firewall software on their agent’s or Electronic Service Provider’s workstation, laptop, and where technically feasible other mobile devices, with direct connectivity to the internet and [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.25		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 35		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that mobile workstations (e.g. notebooks, laptops, etc.) that have a documented business requirement to work with data extracts containing PHI have full-disk or partial encryption securely installed. Full disk encryption is the preferred method however containerized implementations of encryption on directories or specific location are also acceptable. Implementations where PHI remains on managed servers in a protected data centre (i.e. Citrix) do not require encryption at rest.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID HRS-05
Covered in Control ID IVS-12
Covered in Control ID MOS-17
Covered in Control ID MOS-10		Partial

		2.26		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 36		[The HIS Solution] Program must implement intrusion detection and prevention mechanisms (e.g., host intrusion detection/prevention systems and network intrusion detection/prevention systems) on their information systems and networks.		Mandatory

		2.27		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 37		[The HIS Solution] Program must protect their intrusion detection and prevention sensors (i.e., the hardware used to identity unauthorized activity in network traffic) against attack, for example, by using a network tap to hide the presence of the sensor.		Mandatory

		2.28		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 38		[The HIS Solution] Program must update intrusion detection and prevention software within defined timescales and at the recommendation of the vendor (e.g., on discovery of a sever vulnerability).		Mandatory

		2.29		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 39		[The HIS Solution] Program must configure their intrusion detection and prevention software to provide an alarm or alert when suspicious activity is detected or prevented.		Mandatory

		2.31		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 40		[The HIS Solution] Program must respond to information security incidents identified by intrusion detection and prevention mechanisms in accordance with their information security incident handling process.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID SEF-02		Partial

		2.45		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 41		[The HIS Solution] program must ensure that all risks posed by vulnerabilities are identified on their information systems and their remediation plans are assessed by a security analyst with independence to the operational teams.		Mandatory

		2.48		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 42		[The HIS Solution] Program must define timelines to react to the notification of potentially relevant vulnerabilities.		Mandatory

		2.49		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 43		[The HIS Solution] Program must implement a security patch management process to ensure that available patches are identified, assessed and, where feasible, deployed. The security patch management process may be a part of a general patch management process.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID MOS-19
Covered in Control ID MOS-09		Partial

		2.50		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 44		If a patch is available, [The HIS Solution] Program must assess the risks associated with installing the patch (i.e. the risks posed by the vulnerability must be compared with the risk of installing the patch).		Mandatory

		2.51		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 45		Where possible, [The HIS Solution] Program must test and evaluate all patches prior to installation to ensure they are effective and do not result in side effects that cannot be tolerated.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID MOS-19		Partial

		2.52		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 46		If the decision is made not to patch, then [The HIS Solution] Program must document the decision and make the appropriate conforming changes to inventory records and disaster recovery plans.		Mandatory

		2.53		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 47		If no patch is available, or the decision is made not to patch, [The HIS Solution] Program must consider implementing compensating controls to reduce the risks posed by the vulnerability. Controls may include:
- Turning off services or capabilities related to the vulnerability
- Adapting or adding access controls (e.g., firewalls at the network border)
- Increasing monitoring to detect or prevent actual attacks		Mandatory

		2.54		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 48		[The HIS Solution] Program must review and update their information system configurations or baseline security configuration standards as appropriate, to improve their effectiveness based on the results of vulnerability scans and changing industry practices.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-01
Covered in control ID IVS-07		Partial

		2.55		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 49		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that all changes to networks and information systems follow their defined change control procedures.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID CCC-01
Covered in control ID CCC-03		Sufficient

		2.56		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 50		[The HIS Solution] Program must back up [The HIS Solution] so that it may be recovered following a disaster or media failure.		Mandatory

		2.57		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 51		At a minimum, [The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that [The HIS Solution] is backed up in accordance to established and approved recovery time objectives (RTO) and recovery point objectives (RPO).		Mandatory

		2.58		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 52		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that backups are stored in a remote location, at a sufficient distance to escape any damage from a disaster at the main site.		Mandatory

		2.59		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 53		[The HIS Solution] Program must secure all backups containing PHI. Encryption must be used when physically transferring data between sites.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID MOS-10		Partial

		2.60		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 54		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that backup media and information systems are protected by physical and environmental controls equivalent to the physical and environmental controls applied at the main site.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-06		Partial

		2.61		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 55		[The HIS Solution] Program must test backup media on a regular basis and backup failures need to be tracked, reported and remediated.		Mandatory

		2.62		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 56		[The HIS Solution] Program must regularly test its restoration procedures to ensure that they are effective and that they can be completed within the time allotted in their operational procedures for recovery. At a minimum, restoration procedures must be tested, at a minimum, annually.		Mandatory

		2.63		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 57		The retention period for data archives of [The HIS Solution] shall be determined by the record retention requirements of the information they contain, and in accordance to any legal or regulatory requirements.		Mandatory

		2.19		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 58		[The HIS Solution] should implement network routing controls based on positive source and destination address checking mechanisms.		Desired

		2.10		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 59		[The HIS Solution] Program should implement a process to review security gateway configurations at least annually. The process should ensure the:
- Review of the rule sets on their security gateways
- Removal of expired or unnecessary rules
- Resolution of conflicting rules, and
- Removal of unused or duplicate objects, e.g. network or computer systems.		Desired

		2.47		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 60		[The HIS Solution] Program should maintain a list of vulnerability and configuration scanning tools which are approved by [The HIS Solution] Security Lead.		Desired

		2.43		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 61		Configuration scans should be executed to ensure compliance with the approved baseline security configuration standard.		Desired						Covered in control ID GRM-01		Sufficient

		2.44		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 62		Where possible, [The HIS Solution] program should incorporate findings from vulnerability and security configuration scans in threat risk assessments to provide an accurate risk overview of [The HIS Solution].		Desired

		2.50		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 63		[The HIS Solution] Program should segregate duties and areas of responsibility for managing their network to reduce opportunities for unauthorized or unintentional access, collection, use, disclosure, transfer, modification or disposal.		Desired

		2.16		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 64		[The HIS Solution] should ensure that all information system components that store information classified as Internal or higher are located in an internal network zone, segregated from the DMZ and other untrusted networks.		Desired

		2.18		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 65		[The HIS Solution] should close a network connection once the established unsuccessful attempt threshold has been reached.		Desired

		2.23		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 66		[The HIS Solution] should only implement one primary function per server to prevent functions that require different security levels from co-existing on the same server (e.g., web servers and database servers should be set-up on separate servers). Where functions share the same security level it may be acceptable to run more than one function per server. Where virtualization technologies are in use, only one primary function per virtual system component should be implemented.		Desired						Covered in Control ID IVS-10		Partial

		2.35		Network and Operations Policy v1.6		NOS - 67		[The HIS Solution] should automate virus definition file updates and a verification capability should be in place to ensure that workstations and servers have been properly updated. Where virus definition file updates are not automated, these workstations or servers must be identified and updated manually.		Desired

						Information Security Incident Management Standard

		2.10		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  must implement an information security incident (“incident”) management process that covers all phases of the incident management process:
- Identification/Triage
- Response
- Recovery, and
- Follow-up		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID SEF-02		Sufficient

		2.20		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -02		If at any point in the incident management process [The HIS Solution] Vendor realizes that the incident has resulted in a privacy breach, then the incident must be handled in accordance with the Privacy Breach Management Policy.		Mandatory

		2.30		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must establish a point of contact to which actual or suspected incidents are reported. Most often, the point of contact is a service desk.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID SEF-02
Covered in Control ID SEF-03		Partial

		2.40		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all its agents and Electronic Service Providers are aware of their responsibility to immediately report actual or suspected incidents.		Mandatory

		2.50		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -05		The point of contact must generate an incident ticket for all reported incidents. An automated incident management system is recommended to support the recording of incidents. The incident ticket must contain the following elements:
- The time and date of the reported incident
- The name and contact information of the agent or Electronic Service Provider that reported the incident
- Details about the reported incident, (e.g., type and how it was detected)
- Any impacts of the reported incident, and
- Any actions undertaken to contain the incident either by the agent or Electronic Service Provider that reported the incident or the point of contact.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID SEF-02
Covered in Control ID SEF-03		Partial

		2.60		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must appoint an incident response lead or team who is responsible for initiating the triage, response, recovery and follow-up activities for all incidents. The incident response lead or team may be the same as the point of contact.		Mandatory

		2.70		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -07		The point of contact must immediately send all incident tickets to the incident response lead or team.		Mandatory

		2.80		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -08		The incident response lead or team must review the incident ticket and any supporting information to verify whether or not an incident has occurred.		Mandatory

		2.90		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -09		The incident response lead or team must classify all actual incidents according to severity (See Appendix A: Incident Severity and Priority Ratings for severity ratings).		Mandatory

		2.10		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -10		The incident response lead or team must initiate an incident report. (See Appendix B: Incident Report Details)		Mandatory

		2.11		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -11		All completed or partially completed incident reports must be handled, at a minimum, in accordance with the protection requirements for information classified as Confidential.		Mandatory

		2.13		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -12		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that their incident management process requires the incident response lead or team to notify any affected HICs by email by the end of the next business day of any incident that [The HIS Solution] Vendor classifies as a Severity 1 or Severity 2.

At a minimum, the notification must contain the following elements:
- The time and date of the reported incident
- The name and contact information of the agent or Electronic Service Provider that reported the incident
- Details about the reported incident (e.g., type and how it was detected)
- Any impacts of the reported incident, and
- Any actions undertaken to contain the incident either by the agent or Electronic Service Provider that reported the incident, the point of contact, or the incident response lead or team.		Mandatory

		2.15		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -13		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must prioritize all incidents in accordance with their severity and priority rating.		Mandatory

		2.16		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -14		The incident response lead or team must take steps to limit the scope and magnitude of an incident. Mitigation or containment activities may include:
- Backing up the information system
- Discontinuing operations
- Changing passwords or modifying access control lists on the compromised information system, and
- Restricting connectivity.

NOTE: Depending on the severity of an incident it may be necessary to activate [The HIS Solution] Vendor’s business continuity plans.		Mandatory

		2.18		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -15		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must remediate all applicable information systems so that they return to full and normal operations. Remediation activities may include:
- Eradicating the cause of the incident (e.g., removing malware)
- Restoring and validating the information system
- Deciding when to restore operations, and
- Monitoring information systems to verify normal operations without further information system or data compromise.		Mandatory

		2.20		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -16		[The HIS Solution]Vendor  must investigate all incidents to identify the cause of the incident (e.g., by performing root cause analysis.)		Mandatory

		2.21		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -17		Once an incident has been resolved (i.e., all remediation activities have been implemented and affected information systems and information technology have returned to full and normal operations) the incident response lead or team must complete the incident report. During longer investigations, affected HICs may request status updates on the incident investigation in the interim.		Mandatory

		2.22		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -18		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  must archive their incident reports for a minimum of 24 months.		Mandatory

		2.23		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -19		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  must provide participating HIC with any EHR incident reports within 72 hours of the request.		Mandatory

				Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4

Critical Assessment
8.3.3.3
8.3.3.4. 
8.3.3.5.
8.3.3.9.
8.3.4.7. 
8.3.7.5.
8.3.8.6.
8.3.8.7		ISIMS -20		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  must ensure 
- Automation to be used within incident response training methods/simulations, where possible, according to training schedule
- Simulation of incidents and contingency situations to enhance testing and planning efforts, where possible, every six months
- Automated tracking and analysis of incidents
- Dynamic configuration/response during attack/incidents where possible from:
a. all program/service systems
b. all cloud environment components and infrastructure
- Increase/enhance analytics re: anomaly detection, where possible
- Detection, alarms, alerts, etc. tied to meaningful, immediate response from qualified staff
- Train incident response staff:
a. practical, relevant training
b. training in anomaly detection
c. training completed within ten days of hiring into incident response role/team refresher/expanded training conducted annually
- Annual training:
a. anomaly detection/analysis and response (including used of simulation)
b. system use and boundaries
c. developer training – both for developer audiences, in terms of application security practices and secure SDLC, and by developers for other audiences, in terms of conveying application/security design and engineering detail
d. contingency, backup, recovery, and resumption
		Mandatory

		2.14		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -21		[the HIS Solution] Program Office must notify  the HIC
- Within 72 hours of notification for any incident classified as a Severity 1, and
- Within one week of notification for any incident classified as a Severity 2.		Mandatory

		2.12		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -22		If an incident that originates at a HIC affects multiple HICs or [The HIS Solution] Vendor, the EHR Program Office may assume leadership of the incident management activities.		Desired

		2.17		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -23		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  should create containment strategies for each major incident type, with criteria clearly documented to facilitate decision-making. Criteria for determining the appropriate strategy may include:
- Potential damage to and theft of resources
- Need for evidence preservation
- Service availability (e.g., network connectivity, services provided to external parties)
- Time and resources needed to implement the strategy
- Effectiveness of the strategy (e.g., partial containment, full containment)
 - Duration of the solution (e.g., emergency workaround to be removed in four hours, temporary workaround to be removed in two weeks, permanent solution).
NOTE: Depending on the severity and type an incident it may be necessary to activate [The HIS Solution] Vendor’s business continuity plans. Therefore, criteria should be defined to provide the incident response lead or team with guidance on when to notify business continuity personnel.		Desired

		2.25		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -24		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  should implement a mechanism to review all of their incidents, at a minimum, monthly to identify trends and to determine whether any preventative actions can be taken to reduce the likelihood of similar incidents from occurring in the future.		Desired						Covered in Control ID SEF-05		Partial

		2.26		Information Security Incident Management Policy v1.4		ISIMS -25		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  should develop procedures for collecting evidence for the purposes of disciplinarily or legal action against agents or Electronic Service Providers. These procedures should require:
- Forensics work to be performed on copies of the evidential material.
- The creation of copies be witnessed

Details of the creation should be logged, including:
- When and where the copying process was executed
- Who performed the copying activities, and
- Which tools or Vendors were utilized for the copying process.
- The integrity of all evidential material is protected.		Desired						Covered in Control ID DSI-07
Covered in Control ID SEF-01		Partial

						Security Logging and Monitoring Standard

		2.10		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -01		[The HIS Solution] must enable logging by default on [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in IVS-01		Partial

		2.20		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -02		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that their logging capabilities are enabled and operational at all times. [The HIS Solution] must configure their information systems in a manner such that they are disabled if logging is not operational.		Mandatory

		2.40		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -03		[The HIS Solution] must log all information system events/activities found in Appendix A: Sources and Contents of Logs performed by a HIC, Agent, and Electronic Service Provider to [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.50		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -04		[The HIS Solution] must log all activities of information system administrators and information system operators as part of the general audit trail process.		Mandatory

		2.60		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -05		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that all logs, at a minimum and where relevant, contain the following information for each event/activity:
- Identifiers (as many as available) for the subject requesting the action (e.g., user ID, computer name, IP address, and MAC address)
- Identifiers (as many as available) for the object the action was performed on (e.g., file names accessed, unique identifiers of records accessed in a database, IP address, and MAC address)
- Date and time
- The event activity (e.g., sign-on and sign-off)
- Status of the security event activity (e.g., success or failure, denied or allowed)
- Type of access (e.g., read, write, execute)
- Alarms raised by access control and network monitoring systems.		Mandatory

				Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6

Critical Assessment
8.3.2.2.
8.3.3.1. 
8.3.3.10.
8.3.7.1.
8.3.7.2. 
8.3.7.3.
8.3.7.4.		SLMS -06		[The HIS Solution] must ensure Secure central collection, analysis, and views, with cryptography used to protect both confidentiality and integrity of audit logs
- Automation of audit event collection and integration
- Automated alarm/responses/alerting upon integrity compromise (including failures re: cryptography, certificates, transactions, critical file integrity, integrity of backups, etc.)
- Detection augmented to a “continuous monitoring” level
- C2 specific, exfiltration-specific, and IoC optimizations for:
            a. system monitoring
            b. network detection
- Insider threat detection/alerting/response
- Detection of unauthorized services, software, devices, and changes
		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-07		Partial

		2.70		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -07		[The HIS Solution] must not filter logs at the source.		Mandatory

		2.80		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -08		The HIS Solution must synchronize information system clocks to a centralized clock source. [The HIS Solution] must perform clock synchronization validation, at a minimum, daily to ensure on-going clock synchronization accuracy.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-03		Partial

		2.90		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -09		[The HIS Solution] must implement controls to protect the confidentiality and integrity of logs both in storage and during transmission.		Mandatory

		2.10		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -10		[The HIS Solution] must restrict all access to logs based on the principles of least privileged and need-to-know.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IAM-08		Sufficient

		2.12		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -11		[The HIS Solution]  must not configure logs to overwrite old data when the maximum log size limit has been reached.		Mandatory

		2.13		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -12		[The HIS Solution] must prohibit their agents and Electronic Service Providers with authorized access to logs from erasing or deactivating logs of their own activities.		Mandatory

		2.17		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -13		[The HIS Solution] must support monitor of logs to ensure that:
- Log triggers are appropriately configured
- Log triggers are not compromised
- Faults are identified for further analysis and remediation steps, and
- Identified faults are resolved or mitigated.		Mandatory

		2.18		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -14		[The HIS Solution] must implement automated analysis tools on their information systems to assist in the detection and prevention of information and information system misuse or intrusion.		Mandatory

		2.24		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -15		[The HIS Solution] must ensure that their logs relating to production data are readily available online, at a minimum, for six months.		Mandatory

		2.26		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -16		[The HIS Solution] must retain archived logs of HIC, agent, and Electronic Service Provider activities in accordance with the EHR Privacy Retention Policy.		Mandatory

		2.30		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -17		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that all logs are classified in accordance with the highest level of information contained within the logs.		Mandatory

		2.11		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -18		[The HIS Solution] Program must maintain a list of all agents or Electronic Service Providers who have authorized access to logs. At minimum, the list must contain:
- Full name of the agent or Electronic Service Provider
- Work phone number of the agent or Electronic Service Provider
- Work email address of the agent or Electronic Service Provider
- ID that the agent or Electronic Service Provider uses to logically access the log, and
- Name/type of log to which the agent or Electronic Service Provider has access.		Mandatory

		2.14		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -19		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that the management of log generation sources is logged and controlled via documented change control procedures.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID CCC-03		Sufficient

		2.19		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -20		[the HIS Solution] Program must implement automated correlation tools on their information systems to look for patterns of events/activities across multiple information systems.		Mandatory

		2.20		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -21		[the HIS Solution] Program must ensure that automated alerts are triggered for unsuccessful authentication attempts.		Mandatory

		2.21		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -22		[the HIS Solution] Program must review their logs, at a minimum, monthly to detect anomalous events on the network or [the HIS Solution] agent or Electronic Service Provider behavior that is outside of policy or procedures, or to identify automated alerts generated that may indicate attacks or break-ins.		Mandatory

		2.22		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -23		[the HIS Solution] Program must ensure that information system administrator and operator logs are reviewed, at a minimum, monthly.		Mandatory

		2.23		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -24		[the HIS Solution] Program must ensure that segregation of duties must exist for all log reviews, e.g., someone other than the information system administrator must review the logs for the information system he/she manages.		Mandatory

		2.25		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -25		[the HIS Solution] Program must retain archived information system logs for a minimum duration as highlighted in the CPC Data Retention Policy.

https://www.ehealthontario.on.ca/images/uploads/regional_partners/cGTA/privacy_policies_and_procedures/EHR_Privacy_Policies.pdf		Mandatory

		2.27		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -26		[the HIS Solution] Program must ensure that logs related to backups are readily available online for the same period as logs related to production data.		Mandatory

		2.30		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -27		Upon retention expiry, [the HIS Solution] Program must ensure that their logs are disposed of in accordance with the requirements defined in Information and Asset Management Policy.		Mandatory

		2.28		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -28		[The HIS Solution] must archive their logs in a format that can be restored for as long as the data retention is required.		Mandatory

		2.29		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -29		[the HIS Solution] Program should label and store their archive logs in an organized manner for easy retrieval.		Desired

		2.15		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -30		[The HIS Solution] should implement automated mechanisms on their information systems to consolidate logs to centralized log management servers.		Desired

		2.16		Security Logging and Monitoring Policy v1.6		SLMS -31		[The HIS Solution] should implement automated tools on their information systems to convert logs with different content and formats to a single standard format with consistent data field representations.		Desired

						Local Registration Authority Practices Standard

		2.50		Local Registration Authority Practices Policy v1.4		LRA-01		The Legally Responsible Person (LRP) must identify a named person(s), group(s), or role(s) that has the authority to act as a Sponsor.		Mandatory								Excluded		HIC operated control

		2.60		Local Registration Authority Practices Policy v1.4		LRA-02		The Sponsor must only provide access to [the HIS Solution] clinical components to Agents whose purpose of access is to collect PHI for providing or assisting in the provision of healthcare.
Examples of end-users who may meet the criteria of providing healthcare or assisting in the provision of healthcare, may include, but are not limited to:
- Regulated health professionals who see patients
- Residents providing care to patients
- Administrative staff who pull charts for physicians
- Ward clerks who review results to flag abnormals for physicians		Mandatory								Excluded		HIC operated control

		2.70		Local Registration Authority Practices Policy v1.4		LRA-03		The Sponsor must only provide access to [the HIS Solution] administration components to Agents and Electronic Service Providers whose purpose of access is to:

- Provide support for defined and permitted functionality within the administration roles of [the HIS Solution] (e.g. Privacy Officers, System Administrators Agents and Electronic Service Providers must not be granted access to functionality intended for those providing health care or assisting in the provision of health care (e.g. Clinicians).

For example, system administrators may require access to error queue management functionality to correct and process messages, privacy officers may require access to privacy reports to generate audit reports, data mapping specialists may require access to the terminology mapping functions to map codes and terminologies. These individuals must not be granted access to functionality intended for those providing healthcare or assisting in the provision of health care (e.g. clinicians).		Mandatory								Excluded		HIC operated control

		2.80		Local Registration Authority Practices Policy v1.4		LRA-04		Sponsor’s must not provide access to [the HIS Solution] if access is requested for purposes other than providing or assisting in the provision of healthcare, e.g., providing access for the purposes of:
- Program planning, evaluation, or monitoring
- Risk or error management
- Improving the quality of care, programs, and services
- Education and training (unless the individual is a student or resident who requires access to provide care)
- For processing payments.		Mandatory								Excluded		HIC operated control

		2.90		Local Registration Authority Practices Policy v1.4		LRA-05		Sponsor’s must not provide access to [the HIS Solution] if access is requested for the purpose of research.		Mandatory								Excluded		HIC operated control

		2.10		Local Registration Authority Practices Policy v1.4		LRA-06		If an agent or Electronic Service Provider has multiple roles, e.g., is both a clinician and a risk manager, the Sponsor may assign that person with access to [the HIS Solution] for the purposes of collecting PHI for providing or assisting in the provision of health care and must ensure that the end user understands their permissions and obligations.		Mandatory								Excluded		HIC operated control

						System Development Life Cycle Standard

		2.10		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform development and testing activities in non-production environments.		Mandatory

		2.10		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must protect source code against unauthorized access and modification (e.g., through the use of access controls).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID TVM-03		Partial

		2.13		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that accounts, user IDs, private encryption keys, and passwords are not imbedded in the source code or published solution.		Mandatory

		2.17		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -04		In addition to the above, all custom code used for web applications and application interfaces must be tested and remediated for all of the following coding vulnerabilities:
- Cross-site scripting (XSS): The code reviewer must validate all parameters before inclusion, utilize context sensitive escaping, etc.
- Improper Access Control: The code reviewer must validate that end users are properly authenticated, input is sanitized, and internal object references are not exposed to end users and the access control is not bypassed via any backdoors.
- Cross-site request forgery (CSRF): The code reviewer must validate that applications do not reply on authorization credentials and tokens automatically submitted by browsers.
- Invalidated Redirects and Forwards: The code reviewer must validate that all the supplied URL values are valid and authorized for the user.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID AIS-03		Partial

		2.18		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -05		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that all security deficiencies or vulnerabilities identified during the code review are corrected or the risk is accepted prior to production implementation.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID GRM-11		Sufficient

		2.24		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must test their new information systems prior to its promotion to the production environment.		Mandatory

		2.31		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform vulnerability and configuration scans on any new infrastructure deployment or service prior to its production release, with all [HIS Solution] major releases being supported by a comprehensive vulnerability assessment.		Mandatory

		2.32		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform penetration tests on all major releases of internet-facing applications that are part of [the HIS Solution] and that provide or support access to PHI prior to its availability in the production environment.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-02		Partial

		2.33		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -09		Penetration tests on internet-facing applications must include web-application testing techniques executed against a documented set of industry standards such as the OWASP Top 10 to identify weakness that are unique to web-based applications (e.g., SQL/LDAP injection, cross-site scripting, session token attacks and URL forgery) and must be subject to rigorous external content review.		Mandatory

		2.39		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -10		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must only permit executable code to be promoted to the production environment. Development code or compliers must be prohibited in the production environment.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID TVM-01		Partial

		2.44		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -11		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement a change control process to govern all changes to production information systems.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID CCC-02
Covered in control ID CCC-03		Sufficient

		2.46		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -12		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must develop a process to test the information security controls of their information systems after implementation. The process should ensure that:
- A review of the application control and integrity procedures is completed to ensure that they have not been compromised by the operating system changes, and
- Appropriate changes are made to the business continuity plans.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID CCC-03
Covered in control ID MOS-07		Partial

		2.20		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -13		[The HIS Solution] should implement controls to segregate their production environments from their non-production environments keeping in mind the sensitivity of the data in non-production environments and practices. These controls may include:
- Using separate access controls
- Using separate hardware for production and non-production activities, or
- Segmenting the production network from non-production networks (e.g., through the use of network gateways).
- Creating separate warning banners and display features that clearly indicate the environment.		Desired						Covered in Control ID IVS-08		Sufficient

		2.30		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -14		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should perform an initial information security review on all their proposed information systems based on the known information system requirements and the business objectives to provide information security requirements for the developers.		Desired

		2.40		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -15		Where the information security functionality in a proposed product does not satisfy the specified information security requirements, then [The HIS Solution] Vendor should consider the risks that would be introduced by the information system prior to purchasing the product.		Desired

		2.50		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -17		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should review their information system development design specifications and processes to ensure that sufficient controls are place to address information security requirements.		Desired

		2.60		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -18		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use the information requirements for the application to document the information system architecture design.		Desired

		2.70		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -19		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should develop and document a detailed design for each information system module, component, or service. The detailed design should be refined into lower levels containing application units that can be coded, compiled, and tested.		Desired

		2.80		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -20		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should develop and document a detailed design for the interfaces external to the information system module/component/service, between the information system components, and between the application units.		Desired

		2.90		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -21		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should store all source code in a source code repository and implement version control to manage code development.		Desired

		2.11		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -22		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should develop all applications in accordance with secure coding guidelines. Guidance on secure coding is available from:
- CERT®
- National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
- Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), or
- SANS Institute		Desired						Covered in control ID AIS-01		Sufficient

		2.12		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -23		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should review all custom code prior to release into production. Reviews of custom code (“code reviews”) may be performed manually or with the assistance of automated review tools.		Desired

		2.14		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -24		All manual code reviews should be performed by agents or Electronic Service Providers other than the original custom code developer (or outsourced code developer), and who are knowledgeable in code review techniques and secure coding practices.		Desired

		2.15		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -26		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that code review results are reviewed, approved, and signed-off by their respective management prior to release.		Desired

		2.16		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -27		Where access to external party source code (or equivalent) is restricted, [The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that a copy of the code is:
- Maintained in escrow by a trusted external party, and
- Checked regularly to ensure it is up-to-date and works correctly.		Desired

		2.19		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -28		Vendor-supplied software packages should be used without modification (i.e. without modification to the base vendor application features).		Desired

		2.20		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -29		When a vendor-supplied package needs to be modified, [The HIS Solution] Vendor should consider the following:
- The risk of built-in controls and integrity processes being compromised.
- Obtaining the required changes from the vendor as a standard Vendor update.
- The impact of becoming responsible for future maintenance of the software as a result of the change.		Desired

		2.21		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -30		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that procedures for testing information systems under development cover the:
- Types of hardware, software and services to be tested
- Use of structured test plans, including user involvement
- Types of testing (e.g., end-to-end and performance testing)
- Data use for performing tests, and
- Document, review and sign-off of the testing results.		Desired

		2.22		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -31		New information systems should be tested in accordance with predefined, documented test plans, which shall be cross-referenced to the information system design/specification to ensure complete coverage. Key user representatives should be involved in planning tests, providing test data and reviewing test results.		Desired

		2.23		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -32		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that the information system testing environment mimics the production environment to the greatest degree possible.		Desired

		2.25		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -33		The complete information system environment should be tested to identify any conflicts or dependencies with other information systems, which includes:
- Using the underlying technical security infrastructure.
- Interfacing with other applications.
- Running different operating systems, runtime libraries and browser software.
- Interfacing with databases and directory services, and
- Processing on particular hardware, including service/mobile device/hand-held configurations		Desired

		2.26		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -34		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should conduct information system tests with the information system running in expected, unexpected (e.g. excessive load, or unavailable services), and infrequent (e.g. limited connectivity or delayed service responses) conditions.		Desired

		2.27		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -35		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should not use production data, with the exception of data classified as Public, in non-production environments, unless the information security controls in the non-production environment mirrors the information security controls implemented (or to be implemented) in the production environment. Otherwise, [The HIS Solution] Vendor should sanitize all production data (e.g., masked, scrambled, scrubbed), prior to loading and using it in non-production environments, in a way that:
- A record or transaction cannot be traced to an individual.
- The information, if disclosed to unauthorized individuals, will not have an adverse effect on [The HIS Solution], its agents or Electronic Service Providers, or HICs, their agents or Electronic Service Providers, or any patient.		Desired						Covered in Control ID DSI-05		Sufficient

		2.28		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -36		Security testing activities should be incorporated where possible as part of the overall testing activities of [The HIS Solution] to provide frequent feedback on potential information security enhancements or improvements.		Desired

		2.29		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -37		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use prepared test data (e.g., high volume of concurrent users, URLs, command-line inputs and random data) designed to identify system faults or system weaknesses (e.g., buffer overflow and faulty memory) to perform information security tests on their information systems.		Desired

		2.30		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -38		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should implement a process to ensure that flaws or security weaknesses identified during the testing process are resolved in a consistent manner, which includes:
- Recording details of security weaknesses identified (e.g., in a test log.)
- Assessing the associated risks
- Implementing actions to address these risks
- Repeating tests of the application following corrective actions, and
- Security testing results that identify weaknesses should be handled as confidential until the specific flaw has been addressed.		Desired						Covered in Control ID CCC-05		Partial

		2.34		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -39		Where information security testing reveals one or more weaknesses in a third-party product, [The HIS Solution] Vendor should communicate their findings directly to the third-party.		Desired

		2.35		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -40		Before new information systems are promoted into the production environment, [The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that:
- Information security assessments have been performed
- Limitations of information security controls have been documented
- Approval has been obtained from an appropriate representative, and
- Service level agreements have been established to support systems in the production environment, if required.		Desired

		2.36		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -41		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should not permit code to be promoted directly from a development environment to a production environment, or vice versa, but should require all code to follow a code promotion process.		Desired						Covered in Control ID TVM-03		Partial

		2.37		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -42		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should define and implement an installation process or deployment plan.		Desired

		2.38		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -43		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should create a rollback strategy prior to implementing changes.		Desired

		2.40		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -44		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should use a configuration control system to keep control of all implemented software, as well as the system documentation.		Desired

		2.41		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -45		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should only permit designated agents and Electronic Service Providers to update production operational software, applications, and Vendor libraries.		Desired

		2.42		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -46		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that their change control process:
- Maintains a record of agreed authorization levels
- Ensures changes are submitted by authorized users
- Reviews information security controls to ensure that they will not be compromised by the changes
- Identifies all software, information, database entries, and hardware that require amendment
- Obtains formal approval from information system owner for detailed proposals before work commences
- Ensures authorized users accept changes prior to implementation
- Ensures the information system documentation set (i.e., the document(s) relevant to the information system being changed) is updated on the completion of each change, and the old documentation is archived or disposed
- Maintains a version control for all software updates
- Maintains an audit trail of all change requests, and
- Ensures that all information included in the change control process (database names, accounts, network addresses, etc.) are disclosed only to the relevant parties in the appropriate steps of the change control procedure.		Desired						Covered in control ID CCC-01
Covered in control ID CCC-03
Covered in control ID CCC-04
Covered in control ID MOS-15		Partial

		2.43		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -47		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should only permit designated agents and Electronic Service Providers to update production operational software, applications, and program libraries. 		Desired

		2.45		System Development Life Cycle Policy v1.5		SDLCS -48		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that their change control process:
- Maintains a record of agreed authorization levels
- Ensures changes are submitted by authorized users
- Reviews information security controls to ensure that they will not be compromised by the changes
- Identifies all software, information, database entries, and hardware that require amendment
- Obtains formal approval from information system owner for detailed proposals before work commences
- Ensures authorized users accept changes prior to implementation
- Ensures the information system documentation set (i.e., the document(s) relevant to the information system being changed) is updated on the completion of each change, and the old documentation is archived or disposed
- Maintains a version control for all software updates
- Maintains an audit trail of all change requests, and
- Ensures that all information included in the change control process (database names, accounts, network addresses, etc.) are disclosed only to the relevant parties in the appropriate steps of the change control procedure. 		Desired						Covered in control ID CCC-01
Covered in control ID CCC-03
Covered in control ID CCC-04		Partial

						Threat Risk Management Standard

		2.10		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor shall be responsible for performing TRAs on [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-08		Partial

		2.20		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform all threat risk assessments (TRAs) in accordance with the Harmonized Threat and Risk Assessment Methodology published by the Communications Security Establishment Canada (CSEC).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-08		Partial

		2.30		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS-03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor shall make executive summaries (results) of TRAs and relevant risk treatment plans available on request to HICs who have access to [The HIS Solution] within three business days upon approval of the TRA and remediation plan by the Applicable Oversight Body. 		Mandatory

		2.40		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor shall maintain:
- An asset listing that contains valuation and classification ratings for [The HIS Solution], and
- A risk listing that contains threat and vulnerability ratings for [The HIS Solution].		Mandatory

		2.60		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must treat all completed or partially completed TRAs and supporting documentation in accordance with the protection requirements for information classified as Confidential.		Mandatory

		2.70		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must perform a TRA or delta TRA on [The HIS Solution] under the following conditions:
- Prior to significant modification to existing back-end architecture or functionality
- Prior to significant changes to existing front-end technical design or functionality
- Prior to significant changes to operational support models, tools, process, or parties
- Prior to significant changes to existing policies or procedures
- Prior to a change of Electronic Service Provider
- Prior to changes to applicable agreements that could be expected to impact the privacy of individuals or the security of their PHI
- Prior to Legislative changes to PHIPA that could be expected to impact the privacy of individuals or the security of their PHI
- On discovery of a vulnerability that resulted in, or could have resulted in, an information security incident
- At a minimum, every two years if none of the above has initiated a comprehensive TRA.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-08		Partial

		2.80		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must document a risk treatment option for all risks identified through the TRA process. Risk treatment options may include one or more of the following:
- Applying additional information security controls to further reduce the risk
- Accepting the risk, or
- Avoiding the risk by not allowing actions that would cause the risk to occur.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID STA-06
Covered in control ID GRM-11		Sufficient

		2.90		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -09		Where [The HIS Solution] Vendor chooses as the risk treatment option to apply additional information security controls, these controls must be implemented to meet the requirements identified in the TRA.		Mandatory

		2.10.		Threat Risk Management Policy v1.4		TRMS -10		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must document and monitor all their accepted risks in a risk register with identified owners, action plans (risk treatment option details), and status. Risks should be reviewed quarterly and risk treatment options updated if required.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID GRM-02
Covered in control ID GRM-10
Covered in control ID GRM-11		Partial

						Physical Security Standard

		2.1.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must implement physical security perimeters to protect physical components of [the HIS Solution] from unauthorized physical access and environmental damage.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-06
Covered in control ID DCS-02		Sufficient

		2.2.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -02		[The HIS Solution] Program must ensure that the strength of each perimeter depends on the physical security requirements of the information and information technology within the perimeter and, if applicable, the results of a threat risk assessment.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID DCS-02		Sufficient

		2.30		Physical Security Policy v1.4
Critical Assessment
8.3.1.8
8.3.3.7.		PSS -03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that highly sensitive facilities (i.e., buildings or storage areas that house information systems that store or process PHI or Restricted information) are protected against unauthorized physical access. Methods for preventing physical access may include:
- Fitting vulnerable doors and windows with locks or bolts.
- Installing and monitoring closed-circuit television (CCTV).
- Employing security guards.
- Installing intruder detection systems on external doors and testing accessible windows regularly.
- Facility visitor and access records reviewed every three months
- Automated tracking and analysis of facility visitor and access records
		Mandatory						Covered in control ID DCS-02		Sufficient

		2.4.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that highly sensitive facilities are located away from areas that are easily accessible to the public. Details about highly sensitive facilities should be kept confidential (e.g., by using discrete signs or excluding details from directories or telephone books).		Mandatory

		2.6		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -05		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that highly sensitive information systems (e.g., information systems that store or process PHI or Restricted information) are protected from power failures and other disruptions caused by failures in supporting utilities (e.g., electricity, water supply, heating/ventilation, and air-condition).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-05		Partial

		2.70		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that power cables to highly sensitive facilities are protected. Methods of protection may include:
- Segregating them from communications cables to prevent interference
- Concealed installation
- Locked inspection/termination points
- Alternative feeds or routing, and
- Avoidance of routes through public areas.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID DCS-02		Partial

		2.80		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that the power supply to highly sensitive facilities is protected. Methods of protection may include:
- Using uninterruptible power supply (UPS) devices that have enough battery capacity to support the orderly shutdown of sensitive information systems
- Installing surge protection equipment
- Providing back-up electricity generators in the event of an extended power supply
- Installing emergency lighting in case of main power failure, and
- Locating emergency power-off switches near emergency exits to facilitate rapid power-down in case of an emergency.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID DCS-02		Partial

		2.90		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that their information systems are deployed in locations that meet the vendor-specified requirements for cooling, heating, humidity and air quality.		Mandatory

		2.10.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -09		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that telecommunications cabling that transmits information that supports [The HIS Solution] are protected from interception or damage. Methods of protection may include:
- Installation of armored conduit and locked rooms or boxes at inspection and termination points
- Use of alternative routings and/or transmission media
- Use of fiber optic cabling
- Use of electromagnetic shielding to protect the cables
- Placement of redundant links
- Initiation of technical sweeps and physical inspections for unauthorized devices being attached to the cables, and
- Controlled access to patch panels and cable rooms.		Mandatory

		2.12.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -10		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that highly sensitive facilities are protected from natural and man-made hazards (e.g. in an area with a low risk of flooding, fire, explosion, or damage from neighboring activities).		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-08
Covered in control ID BCR-05		Sufficient

		2.13.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -11		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must minimize the impact of hazards in highly sensitive facilities by:
- Locating fire extinguishers so that minor incidents can be tackled without delay
- Training agents, and where appropriate Electronic Service Providers, in the use of fire extinguishers, other emergency/safety equipment, and in emergency evacuation procedures
- Monitoring and controlling the temperature and humidity.		Mandatory

		2.14.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -12		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that fire alarms in highly sensitive facilities are monitored continuously, tested regularly and serviced in accordance with manufacturer specifications.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID DCS-06		Partial

		2.15.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -13		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that existing data center facilities, and those being acquired by lease, purchase, or construction, are periodically assessed to ensure that physical security controls are in place to physically protect the information stored or processed in that data center.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID BCR-03		Partial

		2.16.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -14		[The HIS Solution] Vendor data centres facilities must be separated into distinct areas depending on operational requirements (e.g., server rooms, wiring closets, call centres, system support areas, service delivery, receiving, etc.).

Each area must be assigned a physical security zone to determine the physical security controls. Physical security zones with the corresponding minimum physical security controls for [The HIS Solution] are found in Appendix A: [The HIS Solution] Physical Security Zones.		Mandatory

		2.17		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -15		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must layer physical security zones in data centres to provide for defense in depth protection.

If such an approach is not feasible (e.g., due to the physical layout of a particular environment or specific operational requirements), then the maximum number of zones that may be skipped in the design of a data centre environment must be limited to one. In such cases, the relevant threat risk assessment must reflect the skipped zone, and compensating controls must be investigated and implemented.		Mandatory

		2.18		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -16		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that physical access points in data centres, such as delivery and loading areas and other points where unauthorized persons may enter the premises must be controlled and, if possible, isolated from areas that house highly sensitive information systems to avoid unauthorized physical access.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID DCS-08
Covered in control ID DCS-09		Partial

		2.19		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -17		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must require all agents and Electronic Service Providers to obtain approval from a senior-level executive in [the HIS Solution] Vendor before leaving the data center premises with information technology that is necessary for the operation of their information systems (e.g., servers and network devices). A record of all assets removed off-site should be maintained.		Mandatory						Covered in control ID DCS-04		Sufficient

		2.5.		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -18		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that visitors to highly sensitive facilitates are:
- Permitted physical access only for specific, authorized purposes
- Monitored by recording arrival and departure times
- Obliged to wear visitor badges at all times
- Supervised at all times, and
- Made aware of behavior or actions that are prohibited (e.g., filming or photography).		Desired						Covered in control ID DCS-07		Partial

		2.11		Physical Security Policy v1.4		PSS -19		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should ensure that telecommunications equipment is connected to the utility provider by at least two diverse routes to prevent connection failures.		Desired

						Cloud Security Standard

				GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -01		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must provide the HIC with evidence, in the form of audit reports, certifications, or other assurance, that the presence of security controls within the Cloud Service is consistent both with the requirements stated within this document, and any claims or representations made regarding the degree of security provided by the Cloud Service, supporting infrastructure, and physical facilities;		Mandatory

				GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -02		[The HIS Solution] Vendor  Must provide the HIC with unambiguous, documented details regarding the ownership of information within the Cloud Service, including ownership of resulting or service-derived information created through the use of the Cloud Service;		Mandatory

		2.5.1		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -03		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must provide the HIC with notifications of major changes that have the potential to cause impact to service delivery and/or the level of security within the Cloud Service or a supporting environment, and details of such changes (including, but not limited to, the type and category/severity of change, services, assets, and/or environments affected, planned date, time, and duration of the change, and notification of change completion;		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID CCC-03		Partial

		2.5.2		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -04		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should provide for sufficiently strong, or multi-factor, authentication (or “secure logon”) mechanisms (or integration options) that resist known attack vectors, for use in authenticating users with elevated privileges and/or I&IT management roles (and must provide such where required by the IAA Policy or a relevant TRA/PIA); and		Mandatory

		2.5.26		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -05		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must provide the HIC with documentation and unambiguous, documented details regarding the division of roles and responsibilities for incident response procedures to be used in the event of a security incident or privacy breach, and any capacity for assisting or accommodating customers in obtaining evidence, performing investigations, or conducting forensics (relevant to the Cloud Service Model in question);		Mandatory						Covered in control ID SEF-02
Covered in control ID SEF-03
Covered in control ID SEF-04		Partial

		2.5.27		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -06		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must provide the HIC with documentation or information regarding any definitions for security events, incidents, and privacy breaches, such that these can be understood and/or agreed upon, including, but not limited to methods for detection and prompt notification of security incidents or privacy breaches, including timeframes for notifications, contact information (e.g., contact names, phone numbers, email addresses, etc.), requirements for post-incident review to make determinations if a privacy breach is likely to have occurred, and any applicable remedies; and		Mandatory						Covered in control ID SEF-02
Covered in control ID SEF-03
Covered in control ID SEF-04		Partial

		2.5.28		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -07		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must provide the HIC with relevant procedures, points of contact, and escalation paths for the reporting of security incidents or privacy breaches.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID SEF-02		Partial

		2.5.31		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -08		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must support the import and use of key material owned and managed by the HIC for cryptographic controls intended to protect the confidentiality and/or integrity of sensitive Government of Ontario information, where such controls are required, with security protections, lifecycle support, key management, and key expiry support for such key material;		Mandatory

		2.5.32		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -09		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must provide the HIC with evidence (e.g. reports, evidence, certifications, etc.) that any necessary cryptographic requirements can be met within the Cloud Service and the relevant jurisdiction(s), where relevant to the Cloud Service type; and		Mandatory

		2.5.36		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -10		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must be capable of restricting the storage of customer data to specific countries or geographic locations		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID DSI-02		Partial

		2.5.37		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -11		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must be capable of providing the physical location/geography of storage of a tenant’s data in advance or in advance		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID DSI-02		Partial

		AAC-03.3		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -12		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must be capable of allowing HICs to define acceptable geographical locations for data routing or resource instantiation		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID DSI-02		Partial

		DSI-01.5		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -13		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must ensure that data does not migrate beyond a defined geographical residency.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID DSI-02		Partial

		DSI-01.7		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -14		[The HIS Solution] Vendor must HICs with geographically resilient hosting options.		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID DSI-02		Partial

		DSI-02.2		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -15		[The HIS Solution] cloud solution must include independent hardware restore and recovery capabilities when using virtual infrastructure.		Mandatory

		BCR-01.1		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -16		[The HIS Solution] cloud solution must provide HICs with a capability to restore a Virtual Machine to a previous state in time when using virtual infrastructure.		Mandatory

		BCR-07.1		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -17		[The HIS Solution] cloud solution must allow virtual machine images to be downloaded and ported to a new cloud provider when using virtual infrastructure.		Mandatory

		BCR-07.2		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -18		[The HIS Solution] cloud solution must provide a capability to identify virtual machines via policy tags/metadata (e.g., tags can be used to limit guest operating systems from booting/instantiating/transporting data in the wrong country)		Mandatory

		BCR-07.3		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -19		[The HIS Solution] cloud solution must allow HICs to provide their own trusted virtual machine image to ensure conformance to their own internal standards.		Mandatory

		DSI-01.1		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -20		Changes made to virtual machines, or moving of an image and subsequent validation of the image's integrity, must be made immediately available to customers through electronic methods (e.g., portals or alerts)		Mandatory

		GRM-01.3		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -21		Security vulnerability assessment tools or services accommodate the virtualization technologies must be used (e.g., virtualization aware)		Mandatory						Covered in Control ID IVS-05		Sufficient

		IVS-02.2		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -22		[The HIS Solution] must restrict personnel access to all hypervisor management functions or administrative consoles for systems hosting virtualized systems based on the principle of least privilege and supported through technical controls (e.g., two-factor authentication, audit trails, IP address filtering, firewalls and TLS-encapsulated communications to the administrative consoles)		Mandatory						Covered in control ID IVS-11		Sufficient

		IVS-05.1		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -23		Industry-recognized virtualization platform and standard virtualization formats (e.g., OVF) must be used to help ensure interoperability.		Mandatory						Covered in Control IPY-05		Sufficient

		IVS-11.1		CONSENSUS ASSESSMENTS INITIATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE		CSS -24		[The HIS Solution] must document custom changes made to any hypervisor in use, and all solution-specific virtualization hooks available for customer review.		Mandatory						Covered in Control IPY-05		Sufficient

		N/A		eHealth Ontario Request		CSS -25		The HIS Solution Vendor must securely interface the solution at a 'meet me point' which services the Health Care Providers who will access through the Managed Private Network.		Mandatory

		2.5.12		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -26		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should provide the HIC with documentation or information regarding the password management policies and processes in place within the Cloud Service, including configuration options, storage, and cryptographic treatment of passwords, so that these details can be used to evaluate the services and educate customer users.		Desired						Covered in Control ID MOS-16		Partial

		2.5.29		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -27		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should provide the HIC with capabilities to perform logging of events within the context of the Cloud Service, a documented, unambiguous division of roles and responsibilities regarding logging, and disclose any constraints or limitations regarding logging, the supporting environment, distinctions where the customer is expected to generate logs, details regarding retention and handling of logs, and/or any general lack of logging features or components within the Cloud Service; and		Desired						Covered in Control ID BCR-11		Partial

		2.5.30		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -28		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should provide the HIC with documentation or information regarding the type and frequency of routine reviews of log information, a documented, unambiguous division of roles and responsibilities regarding log review, support for notification of integrity changes, for sensitive information, tracking causes of log entries (e.g., what event, user, or process resulted in the entry), correlation of log entries between infrastructure components or the supporting infrastructure (including subcontractors), logging the use of elevated privileges (to detect inappropriate use), and ensuring review can only be performed by authorized staff.		Desired

		2.5.33		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -29		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should provide the HIC with documentation or information regarding the specification, implementation, and use of cryptography within the Cloud Service, including (but not limited to) encrypted traffic, encrypted storage, algorithms, modes of operation, key specifications, key exchange, key management, the ability to import and protect customer key material, supported protocols, supported certificate formats, the ability to import certificates, and the intended or suggested use to protect sensitive information.		Desired						Covered in control ID EKM-02
Covered in control ID EKM-03		Partial

		2.5.34		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -30		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should provide the HIC with documentation, including technical and procedural details, regarding legislative compliance and any related controls; and		Desired

		2.5.35		GO-ITS 25.21 Security Requirements for Cloud Services		CSS -31		[The HIS Solution] Vendor should identify to the HIC any regulatory or legal authorities in the jurisdiction(s) relevant to the Cloud Service, including any known considerations that may relate to stored information (“data at rest”), the use of cryptography, data protection, backups, or similar items.		Desired						Covered in control ID MOS-06		Partial
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